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v1. INTRODUCTION

Online Material

Demonstrations of the prototypes described in this thesis can be found on Vimeo:

Field

https://vimeo.com/291857405

Flock

https://vimeo.com/291858013

Neighbours (Voronoi)

https://vimeo.com/291858466

Neighbours (Delaunay)

https://vimeo.com/291858868
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Abstract

Library collections have changed significantly in the past 50 years. A collection in a 
research library has moved from a physical repository – of books stored in a building – 
to one that is made up of digital materials, accessible from anywhere. Correspondingly, 
libraries’ approach to collection development has shifted. Where once libraries amassed 
as much material as possible, so as to fulfil any need of a patron, the library now 
focuses on providing access to digital items distributed across many sites. Access to 
library collection items is through digital interfaces, primarily the online catalogue. 

The graphical conventions of these catalogue interfaces are modeled on previous 
incarnations of the catalogue and blended with conventions drawn from the Web 
search engine. These conventions are all borrowed, not developed specifically for 
access to a library collection through a graphical user interface. This can be seen in 
three primary ways: the presentation of individual library records, the use of the 
single search box and the use of lists to display catalogue search results. The last 
of these is my central point of concern. The list is a graphical form that organises 
information and does not provide context for or communicate different types of 
relationships between search results. It is time to seek alternative ways of presenting 
library catalogue search results that take account of the affordances of the graphical 
user interface. The central research question of this thesis then is: how might new 
visual approaches to library catalogue interfaces enhance the search experience?

Using a Research through Design methodology, I develop three prototypes 
through which I explore alternative approaches to the visual design of catalogue 
search results.  The prototypes build on the research of scholars and practitioners 
seeking more generous approaches to library collection interfaces by providing a 
visual approach that contributes a relational understanding of library collections 
(Whitelaw 2012, 2015). This approach recognises that the graphical forms used 
to structure information are persuasive, rather than pragmatic and as such can be 
used to create new ways for researchers to understand the library collection.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Context: changes in the library

Research libraries have been radically changed by digital technology.1 For a patron, 

this has meant changes to the formats of library items and the way in which they 

are accessed. Before the advent of digital technology, patrons would use the library 

by visiting it. I might find library items by using the library’s card catalogue held in 

drawers. If I knew what I was looking for I could look for the relevant card using the

title or author of the item. If I wanted to know what the library held on a certain topic, 

I could browse the cards arranged by subject for suggestions. Once I found something 

that interested me, I would write down the call number of the item and, if the shelves

were open to the public, go and find it on the shelf. If the shelves were not open, I 

would request the item from a librarian. It might be a book or a journal article. If the 

latter, I would need to photocopy the article if I wanted to take it out of the library. 

To use the library today I could be at my desk, on the train or at home. I could be 

anywhere. All I need is a device that can browse the Web. To find a specific item I

could look it up in the online library catalogue. If I wish to browse I can do a subject 

search in the catalogue and look through the results that are returned. Sometimes the 

item I want is available immediately, through the web interface. It might be a journal 

article, an e-book or a streaming video. At other times, it might be a printed book held 

on the library’s shelves. In that case, I will visit the library to pick it up. The library at 

my university stores a large proportion of its printed books in an underground storage

facility. If the book I want is in that facility, I request the book and wait for it to be 

delivered to the library, from where I pick it up. 

From the descriptions of these two scenarios, we can see that the formats – the media

types of items – held in library collections have changed, as have the ways in which we

  

1. I focus on research libraries in this thesis for two reasons. Firstly, the collections of research libraries are 

extensive, offering great scope for the visualisation of collection data. Secondly, the role these libraries play in

supporting scholarly activity. I have sought to develop prototypes that support this activity, particularly the

making of connections between sources and ideas through the use of library collections. 
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access these items. Library items are now primarily accessed through a digital interface, 

both inside the library building and remotely. This is the focus of this thesis.

1.1.1 Changing formats

In libraries, format refers to the media type of individual items in the collection. For t

example, book, e-book, journal, newspaper, website, blog, compact disc and DVD are

all formats. It is possible for a single title within the collection to have multiple formats, 

and each format is treated as an individual item. For example, in my university library 

Romeo and Juliet is available as a book, a streaming video, a DVD, an e-book and in 

HTML as part of a larger website.2 The library provides multiple options for engaging 

with a single text, through both print, audiovisual and digital formats. Some of these

formats pre-date digitisation – books, compact discs - and no doubt would have been

long been offered alongside each other. The formats of interest here are those that are

digital and those that are not held locally in the library.

Firstly, the streaming video of Romeo and Juliet is not hosted locally; that is, on a t

computer within or owned by UTS library (see Figure 1.1). It is provided by a company 

called Alexander Street who, according to the blurb on the website, bring “together the

skills of traditional publishing, librarianship, and software development to create quality 

electronic collections.” Alexander Street is “brought to you by UTS Library” but the 

content it provides is not owned by UTS Library. So, the item is accessible through the

catalogue but is not part of the local UTS collection. It is licensed by the library. For a

library patron, this doesn’t matter. What is important is that someone seeking a filmed

stage production of Romeo and Juliet can find one, when they want it. 

  

2. As I am a student at the University of Technology Sydney I frequently refer to the university’s library as an

example. I have chosen to use it as an example for no other reason than convenience.
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Figure 1.1 Streaming video hosted and distributed by Alexander Street, accessed through

UTS Library catalogue. 

Another item hosted externally is the e-book of the play’s text. This e-book is hosted

by ‘Proquest Ebook Central’ (See Figure 1.2). To gain access to Proquest’s e-books, 

libraries pay a subscription fee. The item is returned in a search of the UTS Library 

catalogue for ‘romeo and juliet’ and the full text can be accessed by library patrons on 

demand. It can be read online or a PDF can be downloaded. As a UTS library patron

I have two types of access to this e-book: I can search and locate the item, and I can

open and read the full text of item. I have discovery access ands fulfilment access.

Figure 1.2 E-book hosted and distributed by ProQuest, accessed through UTS Library catalogue.
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A third item returned in these search results connects me to the Project Gutenberg 

website (see Figure 1.3). Project Gutenberg provides access to free e-books, a great 

proportion of them with expired copyright. At the time of writing it offers 56,493 free

books to download. Project Gutenberg harnesses the efforts of volunteers and donors 

to digitise material and distribute it through the website and by mailing CDs and

DVDs to those without internet access. This version of Romeo and Juliet is accessiblet

through the library’s catalogue but like the items described above, is not held in the 

library’s local collection. That is, the collection that is held in the library building or 

that is owned by the library. This is of no consequence to me as a library patron, I

simply want access to these items.s

Figure 1.3 E-book hosted and distributed by Project Gutenberg, accessed through UTS

Library catalogue.

1.1.2 Changing collection boundaries

What the term collection defines within a library has changed dramatically since 

digitisation. The traditional idea of a library collection is of a library building 

containing shelves that hold books and other printed material. In this model, 

libraries are defined by their collection (Levine-Clark 2014). Collections are, as

Lorcan Dempsey et al point out, “central to library identity” (2014, p. 338). Libraries 

have previously acquired items in order to continually build the collection: a large

collection is a marker of quality (Way 2017). The University of Sydney still heralds 
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its library as the “largest library in the southern hemisphere”.3 That is, it holds the 

largest collection in the southern hemisphere. This approach is underpinned by 

the idea that libraries should collect items in case a patron one day calls for them 

(Dempsey 2016; Dempsey, Malpas & Lavoie 2014; Schmidt 2016; Way 2017). The 

aim is to provide a comprehensive collection with depth. Doug Way summarises the 

approach well:

“Traditionally, libraries built stand-alone collections, and until 

relatively recently, this practice made sense. In the past it was

difficult to know what other libraries owned, and it could be

expensive and time-consuming to get items from other libraries. 

As a result, libraries needed to build comprehensive stand-alone

collections that anticipate users’ needs. Materials were acquired 

in case a user might someday need them. Volume counts were a

marker of excellence because, theoretically, the larger the collection, 

the greater the likelihood that the library would meet a user’s

information needs.” (2017, p. 285)

Digitisation has provided libraries with the impetus to change their approach to 

collection development and management. Firstly, the formats available to libraries

today mean some printed items have been replaced by digital formats. Digital journals

far outweigh the print journals available in research libraries. Similarly, e-books are

becoming more common. In some cases, the only format of an item available to a

patron is an e-book, rather than a printed version. Florida Polytechnic University 

library opened in 2014 with no printed books. Instead, the university’s students have

access to 135,000 e-books (Riley 2014).  

Secondly, there is no need to purchase and house all of the items in a research library 

collection. The changing nature of formats has made this possible. For example, the

majority of libraries don’t host their own electronic items.4 It is simply too expensive to

  

3. https://sydney.edu.au/study/education-facilities/libraries.html 

4. Unless they produce items themselves, through their own e-press for instance. See UTS ePress for an

example: http://epress.lib.uts.edu.au/
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build local infrastructure to manage them (Dempsey, Malpas & Lavoie 2014). Libraries

provide access to electronic journals and books by subscribing to a service that provides

them online. The networked environment in which libraries operate, has made such

subscriptions possible (Dempsey 2014; Dempsey, Malpas & Lavoie 2014; Levine-

Clark 2014; Way 2017). It has also made it possible to share items through open access 

channels, such as the Gutenberg Project described previously. All it requires is metadata

about that item to be included in the library’s catalogue and a hyperlink. 

Ownership of library items then has become less important. The whole model for 

acquisition of library materials has changed. Many writers have pointed out that this

shift can be characterised as a shift from a “just-in-case” model to a “just-in-time” one

(Dempsey, Malpas & Lavoie 2014; Schmidt 2016; Way 2017). Providing access to items

when and where they are needed has become more important than constantly expanding 

a collection with no guarantee that an item will be used. The previous model relied on 

librarians selecting material with an eye on future developments within the institution 

and specific disciplines. The use of networked systems to provide collection items means 

usage can be tracked and subscriptions can be initiated or terminated as required.5 This is 

just one of many measures that can be taken by libraries to adapt their collections; in the

past, they could only continually expand their collections to accommodate user needs. 

1.1.3 From collection to access

The emphasis within libraries has shifted then from collection development to access. The 

focus of librarians has changed. Way sees it as a move from “gatekeepers of information” 

to “facilitators of access” (2017, p. 283). The way we access libraries has changed: from “a

small number of physical gates” to “dispersed across many network resources” (Dempsey, 

Malpas & Lavoie 2014, p. 396); and for Rick Anderson “patrons will no longer be limited

in their tools by the ability of librarians to anticipate their research needs” (2011, p. 214). 

  

5. I may sound overwhelmingly positive about the collection subscription model but I acknowledge that 

there are many drawbacks for libraries using it. For example, Michael Levine-Clark points out that journal

distributors constantly change the journal titles available within specific databases, so what a library signed 

up for may not always be what they are delivered (Levine-Clark 2014). This is just one of the many difficulties

libraries experience with such services.
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This is echoed in the experience of the library patron. If I were seeking a stage 

production of Romeo and Juliet for my son who doesn’t like reading, I could find it using t

the library’s catalogue and he could watch it. I don’t care where it comes from, I just 

want to find and view it. If I had not spent so much time examining library catalogues 

I may not even notice that it is provided by an outside company. As Way notes “…the

purchase or leasing process is completely seamless to the patrons. They do not know 

whether a library owns a book or not. They only know they have access to the content 

when they need it and how they want it.” (2017, p. 288) Library patrons do not care

where an item comes from and sometimes don’t notice that it comes from outside the

library’s local collection. Their concern is access, both discovery and fulfilment.

1.1.4 Access through the online library catalogue

The shift to access places new importance on those points through which we gain 

access to the collection. In contemporary research libraries, these points of access are 

predominantly digital in nature: we access the library’s collection through an interface.

If we have no other way into the collection – when patrons can no longer browse

books on shelves, for example – the way in which these points of access communicate 

information about the collection is critical. This significant shift is the focus of this thesis. 

The primary point of access for most research libraries is a website. On a typical

research library website, there are multiple individual ways in which the collection 

can be accessed. For example, from a single page on their website the State Library of 

Victoria offers a catalogue search, a digital image search, a set of curated research guides, 

links to databases, and another set of curated topics (see Figure 1.4). In this thesis, I

will focus on one of these points of access, the library catalogue interface, and three

common features: the presentation of individual library records, the use of the single

search box and the use of lists to display catalogue search results. 
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Figure 1.4 State Library of Victoria catalogue interface

Catalogue search

Digital image search

Curated research 

guides

Databases

Curated topics
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Figure 1.5 – 1.10 show current library catalogues for six research libraries.

Research libraries have provided catalogue access through an interface since the 1970s 

(Large & Beheshti 1997). These early computerised catalogues – Online Public Access 

Catalogues (OPACs) – adopted much from the catalogue card. The first versions offered

the same search options as the cards: patrons could search only by author, title or subject. 

Figure 1.5 ANU catalogue

Figure 1.6 Cambridge catalogue

Figure 1.7 MIT catalogue Figure 1.8 Stanford catalogue

Figure 1.9 Oxford catalogue

Figure 1.10 UTS catalogue
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As well as this search functionality, early computerised catalogues inherited the visual 

and verbal conventions of the catalogues cards. Consider firstly the display of individual 

collection item records in early OPACs. Compare the layout of text in Figures 1.11 and

1.12. Figure 1.11 is a typed catalogue card from the Library of Congress. It displays the 

distinct layout of the standard bibliographic language – consisting of both visual and

verbal conventions – used to describe individual library collection items. Indentation and

typographical variation are used to indicate different types of information. A particular 

type of language is used to describe the book the card refers to. There are codes used to 

indicate the books place in the library’s classification system. Figure 1.13 is a screen shot 

of a text-based catalogue. It demonstrates many of the visual and verbal conventions of 

the card, particularly with regard to layout and language.

Figure 1.11 Typed catalogue card from the Library of Congress (Devereaux 2017, p. 75)

Figure 1.12 OPAC individual item display (Salla 2017, n.p.)
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In order to find one of these individual item records, a library patron must conduct 

a search. In early computerised catalogues the patron was required to select a search 

type from a menu and then to enter a search term. Compared to web search engines

that only require us to enter some text into a single box, early computerised library 

catalogues seemed complex (Fast & Campbell 2004). These catalogues offered multiple 

search options by displaying boxes, drop-down lists and tabs. In current web-based 

library catalogue, search is predominantly offered through a single search box. The

single search box – as popularised by Google – is considered less confusing and more

usable than early computerised catalogues’ multiple search options. In pursuit of better 

usability, research libraries stripped back their search interface so that the single search

box has now become the focus and often the only search option. (Fast & Campbell

2004; Lown, Sierra & Boyer 2013) Figure 1.13 is the ‘Classic’ UTS Library catalogue 

interface. It offers multiple ways in which to narrow your search. The current UTS

Library catalogue interface, Figure 1.14, offers only the single search box. The influence 

of the simple search approach offered by web search engines is clear.
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As a graphical form through which we learn about the collection, the search box 

presented in this way is restrictive. There are no other means via which we can learn 

about the library collection, until a search is conducted. We can not gauge the size of the 

collection, the types of material held or the depth of different subject areas. The search

box does not reveal anything about the collection. It encourages only one type of action:

a search. It does not enable or encourage browsing, until an initial action is made to

move beyond it.

Figure 1.15 Search box from UTS Library catalogue interface

1.1.5 The dominance and limitations of the list in the catalogue

Early computerised catalogues displayed search results in lists ordered by relevance 

to the search query. This established a convention for the display of search results that 

is the cornerstone of today’s web-based catalogues. Whilst the single search box has

limitations, it is the continued use of the list that is the central concern of this thesis. 

While lists are certainly convenient to program and easy to read (Harley 2014), the list 

acts on information in a particular way that is not conducive to a rich experience of a

library collection. An ordered list has its origins in administrative disciplines (Drucker 

Figure 1.14 Current UTS Library catalogueFigure 1.13 Classic UTS Library 

catalogue interface
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2014). It is a graphical form that is used to organise information and is inventory-

like in its intent: it counts and ranks. The interfaces in Figures 1.16 and 1.17 rank the

results by placing a number beside each title. A hierarchy of information is thus created. 

Some items are prioritized, being at the ‘top’ of the list, whilst the importance of others

is reduced because they are pushed to the bottom. A list is useful in some circumstances. 

If we are trying to find something efficiently, the use of lists is appropriate. If we are

trying to explore a set of information about which we are unsure or want to browse, the

limitations of the list are evident. As a graphical form it can only display rank, it does 

not display any other type of relationship, like branched or networked information; nor 

can it reveal patterns, clusters or outliers. 

Figure 1.16 OPAC results

(Wikipedia 2018, n.p.)

Figure 1.17 Current University of Sydney 

library results

Compare Figures 1.16 and 1.17. Figure 1.16 shows an early OPAC screen displaying 

results for a search on ‘Hemingway, Ernest’. The numbered list format is clearly visible. 

There are no images. The information about each item echoes that found on catalogue 

cards: title, author, author’s year of birth and death, the format of the item and the 

publication year. Figure 1.17 shows a set of results for a search using ‘Hemingway, 

Ernest’ in the current University of Sydney Library catalogue. Again, the numbered list 

is used. The information about each item is very like that provided through the earlier 
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interface: title, author, format and publication year. The potential to communicate 

different types of relationships between library items, and thus enable a richer 

experience, is not realised. Therefore, the list became a central focus for this research

due to the particular limitations it has in this context.

In a library catalogue, items are usually ranked by ‘relevance’ by default. To the library 

patron, it is not always clear how this relevance is measured. Is it a keyword match?

(If so, how are ‘equal matches’ ranked?) Is it the most recently published? (How do I

then find that seminal text that is not recent but essential?) Are weightings curated

behind the scenes by a librarian and applied through an algorithm? Unless clearly 

stipulated within the interface, ‘rank’ is unclear. As this research will argue, to use the

list as the only way to display search results is to limit the potential of our experience 

of library collections. 

While the search and retrieval mechanisms behind the scenes - the back-ends of 

catalogues, so to speak – have improved dramatically, the catalogue interface still 

employs the list to display results. We are no longer limited to specific field searches – 

title, author, subject – or required to enter correct spelling. We can use free text and are

forgiven mistakes like typos. If I type in ‘gertrue stein toklas’ into the search box of my 

university library, the catalogue software realises I am looking for a book by Gertrude

Stein that includes ‘Toklas’ somewhere in the description of that book. (see Figure 

1.18). The search function provides us with flexibility: small typographical mistakes are

forgiven, keywords can be applied to multiple fields without me specifying which and

the search is not case-sensitive. Whilst these advancements in catalogue technology 

have been made, we are still using lists to view search results.  

Figure 1.18 The UTS library catalogue corrects my typographic errors and locates the correct book.
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1.1.6 Alternatives to the list

Whilst the list is useful in some cases, designers and scholars have begun to explore 

other ways of designing interface access to the collections of galleries, libraries, 

archives and museums. Mitchell Whitelaw’s concept of ‘generous interfaces’ has been

very influential for the research described in this thesis. Generous interfaces “provide

rich, navigable representations of large digital collections; they invite exploration 

and support browsing, using overviews to establish context and maintain orientation 

while revealing detail at multiple scales” (Whitelaw 2015, p. 46). The generous

interface responds directly to the paucity of the single search box and the results 

list. These interfaces seek to expose the collection in ways the single search box

can not do: offering both an overview of a collection and the ability to drill down

to see the detail of individual items. In doing so, these interfaces do not require a 

search to initiate engagement with the collection; both browsing and searching are

accommodated. Additionally, generous interfaces display images or visual properties 

of collection items (such as colour), in order to provide a richer experience than that 

of the text-based list. Examples of Whitelaw’s ‘generous interface’ can be seen in his 

work for the National Gallery of Australia’s Australian Prints and Printmaking site, 

developed with Ben Ennis-Butler (Australian Prints and Printmaking 2013(( ), The 

Visible Archive (National Archives of Australia) (2013) and Discover the Queenslander, 

developed with Geoff Hinchcliffe (2014). 

The generous interfaces in these examples use collection metadata to generate 

visualisations. They are what Lev Manovich calls media visualisation (Manovich 2011). 

These interfaces use the visual properties of collection items within a visualisation, 

rather than using text or symbols to stand in for the items. They (create) “new visual

representations from the actual media objects…Rather than representing text, images, 

video or other media through new visual signs such as points or rectangles, media

visualizations build new representations out of the original media” (Manovich 2011, 

p. 41). In Discover the Queenslander, developed by Whitelaw with Geoff Hinchliffe, 

images from The Queenslander magazine are used in the visualisation (see Figure 1.19). r

Instead of using text or symbols to represent each edition of the magazine, the covers

and images from within the magazines are used. If we consider these images to be
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a type of results list, we can see that the ways in which we can interact with this ‘list’ 

are far more generous than the textual list usually provided. For example, the visual

properties of the images – such as colour - can be used to filter the results set. Other 

visual features are used to provide filtering opportunities, including a bar chart timeline

and a tag cloud that displays tags applied to the images, the size of the text of each

tag being determined by commonality (Figure 1.20). The larger the type, the more 

commonly the tag is used across the entire set. 

Figure 1.19 Discover the Queenslander interface
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Figure 1.20 Navigation options for Discover the Queenslander: bar chart timeline, tag clouds 

and colours.

Discover the Queenslander makes use of rich source material. This material is a definedr

sub-set of the State Library of Queensland’s collection. Discover the Queenslander is ar

showcase for this material and as such it performs very well. When you consider the

collections of research libraries however, the search list provides access to a broader 

swathe of the collection, not all of which has rich visual qualities. Books don’t always have

cover images and if they do they are not always stored in the library’s data set that serves

the catalogue. Journal articles and e-Books rarely have defining images that could be 

used in an interface. This provides us with a different problem to that which is addressed 

with media visualisations. If the library items themselves are not visually rich, how do we

present them within a visualisation? Some libraries use icons to indicate an item’s format 

– see Figure 1.21 as an example – but this is far from the generous interface concept 

proposed by Whitelaw which seeks to make use of the rich visual properties of collection 

items themselves in the interface. This enables the identification of patterns, for example, 

within the materials themselves. Conversely, the use of icons does not tell us much about 

the content of items, only the format. Every book icon looks like all the others.  

Figure 1.21 University of Sydney uses this icon in listings for e-books in catalogue search results.
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Given the critical importance of access in the contemporary research library and 

the potential for screen-based interfaces to display information in a more generous 

manner than the ordered list, it is timely to ask how library collections can be 

afforded richer interfaces when media visualisations are not an option? This thesis 

seeks to explore alternative visual approaches to library catalogue interfaces that do 

not rely on media visualisations. In particular, the focus is on the potential of graphic 

conventions and the subsequent spatial relations they generate between individual 

library collection items. 

As a consequence, this thesis addresses one primary question: 

How might new visual approaches to library catalogue interfaces 

move beyond the list and enhance the search experience? 

1.2 Positioning the research

Collection interfaces – those of galleries, libraries, archives and museums – have

increasingly become a focus for researchers in library and information science

(Antelman, Lynema & Pace 2006; Borgman 1996; Chambers 2013; Hildreth 2011; 

Lesk 2005), interface and interaction design (Dörk, Carpendale & Williamson

2011; Dork et al. 2012; Ruecker, Radzikowska & Sinclair 2011; Thudt, Hinrichs 

& Carpendale 2012; Whitelaw 2012, 2015) and the digital humanities (Nowviskie 

2016; Schofield, Whitelaw & Kirk 2017). This research addresses the design of library 

catalogue interfaces from a visual communication design perspective. It focuses on 

how the use of specific graphical conventions of the library catalogue – the list, layout 

of individual search results and the search box – play a role in the communication

and representation of information. At this point, very little work has been done on

these conventions as they are used within library collection interfaces. They need 

critical attention if we are to explore alternatives that could provide a more generous 

experience of the library collection. This research addresses how these conventions limit 

our experience of library collection access, particularly with regard to the structuring of 

context and relationships within library catalogue search results.
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I lean heavily on the work of Johanna Drucker, particularly her concepts of 

diagrammatic writing and graphesis, to position this research in a visual communication 

design sphere. Drucker has argued that there is a lack of critical examination of the

visual as a form of knowledge production (2010). In ‘Diagrammatic Writing’ (2013)

Drucker develops a critical approach for how we might appraise “the rhetorical effects 

of spatial relations” within texts. Using Drucker’s approach I examine the effects of 

the graphical conventions of library catalogue interfaces, primarily the search results

list, and how they produce the library collection through spatial relations. The list in

this context is a textual form that also operates graphically: it structures relationships

between individual list items through its spatial organisation and determines how we

can engage with and interpret library catalogue search results. I also employ Drucker’s

critical approach to propose new graphical forms to complement the list in the library 

catalogue context. 

In Graphesis (2014), Drucker extends her analysis to the structuring effects of visualisation s

and graphical interfaces. She points out that information visualisations are often created 

and viewed with the assumption of transparency when in fact such visualisations 

“are acts of interpretation masquerading as presentation. In other 

words, they are images that act as if they are just showing us what 

is, but in actuality they are arguments made in graphical form” 

(Drucker 2014, p. 10). 

In my research, I draw on this understanding to provide alternatives to the list using 

visual arguments that do not foreground efficiency or assume transparency, seeking 

to provide the conditions for a more contextual engagement with library catalogue 

search results.

This research takes a humanities approach to interface design that is drawn from

the work of Drucker – who first proposed a humanities approach to the design of 

interfaces – and Jay Bolter and Diane Gromala. For Drucker, there is an assumption

that interfaces are ‘neutral’ and that there hasn’t been sustained consideration of 

the graphical forms used within them and assumptions that underpin them (2011). 

Interfaces are viewed as pragmatic andc instrumental rather thanl rhetorical andl persuasive. 
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A humanities approach recognises the rhetorical and persuasive qualities of interfaces

and recognises how knowledge can be produced through interface design. I have 

adopted this approach in order to propose different ways to produce knowledge about 

library collection items and the relationships between them. 

Similarly, Bolter and Gromala’s analysis of interface through the lens of digital art 

also provides this research with a framework through which to assess current library 

catalogue interfaces and to develop alternative approaches (Bolter & Gromala 2003). 

Bolter and Gromala argue that we look at interfaces, rather than merely t through

them. Interfaces, in their view, are representations of knowledge in and of themselves, 

not merely gateways to knowledge. They constitute modes of knowledge production. 

Similar to Drucker’s view, for Bolter and Gromala the interface must be taken into 

account for its structuring and interpretive powers. By taking an approach shaped by 

Drucker and Bolter and Gromala, I have been attentive to how the graphical forms

within the interface shape our experience of the library collection, as encountered 

through the online catalogue. The interface does not provide merely a window onto

knowledge, it actively frames it. 

More broadly, my humanities-based approach was also informed by the increasing 

amount of collaborative research between design and the humanities, particularly 

on cultural collections and the tools and methods for scholarly research and how 

they shape and construct knowledge (Burdick et al. 2012; Caviglia, Ciuccarelli & 

Coleman 2013; Drucker 2009; Schofield, Whitelaw & Kirk 2017). The library 

collection is both a cultural collection and a tool for scholarly research. The

presentation of library catalogue search results is critical for our understanding of the

material made accessible through the library and the relationships between library 

items that help shape our research. 
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1.3 Methodology

1.3.1 Research through Design

This research employs a practice-based research methodology. Specifically, I have employed 

a Research through Design (RtD) methodology as described by Christopher Frayling 

(1993) who, following Herbert Read (1948), makes the distinction between research

into, through and h for design. This research sits firmly in the second of these distinctions:r

research is conducted through the practice of design. Similarly, Nigel Cross recognises

that the act of designing produces knowledge relevant to a scholarly research context; that 

there is a specific designerly way of knowing that emerges through making (Cross 1982, 

2006). Borrowing from Bruce Archer and his colleagues’ Royal College of Art report of 

1979, Cross notes “there are things to know, ways of knowing them, and ways of finding 

out about them’ that are specific to the design area” (2006, p. 5)6. One of the ways in 

which designers find out about things is through making: “design knowledge resides…in 

processes: in the tactics and strategies of designing” (2006, p. 101). A RtD approach is well 

suited to address the central question I have identified – how might new visual approaches 

to library catalogue interfaces move beyond the list – and provide alternatives.

Within the emergent field of practice-led design there are a range of practice approaches. At 

one end, the use of practice as a method through which to explore theory and pose questions 

where the practice is embedded in the dissertation. At the other, practice as an independent 

outcome, accompanied by an exegesis, which is more consistent with a Visual Arts model. 

This research falls into the former category. The practice component plays a significant role in

enabling me to conceptualise an alternative framework for library collection interfaces but it 

is not the central focus of my argument as it would be in an exegesis. Rather, I have used it to

explore the existing limitations of the visual conventions of library catalogue interfaces, 

particularly the use of the list as an organising form. I then used practice to offer new visual 

metaphors for the presentation of information through library catalogue interfaces and 

examine the conceptual implications of these metaphors. I evaluated how new visual presen-

tations of the catalogue could alter our conception of the library collection and its potential.  

  

6. Royal College of Art Design in general education Royal College of Art, London (1979)
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1.3.2 Prototyping

Prototyping is a common method used in many design disciplines. I have used it as a

method to shape my RtD methodology. This methodology is defined by an approach

to making that recognises that knowledge is produced during the process of making, 

as well as through the resulting artefact itself. This is aligned with Cross’ contention 

that “designerly knowing” is also embedded within objects. As Cross states, “objects are

a form of knowledge about how to satisfy certain requirements, about how to perform

certain tasks.” (1982, p. 225) As well as utilising a specific designerly knowledge

through the process of designing, designers are able to read the knowledge that resides

in designed objects. Accordingly, I have used prototyping and the resulting g prototypical

artefacts to examine the relationship between the visual presentation of relations ands

our experience of the research library collection, as we encounter it through library 

catalogue search results. I have developed my research through the process of designing 

and through an analysis of the resulting prototypical artefacts. 

Prototypical artefacts are used for varying purposes across different design processes: tos

better understand a problem, to illustrate ideas, test concepts and functional designs 

and garner user feedback. William Odom et al note, prototypes are often considered

“placeholders for something else; they are an instantiation of a future outcome…. 

Prototypes are also often assumed to be a point on a trajectory toward a fully realized

commercial product used to test specified needs or unmet requirements” (2015 p. 2549). 

Whilst the prototypes I have developed here are points marked throughout a process

they do not, however, stand in for something else yet to come, they are, as Alberto

Corsín Jiménez describes, “less of a thing, than an event” (2014, p. 382). That is, they 

have been developed during a design process and embody some of the thinking 

developed through this process. That is their purpose: to act as a proof of concept for 

particular ideas, rather than for a future object. 

The specific use of prototypes here is to explore the use of alternate metaphors in

the design of library catalogue interfaces in a RtD context. It draws on the work of 

Gabriella Arrigoni and Tom Schofield who argue for the open and provisional nature l

of the prototype (Arrigoni & Schofield 2015). The concept of openness is identified by 
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Arrigoni and Schofield as a key characteristic of artistic prototypes.f  These are prototypes

developed through practice-based arts research, rather than prototypes developed as

part of a design process aimed at developing a particular object or product. The artistic

prototypes identified by Arrigoni and Schofield “are open because they are unstable, 

provisional, not definitive, unfixed, prone to transformation and re-definition, situated 

in a dynamic life-cycle, between made and un-made.” (p.32) I was drawn to this

concept of openness as it shifts the view of the prototype from potential product to a

more fluid manifestation of research undertaken using design practice. The processual

nature of this work – the prototyping – is the priority and the artefacts are points in that g

process, rather than objects that speak exclusively for themselves. 

1.3.3 Metaphor

“Strange words simply puzzle us; ordinary words convey only what 

we know already; it is from metaphor that we can best get hold of 

something fresh.”  

(Aristotle 2001, p. 96)

“Metaphor, in short, is not fanciful ‘embroidery’ of the facts. It is a

way of experiencing the facts. It is a way of thinking and of living; g

an imaginative projection of the truth. As such, it is at the heart 

of the ‘made’.  

(Hawkes 1972, p. 39)

A key strategy in the design of my prototypes was the use of metaphor as a tactic to 

generate design ideas and approaches. It was used as a generative tool through which

speculative alternatives could be explored rather than a conceptual hook on which 

an interface is built. This use of metaphor is based on Donald Schön’s conception

of generative metaphor (1982). The generative metaphor is used to recast problems

and pose solutions. As Schon explains, it operates as a form of “seeing” rather than

“describing”. Metaphor has been used in interface design for many years, notably as a

way in which to help users understand the functionality of the abstract systems of the

computer. For example, the trash can, the desktop and file folders are all metaphors
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used to communicate concepts to users and enable them to use a system.7 These kinds 

of metaphors describe the potential actions of particular functions using concepts that e

are familiar. The generative metaphor, on the other hand, is often unfamiliar. It opens up

different ways of seeing a problem and thus potentially novel solutions. This metaphor g

works to generate “new perceptions, explanations and intentions” (Schön 1982, p. 259). 

Within this research I have used metaphor to ‘see’ the collection in ways that differ 

from those commonly experienced in current library interfaces, instead of trying to 

‘describe’ the library collection within an interface. For example, in prototype 2 the

collection is “seen as” a flock and then the visual and behavioural qualities of the flock 

are explored through prototyping. The use of the metaphor was not so much to create a 

novel explanation for how the collection worked but to employ it as a tool for thinking 

within my design process. I saw such recasting as critical if we were to move beyond

the transferral of known metaphors – such as the library shelf – to the interfaces of 

library catalogues. If we wish to take full advantage of the affordances of the digital 

interface, we need to move beyond the familiar metaphors of the physical library.

1.3.4 Design practice methods

My practice-based research process can be divided into two stages: research for the prototypesr

and research through the prototypes. During the first stage of the process, I analysed the h

formal qualities of existing library catalogues using a range of visual methods. I collected and

analysed images that informed the visual and conceptual design of the prototypes. I then used 

metaphor as a generative device (as discussed above). During the second stage of the research 

process, I developed a series of prototypes. To produce these prototypes, I collaborated with a

programmer. This process was iterative: it involved a succession of visual iterations generated 

by a base piece of code. I describe each of these methods below with the acknowledgement 

that the actual practice of them is interwoven. One did not necessarily follow the other and

the order in which I utilised these methods was different for each prototype. 

7. I wish to acknowledge that the use of metaphors in interface design has been contested for quite some time 

and many scholars working in HCI have pointed out the inadequacies of metaphors used in this context, 

including early pioneers such as Ted Nelson, Alan Kay and Joy Mountford (Kay 1990; Mountford 1990;

Nelson 1990). Their use is still prevalent, however, in library catalogue interfaces. I go into this in greater 

detail in the section on virtual shelves in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 1.22 Conventional web design 

wireframe

Research for the prototypes Research through the prototypes

- Visual analysis of existing library 

catalogue interfaces

- Generative metaphor application

- Visual analysis of the formal qualities

of images

- Collaboration with a programmer

- Visual design

Research for the prototypes

Visual analysis of existing library catalogue interfaces

I visually analysed the catalogue interfaces of 32 research libraries (64 individual web 

pages). To do this, I applied two visual methods: wireframing and colour-blocking. I 

used wireframing to interrogate existing designs: pages were pulled apart, rather than 

constructed. In web design, a wireframe is conventionally used to build a schematic, a 

blueprint for how a new page design may be put together (Figure 1.22). It demonstrates 

the relations between different page elements, such as navigation, text and images. I 

have used wireframes, however, as a tool for critical analysis. Wireframes usually consist 

of basic shapes, such as squares and rectangles that stand in for page elements and are 

monochromatic in order to lessen distraction. In this case however I replaced the existing 

colour and images with blocks of colour to indicate page elements (Figure 1.22). I

identified five different types of page elements and assigned a colour to each. By using 

this visual approach to the analysis of a web page, I could isolate individual page elements 

and identify similarities in their layout placement across the 32 research library websites.

Figure 1.23 (Right) Analytical wireframe 

created during this study.
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Visual analysis of the formal qualities of images 

To create the prototypes, I drew on a range of images that would guide the 

prototypes’ conceptual and visual development. These two aspects were intertwined

as I used the visual analysis to think about how formal qualities of images, such as

grids, could produce knowledge about the library collection. To do this, I collected 

images created by artists and designers and analysed their formal visual qualities. 

Each prototype drew on a different set of images. For the first prototype (Field), the dd

images I collected were predominantly abstract (see Figure 1.24). I analysed the use

of formal qualities, such as line, space and layer, to construct relationships between

different graphical elements. The second prototype (Flock) drew on flock and flock-

like images. Whilst I began with video and photographs of bird flocks, the images

become more abstract throughout the collection. The third prototype (Neighbours)

uses a neighbourhood metaphor and the images collected and analysed for this

prototype allowed me to explore how a visualisation with neighbourhood qualities 

might be designed. 

Figure 1.24 Images collected for visual analysis during the Field prototyped
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My visual analysis had three parts: collection, classification and analysis. I collected 

images in a non-systematic manner. By this I mean, I was not searching for a particular 

artist or designer. No specific repositories or types of images were targeted; the

potential pool of images was deliberately kept broad and random. I did not plan for 

collecting images around a specific theme. Often, I would not know why I became 

interested in a particular image. It was only once I assembled the images together 

that I began to read patterns in my collecting. The act of classification and analysis 

was simultaneous. It was not until I had analysed the formal qualities of the images

themselves that I could see the commonalities or differences between images. 

Many of the scholarly descriptions of visual research did not align with my research 

process. Rather, they were located within disciplines such as sociology, anthropology 

or other disciplines in the humanities (Margolis & Pauwels 2011; Pink 2003; Rose 

2016; Sanoff 2016). The type of visual research I used is common amongst designers

who use mood boards for inspiration within design practice. However, designers rarely 

describe their usage or its effects. There is relatively little research available on the uses

of mood boards, both in practice and within research (or a combination of the two). 

McDonagh and Storer’s study on the use of mood boards (2004), whilst limited in 

scope, provides some insight into the way in which designers use mood boards. They 

surveyed design practitioners and undergraduate industrial design students on their 

use and understanding of mood boards and identified four contexts in which mood

boards are used. Firstly, as a tool to enable lateral thinking during the design process;

as a communication tool; as a record of design decisions and lastly, as a technique 

to understand the user environment. Of these contexts, the last three are relevant to

the way in which I used images during this research. The images served as a record

of design decisions I made and can be used to trace how I arrived at certain visual 

presentations. The image collections served as a communication tool. When presenting 

my research during lectures or workshops I included the visual research as a way 

in which to communicate my visual design thinking, including decisions that were

made. The images also developed my understanding of the environment in which I 

was designing – that of library collections – but not exactly in the way described by 

McDonagh and Storer. They identified some cases where mood boards were used in

user research, specifically to research the environment of the target user and current 
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contexts for usage of a particular object. I did not use the images to research user 

experience or to find evidence that could inform a design. I used the images as a way in

which to focus on alternative and speculative outcomes. I was interested in addressing a

specific research question that was related to design, rather than a user-inspired problem. 

I used images as a way to think through this problem and consider how others may 

have provided a visual impetus through which to consider it. These images were often 

well outside the sphere of interface design and information visualisation. 

Even though mood boards have not been widely acknowledged as a scholarly research

method or described in the attendant literature, the use of them was critical to my 

research for each prototype. Individually the images were read in a way that helped me

understand my research question and pose alternatives to the list through the making 

of the prototypes. They acted as texts, as much as items such as articles or books, but 

in a more generative sense. More broadly, the act of collection and classification was

important in that it furthered the progress of my research visually and conceptually. 

1.4 Definitions

There are several terms that are key to this research and I offer a brief definition of each

here to demonstrate how I have used these terms throughout this thesis. 

1.4.1 Access

‘Access’ has been a technical term in library services for some time. It has traditionally 

referred to all activities that work towards the provision of patron access to the library 

collection. The American Library Association defines it as “those functions in a library 

which enable the use of the collections, including the general circulation functions, 

reserves (both “holds” in a public library and course reserves in an academic library), 

shelving and re-shelving of materials, and stack maintenance.” (ALA 2016)

I take a narrower view of access by focusing on how library patrons access library 

collection materials through interfaces. In this thesis, I refer to two specific types of 
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access: discovery access and s fulfillment access. My use of these terms is adopted from the 

work of Lorcan Dempsey, Constance Malpas and Brian Lavoie (2014). For example: if I 

were to search and locate an article through my library’s catalogue, I have discovery access

to that item. If I can also view the full text of that article I have fulfillment access. 

1.4.2 Collection

My use of collection refers to all material made accessible by a research library. Within

this term I make three distinctions, again derived from the work of Dempsey, 

Malpas and Lavoie (2014). They make the distinction between the available library 

collection and the global library collection. The available collection is that which is 

“available to the library user because it is openly available on the Web or because it is

licensed by the library for use” (ibid, p.397) and the global collection is “everything 

that is discoverable” (ibid, p.397). For example: a library may provide discovery 

access to a title, but not have a subscription that provides the full text. That item

would be considered part of the global collection. I discuss the collection in three 

parts: the local collection (that which is owned by the library and held on-site or at 

least, within easy reach in a storage facility), the available collection and the global

collection. I use these three terms to make the distinction between different parts of a 

library’s collection throughout this thesis. 

1.4.3 Graphic(al) / form

I use the term graphic to refer to the way in which information is organised within an c

interface. This includes the layout and composition of the interface and the particular 

visual devices used to represent and communicate information. Individual graphic

elements of the interface are referred to as graphical forms. For example, the list and 

the search box are considered to be graphical forms. They act on information and 

shape the way we understand this information and the actions available to us when 

using the interface. 
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1.5 Library classification

Throughout this thesis, I refer to two different library classification systems: the

Dewey Decimal System (sometimes abbreviated to ‘Dewey’) and Library of Congress

Classification (sometimes abbreviated to ‘LC’). I do not expect that everyone has a

thorough knowledge of these two systems, so this section provides context for the use 

of these terms throughout this thesis. 

Classification systems were put in place so libraries knew what they had in their 

collection and library patrons could find individual items. In Western, English-

speaking cultures, two dominant library classification systems are Dewey Decimal

Classification and Library of Congress Classification.8 Both systems are hierarchical 

in nature. They have two primary functions: to stipulate a shelf location for each item

and to communicate similarity relationships between the subject matter of items

(Chowdhury & Chowdhury 2007). So, the classification system gives each item a call 

number (a location), which is linked to the item record in the catalogue. This enables 

patrons to find individual items. Books with similar call numbers are related in content 

and grouped together on shelves, thus we can use the classification system to browse.

Each classification system consists of a list of classes – from the general to the specific 

– under which every item within a collection is placed. In the Dewey Classification

System, the classes are noted by decimal segments that form a hierarchical structure. 

So, the ‘top level’ classes – the general – are those that sit on the 100s: 

000 General works, Computer science and Information

100 Philosophy and psychology

200 Religion

300 Social sciences

400 Language

500 Science

600 Technology

700 Arts & recreation

800 Literature

900 History & geography

  

8. There are a number of other systems used, Universal Decimal Classification and Colon Classification, for example. 

For the purposes of this research I have focused on the two that are used most frequently in large academic libraries.
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Refinement of subjects – the specific – is worked down through the tens and ones. 

Numbers beneath to top classes are subordinate to those above. For example:

600 Technology (Applied sciences)

630 Agriculture and related technologies

 636 Animal husbandry

  636.7 Dogs

  636.8 Cats

In Library of Congress Classification top-level classes are notated by letters:

A General Works

B Philosophy, Psychology, and Religion

C Auxiliary Sciences of History

D General and Old World History

E History of America

F History of the United States and British, Dutch, French, and Latin America

G Geography, Anthropology, and Recreation

H Social Sciences

J Political Science

K Law

L Education

M Music

N Fine Arts

P Language and Literature

Q Science

R Medicine

S Agriculture

T Technology

U Military Science

V Naval Science

Z Bibliography, Library Science, and General Information Resources
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Subclasses – the specific – are indicated by the addition of further letters. Numbers are

then added to identify further specificity. For example:

Subclass GA Mathematical geography. Cartography.

GA1-1776 Mathematical geography. Cartography

GA51-87 Surveys (General)

GA101-1776 Cartography

GA109 Aerial cartography

GA109.5 Cadastral mapping

GA109.8 Statistical mapping

GA110-115 Projection

GA125-155 Map drawing, modeling, printing, reading, etc.

GA192-197.3 Collections of maps, globes, etc. Map libraries

GA197.5-198 Cartographers

GA260-288 Globe making. Globes

GA300-325 World maps, general atlases, etc.

GA341-1776 Maps. By region or country

1.6 Chapter overview

This thesis consists of six further chapters. 

Chapter 2: The library catalogue

I situate the research by establishing the graphical lineage of library catalogue

interfaces and their limitations, from hand-written catalogue cards to online catalogues

accessed through the Web. Firstly, I examine two iterations of the library catalogue:

card catalogues and early computer catalogues. Secondly, I report on a visual survey 

analysing current web interfaces. The survey reveals the overwhelming similarities 

between 32 research library catalogues and the limitations of the graphic conventions

that dominate these interfaces: the list and the search box. Lastly, I introduce eight 

projects that use alternative interface approaches to those of the contemporary library 

catalogue and establish the ground for this research. 

Chapter 3: Field 

The first of three prototypes is introduced: Field. This prototype establishes add

spatial approach to the display of library catalogue search results and demonstrates 
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the potential of exposing multiple relationships between catalogue search results. 

Following the practice work for this prototype, further research into visual methods 

of showing relationships using lines and space leads to the consideration of a the 

flock as a visual metaphor. 

Chapter 4: Flock

The second prototype – Flock – is discussed. In this prototype I use a metaphor to

introduce movement and colour into the visualisation of relationships within library 

catalogue search results. As well as a visual metaphor, the flock operates algorithmically: 

I applied behavioural rules to library collection data, rather than ordering or classifying 

it in order to create a visualisation. This prototype reinforces the potential of the

visualisation of relationships between library catalogue search results and encourages a

dynamic approach to library classification when considering catalogue interface design. 

Chapter 5: Neighbours

The third prototype is discussed. Neighbours uses Aby Warburg’s metaphor of the “goods

neighbour” as a generative device for a set of dynamic visualisations of library collection 

data. These visualisations present a topographic view that further cements my argument 

for the relational display of library catalogue search results. 

Chapter 6: Discussion

The broader themes that emerged from the findings generated by the three prototypes

are identified and discussed: the importance of visualising relationships in catalogue 

search results and the potential of a dynamic approach to the library collection in

visualisation and interface design.

Chapter 7: Conclusion

This chapter summarises the research aims of this thesis and the contribution of this 

research: a visual approach that emphasises a relational understanding of research 

library collections. 
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Chapter 2: The Library Catalogue

The visual and verbal conventions used in current library catalogue interfaces are drawn

from two different forms: the library catalogue card and the web search engine. On 

one hand they display a clear line from the catalogue forms that have gone before. The

way in which current interfaces display individual library records is drawn directly 

from the conventions of the catalogue cards. On the other hand these interfaces also 

display elements adopted from web search engines, such as single search boxes and 

lists. Library patrons are offered a single search box through which they can conduct a

search and are delivered results in a list. 

To demonstrate the lineage of these conventions and their limitations, in this chapter I 

trace the graphical history of dominant library catalogue interfaces, from hand-written

catalogue cards to online catalogues accessed through the Web.1 Firstly, I examine two 

iterations of the library catalogue: catalogue cards and early computer catalogues. Secondly, 

I examine the current interfaces of 30 research libraries through a visual survey. Lastly, I 

introduce eight projects that have begun to address the limitations of the visual and verbal 

conventions of current library interfaces. These projects present library collections in novel 

ways using alternative interface approaches to those of the contemporary library catalogue. 

2.1 Library catalogues

2.1.1 The card catalogue

“In all that follows, beauty, speed and all other requirements have 

been considered secondary to legibility” 

New York State Library School Handbook (Devereaux 2017, p. 111)k

European and Anglo-American libraries began using card catalogues in the mid-

nineteenth century (Coyle 2016; Krajewski & Krapp 2011). The card catalogue 

  

1. I did not include microfiche in my analysis as its adoption and ongoing use was limited. 
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contained individual, standardised cards, each referring to a single library item. The

cards were stored in cabinets of drawers, locked into place by a metal rod that passed

through a hole in the bottom of each card. Before card catalogues, libraries used lists 

to catalogue their collections. The move to cards enabled more flexibility in catalogue

maintenance than lists could afford: additions to the middle of a list require the

creation of an entire new list (Battles 2004; Devereaux 2017; Krajewski & Krapp 2011). 

Librarians could readily add, remove and rearrange the cards without having to recreate

the list or catalogue itself.

The card catalogue provided multiple ways to look up items, depending on the library. 

You could use the cards to locate an item by author, title or subject. Different drawers 

were used for each: for example, cards whose primary key was ‘author’ were placed

together. These primary keys – author, title, subject – are called ‘access points’. To use

the card catalogue, you became accustomed to the way in which library material was

organised by the library’s classification system, including the terms used to classify 

items; there was no ability to conduct a free text search as we might today. To locate 

a copy of Mary Wollstonecraft’s A vindication on the rights of women, the card for 

which is seen below in Figure 2.1, you might look it up under ‘Wollstonecraft’ in the

author draw. Alternatively, you could locate it in the drawers arranged by title, or those

arranged by subject: in this case it would be found filed under the subject ‘Women – 

Social and moral questions’. This particular example card is an author card and would

have been found in the drawers organised by author name. 
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Figure 2.1 The Library of Congress catatalogue card for Mary Wollstonecraft’s A vindication

of the rights of woman. This card would have been found in the Author catalogue draw as the

author’s name is the first piece of information listed. 

(Devereaux 2017, p. 63)

Catalogue cards communicated information in two ways: textually through words and 

spatially through layout. Textually the catalogue cards used sentences, abbreviations and 

codes. Author name was always presented surname first, then given names, followed

by year of birth and if required, year of death. A description of the item was written 

in prose. Item location and call number were displayed using codes, according to the

system used by the particular library. The number of pages and size of the item were 

indicated using abbreviations. “Tracings” – the subject headings allocated to an item 

– were displayed using a standardised format shown in Figure 2.2 (number 8) , which

demonstrates elements of a typical catalogue card.
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Figure 2.2 Elements of a catalogue card. Not all elements were required for all cards, this image 

illustrates all possible elements available to the cataloguer in a particular library. Abbreviations

are used for information such as the physical description. Codes are used to indicate classfication

numbers, and publishing standards such as International Standard Book Number. 

(Lanius 2011, n.p.)

The layout of each card was critical to its understanding. It performed a navigational 

function: the layout told you how to read it. You could understand at a glance where

different types of information were located on the card. The primary access key – author 

name or title - was always at the top. This was followed by a description of the item, then 

its size, in pages and centimetres. Towards the bottom of the card would be the tracings

and the various classification numbers assigned. Different libraries may have had slight 

differences in their layout conventions but they were internally consistent.
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Figure 2.3 Handwritten catalogue card for John James Audubon’s The Birds of America. 

Card from the Library of Congress.

Source: The Card Catalog (Devereaux 2017, p. 79)g

Figure 2.4 Library of Congress catalogue card for James Baldwin’s The Fire Next Time. 

Note hand-written changes to terminology used in tracings.

(Devereaux 2017, p. 215)
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Figure 2.5 Supply Catalog from the Library Bureau, 1902

(Devereaux 2017, p. 111)

Consistency of layout was a priority, even when the cards were hand-written. Figure

2.5 is an image of ‘Library handwriting copy cards’ which demonstrates how each 

card should be written in terms of character size and shape. The style was called the 

‘Library Hand’: “before the widespread use of typed or printed catalogue cards, the 

respectable library relied on trained staff to produce cards written in ‘Library Hand’, 

a script taught at library schools to ensure legibility and a standard appearance” 

(Devereaux 2017, p. 111). Once the cards were typed, the layout of the cards could 

be more strictly defined. Take for example La Trobe University’s Catalogue Card Style 

Manual first published in 1970, with a revised edition issued in 1977. It painstakingly 

stipulates rules for layout and spacing, punctuation rules (including capitalisation 

and division of words), symbols, the use of stamps and the format for non-standard 

or auxillary cards. The instructions for the general layout of cards are exacting: “The 

first letter of a heading, or title in the case of a title main entry, is located on the third

line from the top edge and on the fourteenth space from the left edge”, and “The first 

letter of every other paragraph is located on the eighteenthg  space from the left edge.” 

(La Trobe University Library 1977, p.5) 
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Consistency was not always welcomed. Frederick Kilgour, a librarian instrumental in 

the development of computerised catalogues, railed against the uniformity of catalogue

cards across libraries. He felt they smothered the cataloguing decisions of individual 

libraries, which were often made with regard to the needs of the patrons of that library. 

“We are striving to rid librarianship of the tyranny of uniformity 

that has been imposed on libraries. Such uniformity I sometimes 

called standardisation, but this is just a pleasant way of calling 

uniformity by an attractive name. Uniformity is unattractive for 

institutions or for individual people, and the imposition of printed 

catalog cards, all looking alike and of catalog codes that are all 

alike, so that the cataloger has little or no decisions to make, is an

imposition of restrictive uniformity.” (Kilgour et al. 1984, p. 218)

The catalogue cards demonstrate the visual and verbal conventions particular to library 

biblographic practices that is expressed through text and layout. These conventions

established through the use of the cards were carried through to the development of 

computer catalogues and endure in current web catalogue interfaces. The next section 

details the development of these computerised, online catalogue interfaces. 

2.1.2 Early computer catalogues

In the 1970s there was a seismic shift in library catalogues: computers made their first 

appearance. The first computer catalogues began to supercede catalogue cards in the 

United States at this time. These catalogues were “byproducts of automating circulation 

functions” (Antelman, Lynema & Pace 2006, p. 128): they made the job of the librarian

and the experience of patrons easier. For librarians, the cataloguing process became more 

efficient. Card cataloguing took time; a book could be shelved for several months before 

it appeared in the catalogue: “For a major research library, having a catalog that was three 

months out of date—and only promising to get worse as library staffing decreased due 

to budget cuts—made the online catalog solution a necessity.” (Coyle 2016, p. 52). For 

patrons, computerised catalogues eliminated “the time-consuming and tiresome need to 

search through tightly-packed drawers of filing cards” (Large & Beheshti 1997, p. 111).   
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These computerised catalogues became known as Online Public Access Catalogues 

(OPACs) (Chowdhury & Chowdhury 2007; Kilgour 1970; Large & Beheshti 1997). 

The first generation OPACs were essentially a computersied version of the card

catalogue. Library patrons accessed the collection in the same ways as when using 

cards: by author, title or subject. The OPACs did not provide any extra access points. 

To begin a search a user was required to select a search type from a menu: search

by author, title or subject. Once a search was initiated, results were delivered in a

numbered list, an example of which can be seen in Figure 2.6. This is the first point 

of departure from the cards.

Figure 2.6 Early computerised catalogue interface. 

(Wikipedia 2018, n.p.)

The search terms used were required to match the descriptions used in the catalogue

and there was no room for error (Sridhar 2004). Search terms with typographical

errors would return no results (unless the error inadvertedly returned something else

that was in the database). First generation OPACs would be unforgiving of a search

for “virginia woold” instead of “virginia woolf ”: no results would be returned. Many 

current catalogues recognise the error and deliver results accordingly.
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Many OPACs required character-by-character matching between the

user’s search input and the bibliographic record, thereby reducing the

likelihood of a good match. Users seemed more inclined to conduct 

subject (in contrast to known-item) searches on an OPAC than

in the case of the card catalog, but were not greatly assisted in this

endeavor by the need to confine their searches typically to Library 

of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), the arcane nature of which

eluded a majority. (Large & Beheshti 1997, p. 111)

As well as replicating the search experience of the catalogue card, the first computerised 

catalogues took their visual cues from the cards. Like most computers of the time, the 

catalogues were limited to a text-based interface, as can be seen in Figure 2.7 below. 

Figure 2.7 This is a second generation OPAC. It offers a number of search types, the user was 

required to select the type before moving on. 

(Wikipedia 2018, n.p.)

The interfaces adopted the visual and verbal conventions of the catalogue card

particularly in the display of individual collection items. This is evident in the layout, 

particularly the use of indentation and the ordering of item data. Compare figures

2.8 and 2.9: the top image is that of a hand-written catalogue card from the Library 

of Congress. The second is a screen shot of a contemporary library catalogue accessed
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through Telnet, a text-based terminal application. (Telnet was developed in the 1960s 

and used to access library catalogues through early incarnations of the internet in the

1980s). It is analogous with the interface of early OPACs. There is a striking similarity 

between the layout of the two records. The order of fields (title, author, etc) and use of 

indentation is almost identical.

Figure 2.8 Library of Congress handwritten catalogue card for John Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath. 

(Devereaux 2017, p. 181)

Figure 2.9 Text-only Telnet access to library catalogue

(Salla 2017, n.p.)
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These examples show us the way in which the grammar of bibliographic language relies 

on graphical devices, as well as language. As Gregory Wool et al recognised in 1993: 

“In an ISBD2 record the data elements are organized in paragraphs, 

arranged in a standard order and set off from one another by 

prescribed spacing and punctuation. These conventions constitute a

distinctive and consistent grammar, so that while the data elements

are not labeled, anyone familiar with the format can readily 

interpret an ISBD record even if the data are in an unfamiliar 

language.” (Wool et al. 1993, p. 83)

Data elements in early OPAC screens were labelled but the layout conventions

persisted. So whilst computers offered library patrons quicker ways to search a library 

catalogue, they did not radically change the graphical display of a library’s collection. 

OPACS developed over three generations (Hildreth 1984; Rasmussen 1999). Second 

generation OPACS supported a large shift in search capabilities: keyword searching 

on titles and other fields, Boolean matching3 and the ability to browse (as opposed 

to search only) (Chowdhury & Chowdhury 2007). Patrons were freed of the burden

of having to enter the exact characters of a title they wished to find. Although the 

technology running second generation OPACs offered more flexibility in terms of 

search capabilities, they continued to use the layout conventions of the catalogue card

which prioritised consistency and legibility. These conventions remained dominant and

as I will show in the next section, continued with the emergence of the more advanced

graphical capabilities of the Web.

  

2. International Standard Bibliographic Description: this standard stipulated the language and layout of some

computerised catalogues. Wool et al also note: “Bibliographic data are communicated by means of a language. Since 

they are expressed in the words of a language such as English or French, it may seem that no other language is

involved, but bibliographic language is also present with its own syntax. The ‘sentences’ of bibliographese have a rigid

structure and their expression is concise and often elliptical…Like any other language the language of bibliography is

nothing but a set of commonly accepted conventions.” (Wool et al. 1993)

3. This enables OPAC users to add operators to their searches. For example, searching ‘australian’ AND ‘ football’ 

would retrieve items that included both terms in the field being searched (title, keyword etc). Searching ‘australian’ 

OR ‘ football’ would return items with either of those terms, not necessarily containing both. Obviously, this would’

result in a much larger result set. 
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2.1.3 Current library catalogues

The invention of the World Wide Web in 1989 brought about the third generational 

change for OPACs. This generation is marked by the introduction of the graphical 

user interface made possible by the Web. Previous OPACs were “based on a traditional

menu or command structure” (Ramesh Babu & O’Brien 2000, p. 37) presented in text, 

whereas the advent of the web made it possible for multiple media types – text, image, 

video, sound etc – to be embedded into one document and displayed in a web browser 

(Horton & Lynch 1999; Weibel 1995). Libraries could thus move beyond the text-only 

catalogue interfaces they had been using in early OPACs. 

Early versions of the web-based catalogue adopted the graphical conventions of the

web – search boxes, drop-down lists and tabs – whilst offering the same functionality as 

text-based OPACs. A useful example of such an interface is in the ‘Classic Catalogue’ 

still offered by UTS library (see Figures 2.10 & 2.11 below). The first screen is very 

similar to that of the earlier OPAC: a text-based menu. The second screen – where

the search parameters are defined – employs search boxes, tabs and drop-down lists in 

place of the simple text-based list. 

Figure 2.10 

UTS Classic catalogue menu screen

Figure 2.11

UTS Classic catalogue search screen

The catalogues we use today have progressed significantly from the first web-based 

catalogues developed in the 1990s. They no longer offer many search options through 

tabs, lists and drop-down menus, but employ the single search box of the web’s 

dominant search engine: Google. There are rarely search options, just the box and a
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search button. In a survey of 32 current research library websites that I conducted, the

use of the single search box was consistent across all sites. I found that current library 

catalogues have adopted the single search box, whilst also maintaining the conventions

of card catalogues. The interfaces of these 32 libraries share an approach to the

presentation of item detail display, derived from the catalogue cards and used in earlier 

versions of the OPAC. They also consistently present the catalogue search results as a list.

2.2 Surveying current library catalogue interfaces

I surveyed 32 web-based library catalogues interfaces from libraries in Australia, New 

Zealand, United States, Canada, England, Scotland and Wales.4 The libraries ranged 

from those of universities, to national, state and public facilities of large cities. I focused

on two points of the catalogue: the catalogue ‘front’ page5 (see Figures 2.12 & 2.13)

and the search results page (see Figures 2.14 & 2.15). The catalogue front pages were

presented when a link such as ‘catalogue’ or ‘search’ was followed from the library 

homepage. I selected these pages as they are often the first point of interaction when a

patron is searching the library’s collection. A results page was generated for a search on

the keyword ‘football’. I chose this term for its ability to deliver results from across the

classification scheme of most collections, not just in one area. For example, in Dewey 

Classification the results for ‘football’ are concentrated in the 790 class (Sport, games & 

entertainment), but also has a significant presence in the 610 class (Medicine & health), 

the 300 class (Social sciences) and the 900 class (History & geography). Each results

page was analysed for its use of graphical conventions.

  

4. University libraries: Australian National University, Harvard University, Imperial College London, London 

School of Economics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Princeton University, Stanford University, University 

College London, University of Auckland, University of California, Berkeley, University of Cambridge University of 

Melbourne, University of Oxford, University of Queensland, University of Sydney, University of Technology Sydney.

Public libraries: Boston Public Library, British Library, California State Library, Chicago Public Library, Library 

of Birmingham, Library and Archives Canada, Library of Congress, London Library, National Library of Australia, 

National Library of Scotland, National Library of Wales, New York Public Library, State Library of New South

Wales, State Library of Queensland, State Library of South Australia, State Library of Victoria.

5. I am using the term ‘catalogue’ in a broad sense. I am aware that often there are many points that contribute to the

search and discovery aspects of a library’s online presence. This could include the library’s own catalogue, networked 

databases and services, discovery layers and federated searches, among other things. I use the term ‘catalogue’ to refer 

to all these systems as a singular service, as experienced by library patrons with no knowledge of how the library 

search functionality works beyond the screen. 
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Examples: catalogue front pages

Figure 2.12 Australian National University catalogue front page

Figure 2.13 State Library of Queensland catalogue front page
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Examples: catalogue search results pages

Figure 2.14 University of Auckland catalogue search results page
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Figure 2.15 British Library cataogue search results page

2.2.1 Method of analysis

I combined two visual methods to analyse each page: wireframing and colour-blocking. 

Wireframing involves quickly mocking up a web page by identifying potential page

elements – for example, navigation, menus, images and text blocks – and representing 

these on a white page. Wireframes are used to quickly get a sense of how a page

might function and to seek user feedback. All content and colour is generally removed

when wireframing: the aim is to analyse the positioning and subsequent relationships

between page elements. Colour is potentially distracting, particularly when seeking user 

feedback. The designer wants a user to focus on the page elements and how they work 

together, rather than being distracted by their opinion of colour choice. 
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Figure 2.16 Wireframe example

Wireframing is usually employed as a method to help generate a design, whereas I

have used it to interrogate an existing design: pages have been pulled apart, rather than

constructed. Wireframes become a tool for critical analysis in this case. This allows for an

analysis of the layout of pages. I created wireframes from each page in the survey – the

catalogue ‘front’ page and a search results page, as described above – and then assigned a

‘type’ to each element. These types were common functionality and content across all sites. 

The element types identified were: 

• Catalogue search: where user input is required to engage with the collection

• Catalogue browse: user input is not required to engage with the collection. This 

includes links to search facets on results pages.

• Navigation: menus, link lists, breadcrumbs and other place-finding or location items.

• Text: heading, paragraph and list text

• Image: photos, icons, drawings and diagrams.

Each type was then assigned a colour (see Figure 2.17 – 2.19). By using this visual

method, I could isolate individual page elements and observe similarities in their layout 

placement across the 32 websites. The catalogue front pages for all libraries surveyed 

can be seen in Figures 2.20 and 2.21.
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Figure 2.17 Stanford Library catalogue

Figure 2.18 Stanford Library catalogue: page elements identified and overlaid with colour blocks

Navigation

Collection search

Image

Text

Collection browse

Figure 2.19 Stanford Library catalogue: colour-blocked wireframe
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Figure 2.21 Public library catalogues
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2.2.2 Visual survey findings

The findings of this survey revealed that current library catalogues borrow graphical

conventions from the catalogue cards and web search engines. The catalogue card 

approach to the presentation of individual library items is maintained and results 

are still presented in lists. These catalogues have also adopted the simple graphical 

approaches to search exemplified by Google: the single search box. 

The search box

“Whatever the shortcomings of the card catalog, a library user 

could approach it with no query in mind, and drawers could 

be browsed. With the advent of online catalogs this is no

longer possible: an initial search is required to enter the system. 

(Antelman, Lynema & Pace 2006, p. 130)

All sites surveyed provide a single search box as the primary way with which to engage

with the collection. The search box is often lodged on an almost otherwise empty page, 

the interfaces having been stripped of visual elements that do not immediately support 

search. This can be seen on the library catalogue front pages most starkly. The search box 

itself is located in a similar place on the page of almost all the surveyed sites. Its use reflects

the interfaces used by dominant search engines and the subsquent expectations of library 

patrons (Fast & Campbell 2004; Lown, Sierra & Boyer 2013). In 2004 Karl Fast & Grant 

Campbell compared university students’ use of web search engines with university web

OPACs. They found students preferred to use web search engines, despite recognising their 

drawbacks, such as having to sift through information that may not be reliable or suitable

to their context. Web search engines were perceived as being easier to use. The authors 

recommended “that requirements of good OPAC interface design must be aggressively 

redefined in the face of new, Web-based standards of usability.” (2004, p. 138) Libraries 

have since stripped back their catalogue access pages to mimic web search engines.

The images in figures 2.22 – 2.29 demonstrate the use of the search box in four 

libraries. On the left is the original catalogue page, on the right is its colour-blocked 

wireframe. All reveal the placement of search boxes on otherwise sparsely-populated
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pages where white space dominates. Imperial College Library (Figures 2.26 & 2.27)

have replaced white space with an image of the library itself but the effect is the same: 

the search box remains the key way through which to engage with the collection. 

Figures 2.22 – 2.29 on the left is the original catalogue page, on the right its colour-blocked

wireframe.

From top to bottom:

Figure 2.22 UTS Library catalogue

Figure 2.24 MIT Library catalogue

Figure 2.26 Imperial College London 

Library catalogue

Figure 2.28 National Library of Australia

catalogue

From top to bottom:

Figure 2.23 UTS Library catalogue

Figure 2.25 MIT Library catalogue

Figure 2.27 Imperial College London 

Library catalogue

Figure 2.29 National Library of Australia

catalogue
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The single search box is restrictive. It hides the collection. There are no other means via 

which we can learn about the library collection, until we enter a search term in that box 

and click the ‘Search’ button next to it. The search box does not reveal the size of the 

collection, its complexity or its possibilities. The search box is not as Mitchell Whitelaw 

would argue, generous (2015). It reduces our options for engagement with the collection. 

In an attempt to simplify the search process, library interfaces have stripped back the

graphical forms through which we might learn about or interact with the collection. This

begins with the search box, and continues with the use of the list to deliver search results.

The List

Search engines, those “handy listing machines”, have cemented the interface convention

of displaying search results in a relevancy-ranked list (Belknap 2004). The library 

catalogue interfaces included in this visual survey all relied on lists to display results. 

The use of lists in these interfaces actually pre-dates web search engines: they were used

in the first and second generation OPACs in much the same way as they are today. 

Figures 2.30-2.33 demonstrate the wireframed results pages of the London School of 

Economics and the University of Sydney. Figures 2.34 and 2.35 display the colour-

blocked wireframe of each of the search results interfaces surveyed. As can be seen, 

there is very little variation to the layout of these pages.

Figure 2.30 & 2.31 London School of Economics catalogue search results page
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Figure 2.32 & 2.33 University of Sydney catalogue search results page 
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The motivation to use the list is no doubt ease of use: the list provides an efficient 

way to deliver information. It is easy for a list to be programmed and it is easy to 

read. Usability specialists Nielsen Norman Group point to the efficiency of using 

text-based lists: they reduce web page load times (particularly important before the 

advent of high-speed internet). “Text-only menu items require less vertical space than

an image would, allowing more list items to be displayed on the screen at a time. This

allows users to review the available options more easily, with less (or no) scrolling 

necessary.” (Harley 2014, para. 2) Web style guides emphasise the importance of 

using lists to format content. “Bulleted lists attract attention, support scanning, 

shorten text, and reveal the relationship of items. The Web is usually not the place

for long, narrative writing. Instead, Web readers prefer copy formatted for ease of 

scanning, which allows them to easily skip through chunks of text to get to areas of 

interest.” (Loranger 2017, para. 2)

Although we think of the list as a predominantly written form, the list is also a 

visual form that is used to organise information. It is, in Johanna Drucker’s terms, 

a diagammatic structure that sets up a certain set of relations between pieces of 

information through the way in which layout is used (Drucker 2013). Just as a tree 

structure creates hierarchical relationships between information, the list acts on the

information it contains to create a layer of meaning. To recognise the list as such, is 

to call attention to the effects of the list on our experience of the library collection. 

The list performs an argument through its structuring effect on text. In its use in the

context of the library catalogue it brings with it conventions: we understand lists to

work in a certain away. For example, they are read from top to bottom. In an ordered 

list those items at the top are given more weight than those at the bottom. To 

understand the ramifications of the use of lists to display search results in the context 

of a library collection it is essential to examine some of the properties of the list, both

visual and verbal. 

Lists have become one of the primary text layout conventions used on the Web. This

is in part due to their efficiency: as noted above, usability experts have encouraged the 

use of lists to increase usability since the late 1990s (McGovern, Norton & O’Dowd 

2002; Nielsen 1999; Spool et al. 1999). The use of the list on such a wide scale has led 
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to a tendency to rank, to place a value on things that should not alwys be measured

(Belknap 2004). For example, the customary end of year ‘Best of ’ lists:

“I admit that their appraisals can be informative, even fun, but I

dislike the way their evaluative view of things comes to dominate, 

as though the aim of everything – every experience, every work, 

every personality, every event – were to find its place in a single

hierarchical plan. (Belknap 2004, p. x)

This drive to rank anything and everything is evidenced by the way lists on the

Web have become a genre of Web writing. The ‘listicle’ – a piece of writing whose 

structure is based on a list – has become a common online trope. Listicles can be

ranked lists (‘NME’s Best Songs of 2017 so far’)6 or they can be a group of random

facts or observations gathered around a topic (‘23 Hilariously Savage Responses from

Feminists’)7. Steven Poole argues – with tongue placed somewhat in cheek – that the

latter type of listicle shares some of the properties of literary lists created by the likes

of Umberto Eco, Jorge Luis Borges and Wallace Stevens:

“Might Wallace Stevens’s beautifully glancing “Thirteen Ways of 

Looking at a Blackbird” be the surprisingly high-culture ur-text of 

all modern listicle headlines?...Lists are not necessarily anti-literary. 

If they lack complex structure, that lack sometimes is precisely the

point.” (Poole 2013, para. 2)

In The Infinity of Lists, Umberto Eco celebrates the poetic list which does not seek to

rank but has other aims (2009). Unlike a listicle, poetic lists do not impose a hierarchy;

they name things, they collect, but they don’t rank. These are the infinite lists: they hint 

at something more, rather than being finite and complete. As Eco describes: 

“Faced with something that is immensely large, or unknown, of 

which we shall never know, the author tells us he is unable to say, 

and so he proposed a list very often as a specimen, an example, or 

indication, leaving the reader to imagine the rest.” (p.49)

  

6. http://www.nme.com/list/nmes-best-songs-2017-far-2026974

7. https://www.buzzfeed.com/andyneuenschwander/23-hilarious-posts-for-feminists-who-are-pretty-muc
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Eco’s exegesis on the poetic list is sprawling and extensive but it is his notion of the

infinite and finite in the list that I wish to take forward. 

The lists used in library catalogues are not poetic but are what Eco terms ‘pragmatic

lists’. These lists are finite. The pragmatic list “can be exemplified by a shopping list, 

the list of guests invited to a party, by a library catalogue, by the inventory of objects in

any place…by the list of assets in a will, by an invoice for goods requiring payment…” 

(p.113) Pragmatic lists, for Eco, refer to objects in the outside world, the list exists 

only to name and/or number these things and no others (they are in this sense finite)

and they are usually not able to be altered because that “would be unethical as well as

pointless to include (for example) in a museum catalogue a painting that is not there.” 

(p.113) To alter the pragmatic list is to make a new list.

The library catalogue search results list is pragmatic. It assembles items, as Eco

describes, “to constitute the goal of a certain project”: to deliver the items most relevant 

to a search term. They also include items that are within the collection, that is, those 

items to which we have access. They do not list items that are not accessible to the

patron. They are also not altered. A new list is created every time a search is conducted. 

In this sense the list of catalogue search results exists only fleetingly.

The pragmatic list ties a group of things together in a form. 

“In their own way practical lists represent a form, because they confer 

a unity on a set of objects that, no matter how dissimilar among 

themselves, comply with a contextual pressure, in other words, they are

related for their being expected to be found all in the same place, or to 

constitute the goal of a certain project.” (p.113).

This form is finite. It has boundaries. An item is either on the list or it is not. The 

list is also what Jack Goody terms discontinuous. These two properties – finite

and discontinous – are necessarily related. For a list to be finite it must also be

discontinuous. To form a pragmatic list the items included must be separated from

other contexts. These items have only one context in the list: the list itself. They are

discontinous from anything outside the list. 
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“The list relies on discontinuity rather than continuity; it depends 

on physical placement, on location; …it has a clear-cut beginning 

and a precise end, that is, a boundary, an edge like a piece of cloth. 

Most importantly it encourages the ordering of the items, by number, 

by initial sounds, by category, etc. And the existence of boundaries, 

external and internal, brings greater visibility to categories, at the

same time as making them more abstract.” (Goody 1977, p. 81)

Let’s consider these two ideas – that the pragmatic list is discontinuous and also s finite – e

with regard to how the list is used in the library catalogue. The catalogue search results are

discontinuous in that they separate a number of library items from the broader collection. 

Urs Staeheli argues this discontinuity is produced in a performative manner when lists

are made and is akin to an analogue-to-digital transformation: “for example, narratives

are transformed into topics, requiring classificatory work; the historical performance of 

employees is quantified and turned into a number; violent events are transformed and 

ranked into ‘most wanted’ lists” (2016, p. 15). Staeheli uses the act of indexing a book as

an example of how a narrative or larger system of relations is broken up into individual

pieces to create something new: “the newness which the indexer produces resides within

his work of transformation: in the simultaneous cutting and re-connection of data”. This

is what happens when the digital library catalogue returns a set of search results to us in

a list. The digital nature of the catalogue – the data that describes the collection – makes it s

possible to break the collection up into its individual items – separated from the ordering 

power of the classification system – to be combined in and ordered by a list. 

This is not necessarily a bad thing. If I want to see everything the library holds that is 

written by Roland Barthes, a list that excludes everything that is not written by Barthes

is exactly what is required. Similarly, this list needs to be finite. It can’t hint that there is 

more about Barthes than I can possibly know. That would be infuriating. However, the 

way in which the list structures information internally is a limitation. This is in part due

to its visual properties. 

Whilst the list then is useful in some circumstances, it has limitations. These limitations

extend from the list as a visual form. The list as presented through library catalogues
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is laid out vertically. It is designed to be read from top to bottom. It structures

relationships between pieces of information in one direction only, unlike a table, which 

structures relationships in at least two directions. As an example of the effect of the

ordered list presented vertically, compare the two lists below. Both contain the same

text: some of the places I have visited whilst completing this doctorate. 

List 1:

Sawtell

Melbourne

Coledale

Ho Chi Minh City

Da Nang

Hoi An 

Hanoi

London

Liverpool

Canberra

Culburra

Honolulu

Wonona

Copacabana

San Francisco

Palo Alto

Palm Cove

Waikoloa

List 2: 

Sawtell, Melbourne, Coledale, , Hanoi, London, 

Liverpool, Canberra, Culburra, , Honolulu, Wonona, 

Copacabana, San Francisco, Palo Alto, .

Brisbane  

Broken Hill

Lahaina

Ho Chi Minh City, Da Nang, Hoi An

Brisbane, Broken Hill, Lahaina,

Palm Cove, Waikoloa.
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As a visual form, List 1 isolates each item and the vertical presentation creates an order. 

List 2 on the other hand reads as a list but its horizontal presentation hints towards

a more narrative form, even though it too creates an order. The lists are in roughly 

chronological order but there is no way to tell that from looking at the list itself. The 

only way in which they can possibly be ordered is by the ordering mechanism of the

list form itself: which comes first and which comes last. By choosing a vertical, single 

column list (as in List 1), I structure the text visually so that relationships are seen 

between individual items in terms of what is above and below. For example, in List 1, 

Broken Hill sits below Brisbane and above Lahaina (see shaded section). Whereas, in

List 2, Broken Hill sits below Ho Chi Minh City and above Waikoloa. It sits between

Brisbane and Lahaina. Relationships are also formed diagonally between it and

Coldale, Da Nang and Palm Cove (see shaded section).

The library catalogue search results list is an ordered list. Many of the interfaces 

surveyed rank search results by placing a number beside each title. These lists are 

inventory-like in intent: they count and rank. A hierarchy of information is thus 

created, prioritising some items by placing them at the ‘top’ of the list whilst reducing 

the importance of others by pushing them to the bottom. In a library catalogue, 

items are usually ranked by ‘relevance’ by default. This is the relational schema of the 

catalogue list: how relevant the item is to my query. The fact that two items sit on top 

of each other is simply due to this measure. These lists can only display one type of e

relationship: that stipulated by this ranking. Comparison between items can only be

made with regard to how relevant they are to our search. We make this comparison

visually by observing where an item is positioned on the list: near the top and the item

is assumed to be very relevant, near the bottom and it is only vaguely relevant. There is 

an underlying assumption that there is a ‘best fit’ result for the terms used to perform

the search. This is fine when we know exactly what we are looking for, but when we

don’t, it is not a useful measure of value. 

Libraries have acknowledged these limitations, particularly when it comes to browsing. 

They have attempted to counter these limitations in two ways. Firstly, the sort option:

once a search is conducted, the results can be sorted according to different parameters, 

other than the default (which is usually relevance). For example, a search in the State 
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Library of NSW catalogue – as shown in Figure 2.36 – can be sorted by relevance, 

date-newest, date-oldest, author or title.  

Figure 2.36 The State Library of NSW catalogue allows for sorting of results by relevance, 

date-newest, date-oldest, author and title.

Secondly, libraries have sought to take advantage of the affordances of library data

that is stored digitally by drawing out different relationships between items returned

in a results list. Subsets of results can be displayed using data such as subject, date of 

publication, item format, language, location and availability. These subsets – called 

facets – enable a user to narrow the pool of results they can see. Of the 32 library 

catalogues surveyed, only two – California State Library and the University of 

Melbourne Library – did not offer facets to narrow a search. Of the libraries who did

offer facet narrowing, all presented the results in lists.

The list has been used by libraries to deliver search results since the first computerised 

catalogues. Its presentation and function have not changed in that time. The list used 

in this context does not take full advantage of the affordances of the digital space. The 

graphical user interface is capable of displaying more relational and spatial information

and yet one of the major ways in which we interact with the library collection is a text-

based format. The display of individual library records also clings to the forms of pre-

computerised cataloguing: that of the catalogue card. The next section discusses how 

the websites included in the survey reveal this adherence to a bibliographic language 

that originated in print.
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Displaying individual records

In previous sections I have shown how early computerised catalogues adopted the

bibliographic language – both text and layout elements – of the catalogue cards. Whilst 

contemporary library catalogues have the potential to display many more types of 

formats than previous catalogues, they still maintain this bibliographic language to

display individual records. 

During the survey, I identified a striking similarity in the display of individual item 

records within a search results list. Every library displayed individual items in a

manner that was reminiscent of the catalogue card and early computerised catalogues. 

Figure 2.36 shows the top result for a search on the keyword ‘football’ in each of the

32 libraries surveyed. The similarities across the set of interfaces are clear. Placement 

of author, title, call number and other fields of description are consistent. The layout 

of these items displays inherited conventions from pre-digital mediums such as the

catalogue cards. The only advance from cards and earlier OPACs is the inclusion of 

images and links. Thumbnail images of book covers are sometimes included with a

record, at other times an icon representing the format of an item is displayed. The

addition of linked subject headings adds another way through which we can browse

the collection. However, the card catalogue and the shelves offered us this same type

of contextual browsing by subject, simply due to the physical arrangement of the

cards and the books on the shelves. Once we located a card in the subject drawers we 

could see the cards for other items classified under the same subject. The books are

shelved according to their place in the classification system – Dewey, for example – so 

browsing by subject is possible. There are no additional connections in current catalogue 

interfaces, but perhaps increased ease of use. 
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The findings of this visual survey demonstrate the visual influences on library catalogue

interfaces and the attendant limitations. On one hand these interfaces hold tightly to 

the past, maintaining the bibliographic language first seen in the print-based catalogue

cards. On the other, they have readily adopted the search interfaces of Web search 

engines. The use of lists and the search box are particuarly limiting in their presentation

of the collection. Lists constrain our understanding of collection search results by 

displaying only one type of relationship. Search boxes require the user to initiate a

query – and thus know what they are looking for – and as a graphical convention, 

obscure the collection. The graphical user interface is capable of accommodating 

more than lists and search boxes. Instead of adapting or even redevising the visual

presentation of the catalogue to take advantages of the affordances of the graphical user 

interface, library interfaces sit uneasily between a visual language of the past and one 

that does not fully address the potential of a contemporary, online library. This survey 

reinforces the need for further consideration of the graphical conventions used in 

library catalogue interfaces. The next section discusses several projects that have begun 

to explore this potential. 

2.3 Visualising the library collection

As libraries move print material into off-site storage facilities and digital collection 

materials increase, librarians have increasingly become concerned with the reduction 

in browsing opportunities (Antelman, Lynema & Pace 2006; Beheshti, Large & 

Bialek 1996; Green 2012) . In response, the concept of a ‘virtual book shelf ’ has

become common in the catalogues of large libraries. Similarly concerned with more 

exploratory engagements with library collections, scholars and designers, including 

William Denton, Mitchell Whitelaw, Geoff Hinchcliffe, Ben Ennis-Butler, George 

Legrady, Elisa Lee and Adam Hinshaw have developed alternative approaches to

library collection interfaces. This section surveys a range of projects that present library 

collection access through experimental interfaces. 

The projects discussed in this section point to the potential of interfaces to provide

library patrons with opportunities for different types of engagement. They were selected
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as they deal solely with library collections. There are many projects that have sought 

to visualise collections but many of those deal with museums, galleries and archives. 

The visualisation of library collections provides us with a different problem from those

concerned with other types of collections. This is due to the type of material held in 

each collection. Libraries don’t always hold materials that include a visual component. 

E-books, for example, often don’t have cover images. Similarly, libraries don’t always

store the cover images of books in their catalogue data. Libraries then don’t have the

option of creating what Lev Manovich calls media visualisation (Manovich 2011)8. 

“…creating new visual representations from the actual visual

media objects, or their parts. Rather than representing text, images, 

video or other media through new visual signs such as points or 

rectangles, media visualizations build new representations out 

of the original media. Images remain images; text remains text.” 

(Manovich 2011, p. 41)

Visualisations of museum, gallery or archive collections often employ images of 

the collection items themselves. To illustrate, Stamen Design’s work (see Figure

2.38) for San Francisco Museum of Modern Art – SFMOMA ArtScope9 – used a 

lightbox technique to display all of the galleries works in one screen: “Faced with 

the challenge of providing a way to navigate through upwards of 3,500 works in the 

museum’s collection, we thought: why not show them all at once?” (Stamen 2007). 

The lightbox technique is derived from the lightbox used in photography that allows 

many negatives to be viewed at once, by laying them out on a surface lit from behind. 

ArtScope shows everything at once but also allows for zooming in to see individual 

items, along with the associated data such as title, year, description, keywords, 

physical description and location. 

  

8. Manovich also calls this method ‘direct visualisation’ but I will use ‘media visualisation’ throughout this thesis

9. ArtScope is no longer operating.
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Figure 2.38 SFMOMA ArtScope developed by Stamen Design.

The Australian Prints + Printmaking site (see Figures 2.39-2.42) developed by Mitchell

Whitelaw and Ben Ennis Butler for the National Gallery of Australia uses images of 

the prints in the interface: “blending web design and data visualisation approaches, the

aim is to create rich “overviews” of the collection that are more engaging and revealing 

than conventional search or browse techniques.” (Whitelaw 2013) The interface offers 

‘search’ and ‘explore’ functions. Whilst search is conducted through a single search box, 

the explore function offers a visually rich way to engage with the collection. It employs 

several visualisation techniques for exploring including word clouds, timelines and 

media visualisations revealing the works themselves.
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Figure 2.40

Australian Prints + Printmaking, developed by 

Mitchell Whitelaw and Ben Ennis Butler.

This screen shows the use of alternatives

to the list, in graphical primitives, such as

squares, and the use of colour to present links

to author details.

Figure 2.42

Australian Prints + Printmaking, developed by 

Mitchell Whitelaw and Ben Ennis Butler.

A wordcloud is used to display subejcts areas

for browsing.  

Figure 2.39

Australian Prints + Printmaking, developed

by Mitchell Whitelaw and Ben Ennis Butler.

This screen shows the combination of a timeline

utilising graphical primitives with a media

visualisation displaying the related works. 

Figure 2.41

Australian Prints + Printmaking, developed

by Mitchell Whitelaw and Ben Ennis Butler.

A timeline view of a single artist. 

As I will explain below, virtual bookshelves – using the bookshelf as a visual metaphor 

within an interface – are a type of media visualisation but given the broad types of 

formats libraries provide access to, they expose only a slice of the collection. Research 

libraries don’t have the option of a media visualisation when considering a large 

proportion of the collection. This is due to two things: the way in which we access the 

collections of research libraries and the formats of library items.
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As I discussed in Chapter 1, libraries increasingly provide access to collection items

through digital interfaces. We use interfaces to find items – by using the catalogue tod

search, for example – and we also use interfaces to view items. We can do this because 

an increasing portion of the available collections of libraries is provided via digital 

means. For the purposes of visualisation then there are two parts of the collection to

consider: the records a library holds that describe the collection, and the collection

items themselves. I have chosen to focus on the records a library holds to describe its

items, rather than the items themselves. These records – the library catalogue – provide 

a ready-made set of data that describes what the library holds. 

The projects discussed in the remainder of this section were selected as they deal only 

with library collections; they do not visualise gallery, archive or museum collections. In

some cases they provide media visualisations but in most they use graphical primitives, 

which Manovich refers to as “points, straight lines, curves, and simple geometric

shapes to stand in for objects and relations between them” (Manovich 2011, p. 38). 

Whilst Manovich argues for the media – or direct – visualisation as an antidote to the 

use of graphic primitives in the visualisation of material that has its visual properties

(such as photographs), I am concerned with how graphic forms structure and reveal 

relationships within library collection interfaces. For example, how are relationships

shown graphically? What type of forms are used? How are they arranged spatially? 

What do we learn about the collection through the use of particular forms?

For the purposes of this discussion, I have divided the alternative interfaces into

three categories: 

1. virtual book shelves; 

2. visualisations that use graphic primitives and 

3. visualisations that use media and expose data

2.3.1 Recreating the shelf

I have separated virtual book shelves from other media visualisations as it is critical

to understand their development and how most of the visualisations that follow in

this chapter attempt to move beyond them. The virtual book shelf has gradually been
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intergrated into the catalogues of large libraries. It is generally used in conjunction with

the text listing. Figure 2.43 demonstrates a typical virtual shelf approach, this one from

Stanford’s library. Given libraries are moving towards digital collections and moving 

much of their print collection off-site or into storage, opportunities to browse the

physical shelves are becoming rare. The virtual shelf was developed in reaction to these 

diminishing opportunities and the inability of the catalogue interface to replace them 

(Lynema, Lown & Woodbury 2012).

Figure 2.43 Stanford Library’s virtual shelf, highlighted at the bottom of the image.
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As far back as 1996, Jamshid Beheshti, Valerie Large and Mary Bialek proposed 

alternative interfaces to counter the browsing limitations of text-based catalogue

interfaces. Even before the advent of web-based catalogues, they proposed PACE:

Public Access Catalog Extension (1996). PACE was “an alternative interface designed 

to enhance online catalogs. PACE simulates images of books and library shelves to 

help users browse through the catalog” (p. 231). PACE used physical description data

– number of pages, book height – about each item to generate a corresponding book 

image. Figures 2.44 & 2.45 show a list view in PACE and a book shelf view. 

Figure 2.44 A list view in the PACE interface

(Beheshti, Large & Bialek 1996, p. 233)

Figure 2.45 Virtual shelf in PACE

(Beheshti, Large & Bialek 1996, p. 233)

Even with the development of the more graphical interfaces afforded by the Web, 

libraries still found the interface inadequate for browsing, particularly once shelves 

became less accessible. The book and shelf metaphor proposed by Beheshti et al

cotinued to be a favoured interface metaphor in the development of visual aternatives 

to the text-based catalogue. Currently such tools that enable “virtual browsing” 

(Lynema, Lown & Woodbury 2012) are available in off-the-shelf library softare. 

North Carolina State University Libraries (NCSU) implemented their shelf-browsing 

interface – the Virtual Shelf Index – in 2009 as a standalone application and it is now 

part of their catalogue (Lynema, Lown & Woodbury 2012). The Virtual Shelf Index

“takes advantage of relationships between items that appear next to each other on the

shelf because of the call numbers assigned to them”. It displays books in the order they 

would appear on the shelf. Figures 2.46 and 2.47 illustrate the current NCSU library 

catalogue and the intergration of a shelf browse function.
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Figure 2.46 NCSU Library item detail view of The Beautiful Game by Greg Bocketti, 

the option to browse the virtual shelf shown on right.

Figue 2.47 Virtual shelf view of The Beautiful Game by Greg Bocketti
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Other research libraries included in the visual survey to have implemented some kind 

of virtual book shelves include Imperial College London, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology (MIT), Stanford and University of Technology Sydney (UTS).10 All 

employ virtual shelves to support searches within the catalogue: once a search is 

conducted and an item chosen for further detail, the patron is provided with a display 

of related items. Only books are included in this functionality: that is, only those

items that would be on the physical shelves are visualised in the virtual bookshelf. 

Ebooks are not included. Figures 2.48-2.50 demonstate the use of virtual shelves

by Imperial College London, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and 

University of Technology Sydney (UTS). All use book covers – or a placeholder, 

should no cover image be available – to represent each item. Two other universities, 

Princeton and University of Sydney, provide links to related items but the items are

displayed in a text list. 

Figure 2.48 Imperial College London

Virtual shelf included with detail view for the item

  

10. There are a number of other libraries that have implemented these interfaces but many of them use the same 

library catalogue software so their virtual bookshelves are visually identical. I have chosen examples that display 

different visual implementations.
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Figure 2.49 MIT Library

Virtual shelf included with detail view for the item Football: a sociology of the global game

by Richard Giulianiotti

Figure 2.50 UTS Library

Virtual shelf view or item Advances in Australian football : a sociological and applied science 

exploration of the game by Murray Drummonde
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All of these virtual bookshelves use library classification systems to relate a searched 

item to others. The classification system dictates where items sit on the shelf, it provides

a shelf order. A “shelf view” of search results then provides us with some context of 

where the book sits in the classification system and the books surrounding it. These

implementations are significant in that they provide us with a way to browse the

collection through the catalogue interface that emulates the physical shelves. Virtual 

shelves have been found to be successful for patrons (Beheshti, Large & Bialek 1996;

Lynema, Lown & Woodbury 2012). They make use of familiar browsing habits

by using the shelf as a visual metaphor; this in turn helps library patrons transfer 

developed browsing habits to the web interface. As Marcia Bates suggested in 1989: 

“It is the actual physical layout of a library that people are most 

familiar with, rather than the complex intellectual relationships we

develop among catalog entries, books, periodical indexes, journals, etc. 

Creating a virtual physical layout on the screen may make it easier 

for the searcher to think of moving among familiar categories of 

resources in an information retrieval system, in the same manner in

which they move among resources in the actual library.” (1989, p. 419)

Whilst significant, the use of virtual book shelves is limited in three ways. Firstly, 

they present only a small proportion of the library collection: printed books. As I

demonstrated in Chapter 1, whilst printed books once formed the bulk of a research 

library’s collection we can no longer consider this the case. However, for this limited 

purpose – a visual display of printed books as they are placed on the shelves – I 

acknowledge their usefulness. Secondly, the virtual shelf presents library items in a 

particular order, much like the list. When used in conjunction with a list they provide 

context to individual items, we can see what is on the shelves around them, but they do 

not enable us to see other types of relationships, such as clusters, outliers or branches. 

They show us books that share a subject area, as dictated by the library’s cataloguers

and their application of the classification system. The way they appear on the screen is

stipulated by where they sit in this system. 

Third and finally, the use of the familiar metaphor of the book shelf points to a limited

imagining of the potential of library interfaces. The virtual bookshelf is exactly how 
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it is described: virtual. It is a representation of a collection access point that we don’t ll

actually experience through the screen. It displays a skeuomorphic approach to the 

problem of collection browsing through an interface. Given the rapidly changing 

nature of research libraries’ collections and modes of access, it is time to move beyond 

these familiar metaphors in order to provide access to a library collection that helps us

understand it in new ways, not just as a succession of book shelves. 

2.3.2 Visualisation: graphical primitives

In order to move beyond the familiar metaphor of the shelf, several projects have drawn

on principles of information visualisation pratice. For example, several employ common

visualisation forms drawn from mathematics and statistics such as scatterplots, heat 

map, bar charts and histograms. This section discusses eight projects that visualise

a library collection using visual metaphors other than the shelf. They present 

visualisations in two different ways: through the use of graphic primitives and media

visualisations. Firstly, I will discuss those that use graphical primitives. 

Dentographs

Dentographs is the title of a set of visualisations created by William Denton (2012). 

Dentographs visualise entire library collections using the library classification system of 

each library as a data source. Whilst the visualisations are not integrated with a search

function they provide us with an alternative to the list through the use of visualisation. 

Denton describes dentographs as “a visualization of a library’s collection built on the

idea that a classification scheme is a mathematical function mapping one set of things

(books or the universe of knowledge) onto another (a set of numbers and letters)” 

(2012). There are two types of dentograph: the ‘Checkerboard’ and the ‘Mountain’. 

The Checkerboard is a cluster heat map that visualises library collections organised 

with the Dewey system. Denton uses this visualisation to compare the collection of 

the San Francisco Public Library and the Toronto Public Library (see Figure 2.51). 

Collection data is mapped out onto a 10 x 10 square grid; based as it is on a decimal 

structure, the Dewey system lends itself to such a neat mapping. The hundreds

(everything before the decimal point in a Dewey number) form the x axis, while the 
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tens (everything after the decimal point) form the y axis. The structuring form of this

visualisation – the cluster heat map - has a long history in statistical graphics and

has become a staple graphical form in bioinformatics (Wilkinson & Friendly 2009). 

It is associated then with counting and in this visualisation that is its prime purpose:g

to indicate the number of items in each Dewey range for specific collections. Dewey 

ranges are indicated by placement on the map, whilst numbers of colleciton items are 

indicated by varying levels of transparency. 

Figure 2.51 Checkerboard Dentograph: Dewey-based visualisation, comparing the collections of 

Toronto Public Library (left) and San Francisco Public Library (right). We can see that the Toronto 

Public Library has a larger collection as the squares are on average darker across the entire ‘board’.
(Denton 2012, n.p.)

The ‘Mountain’ dentograph is applied to the University of Toronto’s library as it uses

Library of Congress (LC) classification, which does not map onto a square grid (see 

Figure 2.52). 

“The Library of Congress Classification doesn’t have Dewey’s

methodically rigid structure. LCC call numbers can begin with one, 

two or three letters, which is manageable, but instead of being laid 

out neatly from 0 to 999 the numbers can range from a maximum

of 9 (in LH, College and school magazines and papers) to 9999 (six 

classes outside of law, the first being BX, Christian denominations). 

Instead of trying to fit LCC call numbers to some Procrustean bed

to make a checkerboard dentograph, we can leave them as they are

in a mountain dentograph.” (Denton 2012)
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The number of items in each classification range are mapped onto ‘mountains’: a 

visualisation that allows for three dimensions and broad variation. These visualisations

are three-dimensional histograms, a visualisation derived from the sciences. 

Figure 2.52 Mountain Dentographs: Library of Congress visualisations comparing University 

of Toronto’s Robarts and Gerstein collections. 

(Denton 2012, n.p.)

Denton identifies library collection comparison as one potential function of his

visualisations. They afford this reasonably well – they do not allow for examination of 

individual items – but higher level patterns can be seen. We can see which parts of the 

collection contain more items and can compare the holdings covering specific subjects 

across different libraries. For example, Toronto Public Library’s collection is strongest 

in the 800s (Literature) and 900s (History and geography), whilst San Francisco Public

Library seems to hold next to nothing in the 000s (Computer Science, information and 

general works), 100s (Philosophy and psychology) and 200s (Religion). 

The Dentographs communicate something quite different to the virtual shelf. The

shelf aims to show us what exists on the shelf, in the immediate area surrounding a

specific book that we have chosen. They communicate local contextual information. 

The dentograph communicates a broader context: relationships between different 

sections of a library collection. Dentographs provide a distant view of complete 

library collections. We can determine which subjects hold more items and compare

the depth of different collections. 
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When compared to the list, they are able to more readily communicate the 

relationships between different sections of the library’s collection. If we were to 

be furnished with lists of the collections of the Toronto and San Francisco Public 

Libraries it would be difficult to discern as much about each collection and compare

them, as we can from these visualisations. We could possibly tell which library has the

larger collection by comparing the no doubt hefty piles of paper the list was on, or 

how long it took us to scroll to the end of the list on the screen, or how many screens

it took to click through the entire collection. It would be very difficult to compare the

spread of materials across classification classes within a single library, let alone compare

libraries. These visualisations make such tasks much easier. 

UTS Library Ribbon

The UTS Library Ribbon communicates similar relationships to the dentograph: it 

demonstrates the number of items distributed across different sections of the library’s 

collection as organised by its classification system. It uses colour and spatial relations 

in the form of a stacked horizontal bar chart. Each Dewey class is represented by a

different colour. These colours were first used by the UTS Library Artist in Residence 

of 2012, Chris Gaul. Gaul created a Library Spectrogram (Figure 2.53) that compared

the collections of several Australian research libraries using the same colour and bar 

chart techniques (Gaul 2012). The Ribbon was developed in light of this work. 

Figure 2.53 Figure 2.53: Chris Gaul’s Library Spectrogram

(Gaul 2012, n.p.)
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Whereas the Dentographs are static visualisations, the Ribbon is integrated into the

library’s catalogue search facility and thus able to provide us with two views of the

collection: of the entire collection (before a search is initiated) and of a set of search

results (after search results are returned). It thus provides an alternative to the list in the 

presentation of search results. To illustrate, see Figures 2.53 – 2.55. Figure 2.53 shows

the ribbon before a search is initiated. It displays the spread of items across the UTS

library collection that is searchable by the catalogue. Colour distinguishes between each 

Dewey class at the hundreds level and length communicates the number of items in

that class. From this view we can see, for example, that the library’s strongest class is the 

300s (Social sciences) and its most lean is the 200s (Religion).

Figure 2.54 UTS Library Ribbon as it appears before a search is initiated. In this state it 

visualises the collection as a whole, as it is spread across the Dewey system.

Once a search is conducted the Ribbon displays the set of search results distributed 

across the Dewey system. As we can see in Figure 2.55, a search for ‘football’ delivers 

results primarily in the 700s (Arts and recreation) but also across seven of the other 

nine classes. It can be further adapted by clicking on one of the classes to display the 

breakdown of search results at the tens level (see Figure 2.56). 
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Figure 2.55 UTS Library Ribbon as it appears after a search using the keyword ‘football’ is

initiated. It visualises the set of search results as distributed across the Dewey system. 

Figure 2.56 UTS Library Ribbon as it appears when the 300 bar is clicked in Figure 2.x. 

In this state it visualises the search results that appear in the 300 class. 

Like the Dentograph, the Ribbon uses graphical primitives: the stacked bar chart is

made up of rectangles whose size indicate number of items and additional meaning is 

added by colour.  
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The Ribbon provides a faceted view of a set of search results. As discussed earlier 

in this chapter, libraries offer facet views of search results as a way to show different 

connections between those results. So, the results can be filtered to show everything 

published within a stipulated range, by format, by language, for example. The Ribbon is

a type of facet view: it displays everything classified in the same classes but unlike the 

facet options offered by other libraries, it does not use a list. 

Haystacks

Harvard Law Library’s experimental visualisation Haystacks provides an alternative to s

the list by employing several visualisation forms with a history in statistics: the scatter 

plot, the stacked vertical bar chart and horizontal bar chart (Friendly 2008). Like

Dentographs and the Ribbon, Haystacks uses the library’s classification system (Library s

of Congress) as the main data source and structural scheme, with the added dimensions 

of time and patron interaction (how many times an item has been borrowed). The basis

of the visualisation is a scatterplot, with Library of Congress subject as its Y axis and

publication date as its X axis. Haystacks offers a spatial view of 250 collection itemss

– it does not ever show the entire collection – represented by circles, using colour to 

indicate LC class, position to indicate publication year and size to indicate circulation 

(the larger the circle the more popular the item). It also introduces the ability to drill

down to view detail of individiual item records. 
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Figure 2.57 the default view of Harvard Law Library’s experiemental visualisation Haystacks, 

before a search is conducted. 

Haystacks communicates multiple relationships simultaneously, and subsequently s

achieves more than a list view of the same results. Figure 2.57 is the default view of 

Haystacks, before a search is conducted. From it we can discern which subjects contain 

the most popular items in the Harvard Law Library and the spread of publishing dates

(by year) for those items. Clicking on a circle allows you to view the item’s detail. In 

this example we can see the chosen circle is the Middle East Report. Figure 2.58 is the 

view after a search for the keyword ‘Football’ is conducted.
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Figure 2.58 Haystacks interface after a search using the keyword ‘football’ is conducted. We

can see there results cluster around the last 50 years of publishing and are generally borowed

fewer times than the 250 top items in the entire library (shown in Figure 2.57): the circles

that represent each item are far smaller in this image. 

Haystacks has the potential to be a very useful research tool as it provides us with a s

visual way in which to navigate search results. It is possible to narrow the search by 

moving sliders – the publication date, for example – and create what is essentially a 

facet view of the results, but in an alternative form to the list. It is possible to drill down 

to detail about individual items and and to save items of interest to a ‘stack’ that can 

then be saved as a table or a CSV file. Haystacks was never integrated into the Harvard s

Law Library catalogue and the project is not ongoing, despite these advances over the

use of lists in catalogue search results. 

The Library Project

The Library Project was developed by the Spatial Information Design Lab at 

Columbia University.11 The project was undertaken in response to the diminishing 

access to print items and continued digitisation of items in the Columbia University 

Library. Whilst not integrated with a catalogue search facility, the Library Project

provides two alternative interfaces to counter the list: Catalog and Crossing Disciplines.

Both communicate relationships between library items in a more complex way than 

11. Now called the Centre for Spatial Research.
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the list and both use concentric circles, lines, and points to visualise relationships

between subjects and individual items in the library’s collection. 

Catalog (Figure 2.59) visualises the entire library collection using subject as its primary g

organising structure. Through the lens of these subject headings we can see the depth of 

the library in particular subjects: the outer rings of the circle indicate facets within each 

top level subjects. Each subject is represented by a circle, whose size changes depending 

on view: ‘total holdings’ indicates the number of items, ‘total circulations’ indicates the 

number of times borrowed. We can see relationships across the collection – where the

collection is strong, where it may lack depth – and patron interaction, in terms of how 

many times items are borrowed. 

Figure 2.59 Columbia Univeristy Libraries: Catalog

The second interface, Crossing Disciplines offers us a way in which to make new s

connections within a collection (see Figure 2.60). Crossing Disciplines visualises the thes

“25 most interdisciplinary” subjects in the Columbia University Libraries. Sets of books

that share a disciplinary set are represented by circles and arranged in a larger circle, with

the size of the initial circles indicating how many books are in that collection. As you 

move inwards, the number of disciplinary connections increases: books on the outside

circle share two connections, the single book at the centre of the circle crosses five

disciplines. Small spokes emerge from each book collection circle and once moused over, 

point to the disciplines connected. For example, if I wish to see items about women in
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World War I, I select each subject heading and the corresponding collection of items is 

indentified. There are 127 books that fit the critieria. It would be interesting to see such 

a visualisation integrated into a search facility so a patron could visually explore search

results and make connections not possible using a list. 

Figure 2.60 Figure 2.60: Columbia Univeristy Libraries: Crossing Disciplines

All of these projects draw on conventional visualisation techniques to produce

alternative library interfaces. Cluster and heat maps, bar charts, scatter plots and 

concentric circles are all derived from mathematical or statistical disciplines. 

They reveal relationships in ways that are stable and understood due to their 

use as visualisation conventions. There is an opportunity to investigate more novel

approaches to visualisation that do not employ forms drawn from mathematics and 

statistics, that may help construct different types of relationships in library catalogue

search results. The next section addresses three projects that use media visualisations 

to work with library collections. Whilst these projects are not within the realm

in which I wish to work – using graphical primitives – it is necessary that they be 

recognised as contributing to the creation of alternative library catalogue interfaces.
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2.3.3 Visualisation: media

The projects discussed in the previous section use graphical primitives such as circles, 

points and lines to communicate relationships within an entire library collection, a set of 

search results or between individual library collection items. The projects in this section 

use the visual aspects of library collection items themselves within a visualisation. 

Whilst I previously noted that I believe visual approaches to library collections can not 

rely on the use of media within a visualisation, it is important to note those projects

that do and how they have done this. This section discusses three projects that have

produced media visualisations. It also includes those that have used textual aspects of 

media – such as a title or a call number – in a visualisation. Whilst these things are not 

‘media’ as such, they are also not graphical primitives. It is data drawn from individual

library items and used directly in the interface or visualisation. 

Making the Invisible Visible

George Legrady’s set of visualisations – Making the Invisible Visible – was installed in e

the Seattle Public Library between 2005 and 2014 (2005). Legrady’s visuaslisations

utilise circulation data and thus provide evidence of patron interaction with the

collection. They also use properties of individual collection items, specifically item 

titles, subjects and Dewey numbers. 

Figure 2.61 Legrady’s Making the Invisible Visible, on display in the Seattle Public Library. 

(Legrady 2005, n.p.)
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The visualisations appeared on 6 LCD screens installed behind the circulation desk 

(Figure 2.60). They visualised library item circulation in four forms:

Vital statistics: visualised how many items have circulated in specific timeframes

Figure 2.62 Vital Statistics

(Legrady 2005, n.p.)

Floating tiles: displays the titles of items that have been checked out during the previous 

hour and the relevant timestamp

Figure 2.63 Floating Tiles

(Legrady 2005, n.p.)

Dot matrix rain: displayed the titles according to their Dewey classification

Figure 2.64 Dot matrix rain

(Legrady 2005, n.p.)
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KeyWord map attack: displayed keywords for items checked out recently

Figure 2.65 Keyword map attack

(Legrady 2005, n.p.)

Legrady’s visualisations are primarily text-based. They use colour on a black screen that 

is reminiscent of Unix command line interfaces and others prior to the development 

of graphical user interfaces. Legrady’s visualisations expose data directly, rather than

using graphical primitives to stand in for it. By using media in this way, Legrady’s

visualisations expose us to collection items directly, rather than revealing different 

types of relationships, such as patterns, outliers or clusters. The experience they provide

is a stream of small interactions with collection items, rather than a top-down view 

from which we can glean information about the collection as a whole, or relationships

between individual items, other than the somewhat random similarity of being 

borrowed at a similar time. 

11-808

Elisa Lee and Adam Hinshaw’s 11-808 employs multiple visualisations that mix media8

visualisation with the use of graphical primitives. It combines the use of boxes, lines

and points with the text of collection item titles. Like Legrady’s work, it utilises patron

use data, rather than subject/topic as an organising principle. It focuses on patron

interaction with books in an underground storage system, the UTS Library Retrieval

System (LRS). 11-808 is a visualisation of library collection movement.8
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Figure 2.66 One view from Lee and Hinshaw’s 11-808.

(Lee & Hinshaw 2015, n.p.)

Space in the composition of this visualisation relates to a physical space: the LRS itself. 

The LRS is composed of a series of boxes, stored one above the other in rows. 11-808

recalls their form: it utilises a set of boxes to represent each tray within the LRS. Space

in the previous visualisation projects in this section indicate relationships between the

subject of items, not their physical location. Similarly, Lee and Hinshaw’s use of temporal

measures varies from the previous projects. The time at which titles appear on screen, in

relation to others, accords with when a patron requested them and when items where 

returned, not when they were published as in other projects, such as Haystacks. 

11-808 displays item titles requested by library patrons and in doing so breaks the pattern of 8

abstracting data up to basic graphical forms. As Figure 2.67 shows, a stream of titles is 

displayed, along with the timestamp of when the item was requested. As a viewer, I am given

direct contact with library items, rather than experience them as abstracted groups. 11-808 is

able to employ media in its visualisation specifically because it addresses a set of user actions: 

requests for books housed in the library’s underground storage system. This is a finite set of 

data points on a timeline, each with its own set of propoerties that define it, like title and

subject or classification. The relationship between items is firstly determined by time and then

by the place of the book in the Dewey system, which is dictated by colour (the same colours

used in the Ribbon and before that, Chris Gaul’s UTS Library’s Artist in Residence work. 
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Figure 2.67 A view from Lee and Hinshaw’s 11-808. Note the use of titles directly in the

visualisation. (Lee & Hinshaw 2015, n.p.)

Unstacked

Unstacked (see Figure 2.68) is a more recent project of Lee and Hinshaw (2017). 

Like 11-808, it exposes patron interaction with a library collection, in this case 

within the State Library of NSW (SLNSW). Its purpose is relatively simple: it 

provides an interface through which a patron can browse the collection by witnessing 

the searches of others. 

Unstacked reveals patron engagement through the library catalogue by displaying 

the items viewed – the image itself when possible, or titles – in a mosaic pattern

that streams down the screen. The SLNSW digital online catalogue becomes then 

a form of library stack, from which items are uncovered and brought to the surface

through the Unstacked interface. d Unstacked benefits from the type of items the library d

holds: photographs, artworks and archival material such as letters and drawings lend

themselves to a media visualisation. 
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Figure 2.68 Unstacked: a continuous stream of content, as viewed by library patrons through dd

the library catalogue. 

Figure 2.69 Individual items can be viewed through Unstacked. A link to the item in the library dd

catalogue is provided, for further information. 

There are no filters or criteria added to the interface. It is akin to looking over the 

shoulder of someone using the catalogue, whilst being able to select an item of interest 

and view more detail. All items shown are given equal value. The focus is on the items 

themselves, there is no attempt to draw out patterns by adding timelines, or filters that 

would allow browsing by colour or type, for example. 
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As previously noted, this is a specific type of visualisation that requires a suitable

collection. In utilising collection media within the interface, Unstacked provides a vastly d

different experience to that of the list, and indeed Legrady’s work discussed in the 

previous section. We can engage directly with the collection items in a manner that a 

list of titles or Dewey numbers could not provide. 

——

Current library interfaces carry with them the graphical conventions of prior catalogue

incarnations. They do not always take advantage of the potential of the graphical user 

interface Given the primacy of access to the contemporary library, as established ins

Chapter 1, the importance of the graphical user inteface and the experience of the

collection it provies, can not be overstated. Through the use of lists, search boxes that 

obscure the collection and a rigid adherence to print-based graphical conventions, such 

as catalogue card layout, current library catalogue interfaces can not provide patrons

with an expansive, contextual experience of the collection. As discussed in this chapter 

practitioners and academics have begun to seek alternatives to the list through the use 

of visualisation. This work has begun to set the platform for the work required to create

library catalogue collection interfaces that enable us to interact with and interpret the 

library collection in ways that the list particularly does not allow us to do. 

These projects however often draw on principles of information visualisation pratice

drawn from mathematics and the sciences. Some provide visualisations of patron

interaction that encourages a more passive experience of watching, rather than actively 

engaging with a collection. The survey and the analysis of these projects make clear 

that it is time to consider alternative approaches to the library collection interfaces that 

prioritise the visual production of knowledge in the hope of creating the conditions

for a more contextual and browsing-like experience of the library collection. In the 

next three chapters I use a prototyping process within a Research through Design

framework to consider such forms. I specifically seek alternative approaches to the list, 

in the display of library catalogue search results. 
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Chapter 3: Field

Field offers a first attempt at an alternative display of library catalogue search results:d

it demonstrates search results using dots scattered across a plane, rather than in a

list. Field delivers a set of 200 search results for the keyword ‘football’ from the UTSd

Library catalogue, spread across the screen according to invisible coordinates dictated 

by the Dewey Decimal System.

Figure 3.1 The final stage of Field.dd

Whilst all the books represented in Field are ostensibly about football, they are d

scattered across the classification system. There is a cluster around 796 (Athletic & ((

outdoor sports & games), with smaller clusters in the 300s (Social sciences) and outliers 

in the 100s (Philosophy & psychology) and 900s (History & geography). Field is able to 

provide different views onto the game of football – historical, geographical and social

– simultaneously. 

Without explicitly displaying the Dewey numbers accompanying each cluster, the

visualisation encourages investigation. It encourages browsing. This is primarily due

to its attention to spatial composition. The circles are positioned in such a way that 

they draw attention to the space between them. We are offered multiple points of 
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entry into the search results, rather than the singular entry point of the list, intended

to be read from top to bottom. 

3.1 Context: browsing the shelves

“I look forward to browsing the reference shelves and other material

freely available. This way I am able to make myself aware of material

that is in existence. What one cannot see, one cannot ask for.” 

William Olive

Statement on a petition against proposed changes at the State Library of 

NSW (2014)

The context from which Field was developed was a local and very specific instanced

of the loss of library shelf browsing: the development of the UTS Library Retrieval

System (LRS). In 2016 the Library moved a large proportion of its book collection

to an automated storage and retrieval system. Known as the LRS, it houses books 

underground, reducing the number of books on the shelves in the library itself. Patrons 

request items from the LRS through the online catalogue. The books are then retrieved

by a robot and delivered to the library by a member of library staff. The aspect of the

LRS that concerned me most was what I saw as a reduction in my ability to browse. I

could rely on the library catalogue to find, but what if I wanted to see ‘what else’ wasdd

there? I could no longer see all the books available in a specific section of the library so

I was unable to browse. The LRS relies on the online catalogue to provide access to the

items it holds. As shown, online catalogues predominantly favour the single search box 

approach which does not take advantage of the value of browsing. The catalogue does

not prioritise the context surrounding an item and what this context might provide. 

The Field prototype began from this point: if I can no longer access the shelves, how d

can I gain contextual information about individual items and how they relate to others?

The browsing limitations of online library catalogues have been recognised for some time

by library scholars, interface designers and librarians. Michael Lesk (2005) has pointed out 

that library patrons search and browse, and the online library catalogues of the time didd
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not accommodate both, with patrons finding them “often frustrating and inappropriate” 

(p.204). This was particularly the case when a patron didn’t know what they were looking 

for or lacked the ability to phrase their information needs adequately. Dana McKay has 

taken an empirical approach to library patron behaviour, examining how patrons browse 

library shelves by conducting studies monitoring how often “neighbour” books (those that 

sit around the target book) are borrowed (McKay, Smith & Chang 2014). As discussed 

in Chapter 2, many libraries sought to remedy the loss of browsing by developing 

virtual shelves that replicate shelf position through the interface. Virtual shelves create a 

representation of the library shelves in an attempt to add context to a set of search results. 

Anyone who has browsed shelves of books, either in a library or a bookstore, knows that it 

is difficult to describe exactly how you browse and in turn, how you select books of interest. 

David Weinberger (2007) sees browsing as a tactic of purposely ignoring the structures put 

in place around a collection. With regard to stores and how they order their merchandise, 

he notes “you browse when you intentionally ignore the organisational structure the store 

has carefully imposed on its stock” (ibid. p8). When considering how we browse a library’s 

shelves however, it can be noted that browsing can be done within these structures: when 

browsing the library shelves, we often use the library’s classification system to guide

us. The key seems not to allow it to dictate our browsing pattern. For example, if I wish

to find things in my disciplinary area – visual communication design – I know I can

browse in the 700 Dewey range. This is a broad range that covers Art and Recreation

but I know I often find material of interest outside the narrower 740s range allocated 

to visual communication design texts. In a study on book selection behaviour, Annika

Hinze et al observed library patrons approach and browse shelves and select books for 

further investigation (2012). Patrons often used the library’s classification system to

guide their initial browsing starting point, either through their knowledge of the library 

layout, or through an initial catalogue search. They then used the shelves to scan the 

section or sections adjacent to find relevant or interesting material.1

  

1. The orderly shelves are not the only places we find books in the library. In the study of Hinze et al they 

noted several patrons found books on their way to the bathroom. I know I am not unusual in looking on the 

returns trolleys and sorting shelves for recently returned books that are yet to be placed back within the order 

of the shelves. The very fact that they are temporarily out of order seems to add to the experience of browsing, 

particularly if something valuable is found. 
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The library’s shelves establish a set of relationships between individual items that is

different to those relationships constructed through the search results list, which values

exact matches, not context. The spatial relationships between the print books enable us 

to make different kinds of connections. For example, the following images demonstrate

the differences between viewing a set of search results for “design thinking nigel cross” 

and viewing the corresponding book on the shelf. Only two results are returned in the 

search list (Figure 3.2). This could be because the search terms used are quite specific. 

No surrounding or related items are shown. In the virtual shelf view (Figure 3.3) seven 

surrounding books are shown (and more can be viewed by scrolling sideways). If I 

decide to go to the library to look at the book itself, I would be greeted by the view of 

the shelves in Figure 3.4. The Cross book turns out to be on the set of shelves on the 

left, the exact location is shown in Figure 3.5. If I turn around whilst viewing the shelf 

shown in Figure 3.5 I will see the books in Figure 3.6. Although these books are not 

necessarily about the subject I went in to find originally, looking at them may spark an

interest or reveal a relevant item. Visiting the library itself opens up the potential for 

many connections that can be made between the original book I went in to view and

those that surround it, simply through my movement around the shelves.

From this consideration of browsing the shelves, the prototyping for this research

began with two concerns in mind. Firstly, the library shelves construct relationships

spatially; I needed to be attentive to how spatiality could be used to shape relationships

between individual library items. Secondly, the books on the shelves are ordered by the 

library’s classification system: how could this system be negotiated in a visualisation? 

Figure 3.2 Search results for “design thinking 

nigel cross” in the UTS Library catalogue

Figure 3.3 Virtual shelf view of results for 

“design thinking nigel cross” in the UTS

Library catalogue
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3.2 Prototyping 

The first aim of Field was to provide a preliminary test of a concept: could a different d

spatial arrangement of catalogue search results enhance the search experience? To do 

this I proposed a visualisation of library catalogue search data. 

3.2.1 Sourcing data

I sourced data from the UTS Library catalogue: specifically search result XML data

for a keyword search on ‘Football’. I was left with a spreadsheet of data that I cleaned 

manually, reducing it to the titles and Dewey numbers of 200 records: the top 200

search results. 

Figure 3.4 View of shelves where Nigel Cross’ 

Design Thinking is held.g

Figure 3.5 Nigel Cross’s Design Thinking on 

the shelf.

Figure 3.6 Shelves opposite that which holds

Nigel Cross’ Design Thinking.
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3.2.2 Visual design

The visualisation I pursued was based on graphical primitives, rather than a visualisation 

that employs media from the collection. There are two primary reasons for this. Firstly, the

materials that libraries hold don’t always include a visual component that lends itself to

representation in an interface. Also, libraries don’t always store the cover images of books in

their catalogue data. Secondly, the use of book covers in virtual shelves ties the idea of the 

collection as accessed through the screen, to the experience of browsing the shelves. As I 

showed in Chapter 1, our experience of research library collections has changed dramatically. 

Certainly, the shelves continue to play a role in this experience but the emphasis has shifted: 

the collection is defined by access rather than physical objects that can be counted. s

The initial visual design for Field centred on displaying a visualisation of search results d

(the data collected from the UTS Library catalogue) on a plane, using dots to represent 

individual library records. Particularly, I was concerned with the positioning of the dots, 

so that relationships between items could be displayed. Some preliminary sketches

from this initial design phase can be seen in Figures 3.7-3.9. 

Figures 3.7-3.9 preliminary sketches for Field
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I had a simple set of data that had three parameters: title, author and Dewey number. 

I elected to use the latter as this would enable similarity and difference to be shown 

without adding any additional data. I created an X/Y axis using the Dewey numbers

themselves and plotted out search results on this grid. The x-axis would be determined by 

the numbers before the decimal point in a Dewey number and the y-axis by the figures

after the point. For example, a book with the call number 338.761 would appear as shown

in Figure 3.10 below. The underlying structure of the visualisation then is a scatter plot.

Figure 3.10 Underlying grid structure for Field.dd

3.2.3 Software implementation

The technology used to create Field was intentionally kept simple: I used Keynote d

(Apple’s PowerPoint equivalent). It enabled me to build quickly using tools readily 

to hand. It had the drawback of requiring manual layout of the visualisation. I didn’t 

consider this drawback to be critical, it simply meant the work would take longer than

had I used an automated system to create a visualisation.

The visualisation is on a single slide that uses transitions. Each of the 200 items is 

assigned a dot and the text of its title. Every item is then ‘revealed’ during a transition:
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a dot appears, quickly followed by the title, which then fades as the next result begins 

its transition. The dots remain on the screen so over the course of the slide running 

its transitions, clusters and outliers start to be seen. Figures 3.12-3.31 are screen shots

taken of the prototype as it ran through its transitions. 

Figure 3.11 Detail from Field: One title appears, another fades, leaving partially translucent dd

dots. Items then begin to cluster. 



Figures 3.12 – 3.31

Screenshots from the Field prototype showing the

growing collection of results through the transitions. 106
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Field allowed for experimentation with temporal aspects of search, such as the timing d

of the reveal of results. During experimentation, it was decided the reveal of titles 

would be gradual, rather than all at once. Individual items were more than hinted at but 

never fully realised. Some titles appeared on top of others, depending on their location. 

There was an overlap: titles began before the preceding title had finished, diverting the 

eye to the new source of movement. Feedback was received on the lack of colour and 

the consistency of shape. It was suggested during discussion of the piece in a workshop2 

that as well as spatial relationships, colour and shape might be considered to indicate

difference and similarity between individual items. This was taken on board and both 

colour and shape were considered more closely in prototypes 2 and 3. 

3.3 Findings I

3.3.1 Space and relationality

The major finding of Field was related to its use of space. d Field illustrates the potential of d

a focus on spatial relationships within the display of search results to produce the conditions

for a more exploratory experience. By positioning all search results across a plane, Field is d

able to reveal relationships between individual library items across disciplines, which the list 

can not do. Field uses dots and positioning to draw attention to the space between itemsd

in a set of search results. If an item is isolated within the results we notice the space between 

it and the rest of the results. The space in turn prompts questions: why is this item so far 

away? What is it? A condition has been created: one that encourages further investigation.

The list – as used in search results – structures information by ranking it and in

doing so, demonstrates only one type of relationship. In the library catalogue ranking 

is usually dictated by “relevance” to the search query. Field establishes a ranking d

relationship to the search query, but this is not the only relationship it communicates. 

It displays rank temporally, delivering the search results over a period of time, with the

  

2. Search is Over, 11-12 September 2014, London. 

http://searchisover.org/
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most ‘relevant’ result appearing first. By positioning the results on a plane, however, this

prototype establishes relationships between the items in the results. It communicates 

similarity and difference between results (in terms of their placement in the Dewey 

system). It also demonstrates clusters and outliers within the results. 

Figures 3.32 and 3.33 illustrate the difference between the list and Field. Figure 3.32 dd

shows the results returned for the keyword ‘Football’ in the UTS Library catalogue, in 

a list. Figure 3.33 shows the same results. As can be seen, there are stark differences 

between the two images. Firstly, the list can only show a subset of the entire results set 

due to the limitations of screen space. Whilst a long list can be displayed on a page, not 

all of it can be seen at once, scrolling is required to view it. Alternatively, in most library 

interfaces, the list is split over several ‘pages’, the number of which depends on how 

many results are returned. Field shows 200 results as that was the limit of the data used. d

It could accommodate many more hundred results, without changing its affordances. It 

will still communicate similarity, difference, clusters and outliers. 
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Figure 3.32 (left) and Figure 3.33

The image on the left is part of the first page of 

results for the keyword ‘football’. As it uses a list 

it can show a limited number of relationships. The 

image above shows items from the same set of 

results: it communicates information about several 

types of relationships using spatial composition: 

similarity, difference, clusters and outliers. 
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Figure 3.34 Field results

Small cluster: results around

306.483

(Social sciences > Culture & 

institutions > Specific aspects

of culture > Recreation and

performing arts > Sports)

Outlier: 

940.547

The Changi Brownlow

(History & geography >

History of Europe)

Main cluster: results around 

796.33

(Arts and recreation > Sports

games and entertainment >

Athletic & outdoor sports 

& games > Football)

Figure 3.34 displays the final results, with three sections highlighted. The main cluster 

of results can be seen around the Dewey number 796.33. The hierarchical subject 

path to this number is Arts and recreation > Sports games and entertainment > Athletic & 

outdoor sports & games > Football. The book Origins of Australian football: Victoria’s early 

history is in this cluster. One of the smaller clusters is centred on the Dewey number y

306.483 (Social sciences > Culture & institutions > Specific aspects of culture > Recreation

and performing arts > Sports). This cluster includes items such as Racism and anti-racism

in football. The outlier at 909.82 is in History & geography > History of Europe. This

book is The Changi Brownlow. (This book is about a group of Prisoners of War held in

Changi Prison during World War Two, who created an Australian Football League, 

“complete with tribunal, selection panel, umpires and coaches, a final game and a 

Brownlow Medal.” (Perry 2012) 
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As can be seen, results for the keyword ‘football’ are spread across the Dewey classification

system. The results cross disciplines. This offers us the opportunity to investigate material

outside of those disciplines that are ranked higher in the list display of search results. (In

this case, the items around 796 in the Dewey system dominate the top 50 results). For those

unfamiliar with an area, such a display of results could provide a quick overview of the topic, 

simply by observing where the results lie in the collection and how many there are. 

3.4 Further investigation: visualising relationships

This prototyping work led to further research on how relationships are constructed 

using graphical primitives – such as lines – and how these methods could be used to

reveal relationships within library catalogue search results. The work of others in this

area, particular the work discussed in Chapter 2, tends to focus on exposing collection

items themselves, rather than the particular techniques through which relationships

are revealed using graphic means. The aim is to show the collection, not examine how w

relationships could potentially be made. I investigated how to create the conditions for a

more exploratory experience, rather than exposing the collection itself. To further develop

this, I analysed the way in which relationships could be constructed using line, position

and space in a broad section of images including paintings, sketches, sculptures and 

installations. Given the lack of precedents in current library interfaces (both traditional 

and experimental), I undertook visual research using images not usually associated with

interface design or information visualisation. I examined how these images constructed

relationships and how in turn these methods could be applied to a library collection. 

The visual research described here analysed other ways relationships could be shown

and how these methods could create the conditions for an exploratory experience when 

applied to a set of library search results. For example, the two diagrams below show 

relationships in different ways. Figure 3.35 uses line, whilst Figure 3.36 uses space. By 

drawing on visual examples I explored the differences between these and other ways of 

constructing relationships graphically, when considering library search results. 

Figure 3.36Figure 3.35
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3.4.1 Method of analysis

To analyse the images, I was attentive particularly to the three basic graphic elements

identified by Jacques Bertin – point, line and area – and how they constructed 

relationships on a plane (Bertin 1983). Points indicate a position on the plane and have

no dimension. That is, a point does not signify length or area. Line provides length and

as Bertin describes it, is “essentially the boundary between two areas.” (ibid, p.44). An

area has size and “provides a sense of space and scale” (Meirelles 2013, p. 126). Bertin

identified these graphic elements and described their function in relation to diagrams, 

networks and maps. These elements, and a set of visual variables, formed the basis of his 

theory, set out in Semiology of Graphics (1983). Whilst the visual (or retinal) variables are

arguably the most significant aspect of Bertin’s work in Semiology of Graphics, I have not 

used his theories on variables for this work. I was primarily interested in questions of 

space: how elements are positioned, the role of line in defining, dividing and connecting 

areas and how area size and position is created through the use of lines and points. 

I adopted the approach of Bertin and applied it to images drawn from a range of 

fields. The collection of images shown on the next page (Figures 3.37 – 3.66) includes

paintings, photographs, sculptures and installations. 



Figure 3.40
Anna Hepler
2009
Arrest, Array

Figure 3.41
Robert Klippel
1950
Drawing

Figure 3.42
Katie Lewis
n.d.
201 Days

Figure 3.45
Al Taylor
n.d.
Untitled 
(Odd/Even)

Figure 3.46
Jason Karolak 
2013
Untitled (P-1304)

Figure 3.47
Jason Karolak
2013
Untitled (D-1356)

LINE

Figure 3.48
Heinz Mack
1962
Das Klavierkonzert

Figure 3.49
Kate Castelli
2013
The First Circles

Figure 3.50
Roanna Wells 
n.d.
Sketchbook

Figure 3.51
Unknown
n.d
Bone marrow 
diagram

Figure 3.52
Louise Bourgeois
2009
Les Étoiles

Figure 3.53
Brendan Dawes
2005
Lissajous Spirals

Figure 3.54
Claire Morgan
2011
Here is the End 
of all Things

Figure 3.55
Katie Lewis
n.d.
Intermittent 
Transmissions

Figure 3.56
Jiyen Lee
n.d.
Unknown

Figure 3.57
Bernhard Lang
n.d.
Harbour

Figure 3.58
Anette Blæsbjerg 
Ørom
n.d.
Embroidery 3

Figure 3.59
Herman de Vries
1969
Random
objectivication

Figure 3.60
Eve Aschheim
2002
Clear Lightness

Figure 3.61
Yayoi Kusama
2008
Infinity Mirrored 
Room – Gleaming 
Lights of the Souls

Figure 3.62
Alex Dipple
2007
Dots and full stops 1

Figure 3.63
Simeon Nelson
2010-2014
Plenum

SPACE

Figure 3.64
Roanna Wells
2011
Drowning Victim, 
Coney Island beach, 
New York

Figure 3.65
Jeanne Heifetz
2014
Approach/A Void 2

Figure 3.66
Andy 
Goldsworthy
n.d.
Knotweed stalks
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Figure 3.43
Chiharu Shiota
2012
Stairway

Figure 3.44
Stephen Russ
1968
Penguin Book of 
Elizabethan Verse 
cover design

Figure 3.37
Sakenomitei 
Kudamaki
1909
Pine Tree 
and Snow

Figure 3.38
Gego (Gertrud 
Goldschmidt)
1969
Reticulárea 

Figure 3.39
Minjung Kim
2012
Predestination

Cluster Cluster 
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3.5 Findings II

Through the visual research I identified six ways in which relationships were

constructed in these particular images: using lines to connect points, lines to divide

space, lines to compose, ordered space, unordered space and clustering. The most 

promising of these, with regard to this research, were images that demonstrated

clustering or flocking of elements (Figures 3.64-3.66). This graphical technique, when 

applied to library catalogue search results, allowed for a consideration of the collection 

as dynamic and changeable. 

3.5.1 Six methods of showing relationships

The six methods of constructing relationships visually were divided into two groups: those

that use primarily line, and those that draw attention to space. Lines are used to connect 

things (Figure 3.67) and thus forming a relationship, but also to divide and call attention

to space (Figure 3.68). A third group of images used lines in the course of mark-making 

(Figure 3.69). These lines divided the plane through their length and position, together 

the lines formed a composition of marks, rather than acting as a border or a connection.

Figure 3.67

Lines that connect

Would prioritise some 

relationships over others

and be inflexible

Figure 3.68

Lines that divide

Could divide search 

results into areas, 

without displaying 

individual items

Figure 3.69 

Lines that compose

Emphasises individual 

items whilst displaying 

limited relationships, 

dictated by position 

and dimensions of line

I used these images and the subsequent identification of line techniques to think 

about the collection and its visualisation. Lines that connect things, such as in Figures

3.37-3.42 & 3.67, establish unique, directional relationships. If used in a visualisation, 
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such lines would connect two collection items in a set of search results explicitly and 

somewhat rigidly. Whilst the connecting line does not necessarily rely on positioning 

on a plane for meaning, such a line would establish a relationship but not encourage

further investigation because it prioritises one relationship whilst discounting others. 

Lines that divide (Figures 3.43-3.47 & 3.68) carve the plane into areas and in doing 

so have the potential to bring the plane back as a factor in the overall meaning of the 

diagram. The lines that compose (Figures 3.48-3.50 & 3.69) emphasise individual

collection items: relationships are constructed by their positioning but the potential for 

multiple relationships is limited because they are arranged in a specific order. 

The images in Figures 3.51-3.66 emphasise space and its role in crafting relationships. 

Three groups of images were identified. Firstly, those that use ordered space (Figures

3.51-3.57 & 3.70). Such a use of space in a collection visualisation overlays an order 

– such as library classification – onto the image. It does not allow for dynamic, fluid

relationships. Secondly, those that demonstrate unordered space (Figures 3.58-3.63 & 

3.71). In these images a sense of unordered space is created through the use of forms

of similar size and type, not positioned in straight lines or grids. These forms hint at 

the potential to construct relationships without need to divide the plane using other 

forms, or positioning. Thirdly, images that demonstrate clustering (Figures 3.64-3.66

& 3.72). Whilst the graphic forms in the images that use unordered space are relatively 

evenly spaced, the cluster images use an uneven spread of forms, and thus a varying 

distribution of space. Whilst this is very similar to Field, these images introduced dd

movement as a consideration.
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Figure 3.70 

Ordered space

Such a use of space in a 

collection visualisation 

overlays an order – such 

as library classification – 

onto the image. It does not 

allow for dynamic, fluid 

relationships.

Figure 3.71

Unordered space

A sense of unordered space

is created through the use

of forms of similar size

and type, not positioned in 

straight lines or grids. These 

forms hint at the potential 

to construct relationships

without need to divide the

plane using other forms or 

positioning. 

Figure 3.72

Space created

through clustering

Whilst the graphic forms in 

the images that use unordered 

space are relatively evenly 

spaced, the cluster images 

use an uneven spread of 

forms, and thus a varying 

distribution of space. Whilst 

this is very similar to Field, 

these images introduced 

movement as a consideration.

It was through a contemplation of these images that I settled on the cluster images as

providing a way forward for this research. The cluster images provided the potential

for flexibility – they invoke movement – whilst also utilising space between marks

(dots, for example) to create the conditions to prompt further investigation. Whilst 

this visual survey did not move my visual approach dramatically from that taken in

the prototyping itself, it allowed me to test different approaches to the visualisation of 

relationships within the collection, using only graphical primitives.

The ‘cluster’ images allowed for a consideration of a collection that changed and

thus, of collection behaviour. There were no static, visible elements that would 

prevent movement, such as straight lines or plane divisions, and the space created

between items was irregular but with the potential to be meaningful. These images

brought to mind the flocking behaviour of birds. This was an important shift that 

led to the adoption of the flock as a metaphor. This metaphor became pivotal in the

development of the second prototype. In the next chapter I discuss the full potential

of this metaphor and how it was used. 
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Figure 3.73 Murmuration #5, Rome, Italy 

(Patrizi, 2012, n.p)

The Field prototype highlighted how a different approach to the construction of d

relationships through basic graphic elements could possibly change our experience

of library catalogue search. The visual research carried out to further investigate the 

potential of graphic elements and their positioning led to a consideration of the

collection as dynamic, of individual pieces that can display behaviour and thus be

arranged differently within an interface, depending on the conditions. The Field

prototype did not afford such behaviour. Its movement was carefully scripted and tied 

to relevance: search results appear over time, giving the impression of movement but 

without the potential to change once delivered. The flock metaphor, arrived at through 

the visual research, offered a way to further explore this lack of dynamism in Field andd

was the starting point for the next prototype.
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Chapter 4: Flock

Flock extends the work of Field by adding movement to an alternative visualisation of d

library catalogue search results. Flock further demonstrates the affordances of a spatial

approach when speculating on alternatives to the list as an organising form. It provides

the potential for an infinite number of views of search results, none dictated by rank. 

In doing so Flock creates the conditions for browsing, rather than the transactional 

relationship encouraged by the use of lists. This prototype also helps build an approach 

to the library collection that views it as separated from its classification system. This

view of the collection sees it as dynamic and non-linear, its order emergent, opening 

the way for the design approach of the third prototype.

Figure 4.1 and 4.2 screen shots of the Flock prototype. 200 results from a UTS Library 

catalogue search, visualised using a flock algorithm. 

4.1 Metaphor: library collection as flock 

The flock metaphor that emerged from visual research during the first prototype was 

valuable in three ways. Firstly, it became a lens through which I could contemplate the

collection. Secondly, it drove the visual design of this prototype, offering a radical alternative 

to the list for the presentation of catalogue search results. Thirdly, it was used to frame 

the approach to library data used to generate the prototype: data was given behavioural

rules, rather than organised through a particular classification or ordering system. 

The flock was a valuable metaphor through which I could contemplate the

contemporary library collection. This is no longer the library dominated by books
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sitting on shelves. The library collection discussed in Chapter 1 is one without clear, 

tangible boundaries. It is defined by access, rather than the number of items it holds. 

The formats of a significant proportion of the average research library collection are 

digital, for example: e-books, online journals, and streaming videos. The catalogue

is also in a digital form. The digitality of library items and the catalogue affords 

a flexibility not available to the collection of printed materials that sits on shelves. 

Digital items can be sorted in many different ways, whereas the books on the library 

shelves are only ever in one order: that stipulated by the library’s classification system

(Weinberger 2007). This is due to their format: books can not be re-sorted easily, it is

physically cumbersome. Not to mention that re-sorting the books would defeat one of 

the purposes of the library’s classification system: to allow books to be found. The flock dd

metaphor helped me develop a visual approach to a collection such as this: a primarily 

digital collection that did not require a stable order. This approach views individual 

library items independently of the classification system (Figure 4.3). They are then not 

defined only by the relationships established by this system but can be re-sorted. New 

relationships can be established. The collection has the potential to move, to cluster and

disperse. It has to potential to flock (Figure 4.4).  

Figure 4.3

Collection when considered as pieces, rather 

than in a classification system: sketch of 

library collection before a search is performed.

Figure 4.4

Applying the flock metaphor: sketch of library 

collection search results

Considering the collection in this way – with the potential to move and be re-organised 

– has precedents. Frederick Kilgour (1914-2006) was the founding director of the 

Online Computer Library Center (OCLC) and was instrumental in the development 
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and implementation of the first online public access catalogues (OPACs). Kilgour 

recognised the potential of the digital – both in terms of the catalogue and 

collection items themselves – to break free of the constraints of physical books

and library catalogues held on paper cards. He saw this in the potential of what he

termed ‘computerisation’ to change the way patrons experience library collections. In

an essay written in 1969 he states:

“Ideally, a college library should automatically reorganize itself for 

each individual user” (Kilgour 1969, p. 133)

Kilgour’s view was underpinned by his desire to see libraries return to a more user-

centred approach. Kilgour felt that computerisation could relieve librarians of the 

more menial tasks of their jobs and free them up to work more directly with patrons, 

a process he described as ‘humanisation’: “It is the human qualities of library users

and librarians which must be enhanced if library computerisation is to be a success.” 

(1969, p. 134) Kilgour believed libraries had become too large to offer patrons 

a personalised experience of the library. Smaller libraries could provide a more 

personalised service, whereas the expansion of collections and increasing number of 

patrons meant this became impossible in larger libraries. His efforts to mechanise

cataloging were driven by this belief. If librarians were freed from tasks that could

otherwise be performed by machines, they should be allowed to do so. For Kilgour, 

the online catalogue, and the potential of the digital in general, provided a way back 

to personalised experiences. 

The way in which Kilgour viewed the potential of the computerised library catalogue

was flock-like in its conceptual basis. A collection that changes the way it is

organised according to who is viewing it displays emergent behaviour that can be 

aligned metaphorically with the flock. This conceptualisation of the collection – as a

set of dynamic pieces capable of re-organisation – was the first stage in this prototype. 

The metaphor was then applied to the visual design and the behavior of the data that 

fed the visualisation. 
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4.1.1 Visual design 

The visual design of the prototype was driven by the flock itself as a visual metaphor. 

The design was informed by a visual survey of flock images (Figures 4.6-4.35) and

research into the behaviour of flocks and the algorithms used to produce flock 

simulations and visualisations. In terms of visualising library collection search results, 

these images demonstrated similar affordances to Field – the visualisation of similarity, d

difference, clusters and outliers. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.5. 

Outliers: small numbers

of items in a particular 

Dewey range, seemingly 

different from other 

work in the area. 

Clusters and density 

of ‘like’ items, could 

be dictated by variable

parameters (relevance, 

size, author). 

Shape could visualise

the spread of items 

drawn from a discipline 

or Field of Research 

code, with adhesion 

and repulsion dictated

by proximity in Dewey 

Decimal system.

Figure 4.5 Murmuration #5, Rome, Italy 

(Patrizi, 2012, n.p)



Figure 4.6
Paolo Patrizi
2009
Starlings

Figure 4.7
Richard Barnes
2005
Murmur #20

Figure 4.8
Milo Bostock
2016
Murmuration

Figure 4.9
Richard Barnes
2005
Murmur #20

Figure 4.10
Yannick Dixon
2010
Starlings above

Figure 4.11
Lukas Felzmann
2011
Swarm

Figure 4.12
Paolo Patrizi
2009
Starlings

Figure 4.13
Yannick Dixon
2010
Starlings above

FLOCKS

Figure 4.14
Paolo Patrizi
2009
Starlings

Figure 4.15
Yannick Dixon
2015
Starlings above

Figure 4.16
Manuel Presti
2005
Starlings over Rome

Figure 4.17
Yannick Dixon
2015
Starlings above

Figure 4.18
Dasar
2007
In the distance

Figure 4.19
Lukas Felzmann
2011
Swarm

Figure 4.20
Lukas Felzmann
2011
Swarm

Figure 4.21
Lukas Felzmann
2011
Swarm

Figure 4.22
Gill Stafford
2018
Starling 
murmuration

Figure 4.23
Lukas Felzmann
2011
Swarm

Figure 4.24
Lukas Felzmann
2011
Swarm

Figure 4.25
Gill Stafford
2018
Starling 
murmuration

Figure 4.26
Lukas Felzmann
2011
Swarm

Figure 4.27
Lukas Felzmann
2011
Swarm

Figure 4.28
Lukas Felzmann
2011
Swarm

Figure 4.29
Paolo Patrizi
2009
Starlings

Figure 4.30
Alain Delorme
2014
Murmurations: 
emphemeral 
plastic structures #6

Figure 4.31
Thom Sheriden
1986
Balloonfest

Figure 4.32
Hedda Sterne
1967
Untitled

Figure 4.33
Paul Cocksedge
2011
Bourrasque

Figure 4.34
Katie Lewis
n.d.
Accumulated 
numbness

Figure 4.35
Thilo Heinzmann
2013
(Unknown)
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What the flock offered that Field did not was movement. It wasn’t only the visual d

appearance of movement but the particular type of movement displayed by a flock 

that lent itself to this visualisation. The flock is an emergent system (Bonabeau, 

Dorigo & Theraulaz 1999) and like other such systems, the flock’s movement is

not dictated by overarching patterns or hierarchy: each bird reacts only to its local

environment and no one bird is the leader. As Bonabeau, Dorigo & Theraulaz explain, 

the flock is self-organising:

“Self-organisation is a set of dynamical mechanisms whereby 

structures appear at the global level of a system from interactions

among its lower-level components. The rules specifying the

interaction among the system’s constituent units are executed on

the basis of purely local information, without reference to global

pattern, which is an emergent property of the system rather than

a property imposed upon the systems by an external ordering 

influence. (1999, p. 9)

A library collection imagined in such a way becomes a group of individual pieces

that can be re-organised, rather than classified in a singular system as is the case in

the research library collection. Library classification systems are used to establish an

order. As Chowdhury and Chowdhury point out in their textbook on information

organisation, classification “helps us organise items in an order, so that the relationships

among items can be ascertained, and thus we can build a mental map of the items in a

collection.” (2007, p. 8)

The implication here is that there is only one set of relationships possible, and hence, 

one map. The library collection as flock is capable of generating multiple relationships 

through movement and its form (or map) can also change. Chowdhury and

Chowdhury also note that, in their mind, “most importantly (classification) helps us to

keep related items together and thus by analogy to keep unrelated items apart.” This 

assumes that there is only one measurement for similarity: the library’s classification

system. Digital technology, however, enables multiple parameters for similarity. We can

already see this in current library catalogue interfaces. As shown in Chapter 2, library 

catalogues offer patrons the option to re-sort search results according to author or year, 
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for instance. To conceptually reorganise the collection, in Kilgour’s terms, requires that 

the collection be capable of multiple relationships between individual items.

4.1.2 Data behaviour design

Critically, the library catalogue data used in this prototype was given behavioural rules, 

rather than ordered or classified. This behaviour was derived from an understanding of 

flocking simulations and algorithms, developed through a survey of the work of three 

groups of scholars. Craig Reynolds’ (1987) very influential paper documents a flocking 

algorithm he developed to simulate flocking behavior. Glenn Proctor and Chris Winter 

(1998) took Reynolds’ algorithm and applied it to static data, whilst Andrew Vande

Moere and Andrea Lau (Moere 2013; Moere & Lau 2007) detail a dynamic, time-

varying data simulation using Reynolds’ algorithm. I acknowledge that there are several

other scholars across different disciplines who have worked in this area and continue

to do so. This section discusses those that were most useful for this research, it is not 

intended as a review of the available literature in this area.

Reynolds’ algorithm was developed as a modeling device, rather than a visualisation

tool. It was not connected to a data source but sought to model flocking behaviour 

visually, like the way “particle systems have been used to model fire, smoke clouds and…

the spray and foam of ocean waves” (p.26). Reynolds sought to simulate a flock by using 

a distributed behavioural model, rather than what had been done in the past, which

was “scripting the paths of each bird individually”. Instead of telling each bird what to 

do, Reynolds applied behavioural rules, like those operating within actual bird flocks. 

Reynolds notes that natural flocks have two opposing behaviours: “a desire to stay close

to the flock and a desire to avoid collision within the flock” (p.28) His algorithm relies 

on three behaviours that he applies to what he terms ‘boids’:

“1. Collision avoidance: avoid collisions with nearby flockmates.

2. Velocity matching: attempt to match velocity with nearby flockmates.

3. Flock centering: attempt to stay close to nearby flockmates.” 

(p.28)
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In short, maintain the same speed as your neighbours and attempt to stay as close 

as you can to them, without hitting them. The boids have an awareness of their local

environment, without an overriding awareness of the entire flock. As Reynolds

describes it: “an individual bird must have localised and filtered perception of the 

rest of the flock. A bird might be aware of three categories: itself, its two or three 

nearest neighbours, and the rest of the flock” (p.28). The birds navigate using this local 

information. Reynolds also gave the boids the ability to bifurcate or move around 

obstacles. This was different to past work where either a central force or follow-the-

leader model was put in place to drive the flock. These models do not allow for the

splitting of flocks, a key requirement when simulating one. Reynolds’ paper is far richer 

and more complex than I have described but I have included the key elements that 

enabled me to think about how his algorithm may work with library search data. The

key shift was to consider each item entry in the catalogue akin to a boid and to focus 

on applying behaviours to them instead of s order. 

Proctor and Winter (1998) took Reynolds’ ideas and applied data: they visualised data

based on the schooling behavior of fish. Their concept - ‘information flocking’ - added

a fourth rule to Reynolds’ three: this new rule “modifies the motion of the individuals

based on the basis of some similarity measure” (p.169). Each fish represents a piece

of data and those which are similar move towards each other. They can also change

direction if the underlying data is changed. Proctor and Winter used a temporal

measure as an analysis tool: correlation between data points was based on how much

time each fish spends near others.

The work of Proctor and Winter introduced two things: the idea of similarity and the 

role of dynamic data. Considering similarity offers some key ways in which library 

items could interact: move away from items not like you and move towards the ones

that are like you. Setting the parameters for likeness could offer an almost infinite set of 

connections, provided the relevant data was available. This was incredibly appealing to

me as it raised the prospect of dynamic connections, created through interaction. The 

fact that Proctor and Winter demonstrated a prototype that responded to changes in

the data reinforced this. 
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Moere and Lau (2007) propose the use of emergence to tame chaotic datasets. They 

describe “in-formation flocking”: self-organisation as a way in which to develop g

order in “multi-faceted and unpredictable datasets” (p.292), to reveal patterns in 

information through visualisation. Their visualisation is based on the dynamic nature

of the underlying data, rather than traditional, pre-determined data mapping rules

that directly translate data values into visual form. Their proposal extends the work 

of Proctor and Winter by introducing a “more readily recognizable flocking motion” 

(p.293), rather than the “apparently randomly-moving clusters” of Proctor and Winter’s 

fish. Moere and Lau call this “formation flying”. They achieve this by introducing 

another behavior rule, additional to the four used by Proctor and Winter and the three

employed by Reynolds. The fifth rule is “Formation Forming: each boid attempts to 

reach a spot that is positioned at a specific distance and angle from the most similar 

boid within a formation finding range” (p.294). 

To further develop this, I surveyed implementations of flocking algorithms and 

visualisations that were freely available online, particularly the work of Daniel Shiffman

(Figure 4.36), Mike Bostock (Figure 4.37) and Thomas Jannson (Figure 4.38). 

Figure 4.36

Daniel Shiffman

Flocking example

Written using 

Processing.

(Shiffman n.d., n.p.)
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Figure 4.37

Mike Bostock

SVG Swarm

Written using D3 

(a version of Javascript).

(Bostock 2017, n.p.)

Figure 4.38

Thomas Jansson

YABI (Yet Another 

Boids Implementation)

Written using 

matplotlib (a Python

2D plotting library)

and ffmpeg (a software

project that produces

libraries for handling 

multimedia data).

( Jansson 2012. n.p.)

From this survey process, I developed a baseline set of technical requirements to use 

when working with a collaborating programmer:

• the visualisation should be browser-based;

• it should be written in a coding language that provided the ability to sketch

and iterate quickly and 

• ideally this would be an open-source language with a reasonable support base
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4.2 Prototyping 

This prototype was developed in collaboration with a programmer, Michael Lynch1. The

first implementation used an open source flocking script written in threejs (Doob 2016)

– a Javascript 3D library – and was implemented in a web browser using WebGL. The

script stipulates a set of behaviours for each boid. The behaviours are:

1. Collision avoidance: maintain a specific distance (stipulated in the code) 

between yourself and neighbours

2. Velocity matching: match the speed of your nearest neighbours

3. Flock centering: outer boids seek to move towards the centre of the flock, 

however boids in the centre feel no pull towards the outside of the flock 

(Reynolds 1987).

4. Move towards boids with similar data. In this case, determined through 

the Dewey numbers allocated to each item. 

5. Move away from boids with dissimilar data. y

The first iteration of Flock uses a simple data set: 200 results (title, call number) from 

a keyword search for ‘football’ in the UTS library collection. Each item was assigned a

bird and its colour corresponds to the relevant colour in the UTS Library Ribbon, as 

discussed in Chapter 2. 

The processing done through the Javascript can be referred to as self-organising. Whilst 

library data is stored and categorised in a highly-organised manner, there is a point at 

which this model allows for it to assume a self-organising guise. The direction of boid 

movement is not programmed; it is driven by the application of the behavioural rules. 

The visualisation is thus emergent. The visualisation can be run in two browsers, side by 

side, and the movement of the boids is visibly different. 

  

1. Lynch is a programmer with the University of Technology Sydney’s eResearch group.
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Figure 4.39 Screen capture of flock visualisation of 200 results returned in a keyword search for 

‘football’ in the UTS Library caatalogue.

4.2.1 Iteration

Subsequent iterations involved increasing the data sample size, altering the speed of 

the bird movement and the steer force, which determines how closely the birds stick 

together. The visualisation became slower as more records/birds were added. This

was understandable as it was not intended to perform high speed processing of large 

numbers of records. 400 records was a sufficient number to demonstrate the flocking 

without slowing the application intolerably. Figures 4.40-4.42 show three views of the 

initial iteration. In each view clusters and outliers can be seen. Similarity is indicated by 

colour and difference by the distance between birds. When altering the bird movement 

speed, there was a definite change in how the flock was perceived (Figures 4.43-4.45). 

Too slow and the flock failed to form, too fast and again, the birds did not get into any 

discernible formation. When this occurred, the lack of cohesion was detrimental to

the perception of the birds and their relationships. Spatial difference could not be used

to indicate relationships as there was not enough definition between groups of birds. 

Increasing the steer force (Figures 4.46-4.48) led to the birds forming more defined
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groups, according to their similarity measure. The steer force determines how closely 

the birds gather together. Different groups were far easier to discern spatially, even

when not using colour as marker of similarity. Figures 4.52-4.54 demonstrate views 

of the prototype when colour is removed but the speed and steer force are the same as

that in the initial iteration (Figures 4.43-4.45). Clusters and outliers are clear but there 

is a lack of distinction within the large clusters. 
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Baseline iteration 

Figures 4.40 – 4.42

400 records 

Maximum bird speed: 4

Steerforce: 0.1

Three views of 400 items returned in a search for ‘football’ in the UTS Library catalogue.
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Speed altered 

Figures 4.43 – 4.45

400 records 

Maximum bird speed: 8

Steerforce: 0.1

Three views of the same results, the speed of the birds movement has been increased
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Steer force altered

Figures 4.46 – 4.48

400 records 

Maximum bird speed: 4

Steerforce: 0.8

Three views of the same results, the steer force of the birds movement has been increased. 

The steer force determines how closely the birds gather together.
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Colour removed

Figures 4.49 – 4.51

400 records 

Maximum bird speed: 4

Steerforce: 0.1

Three views of the same results, colour removed.
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The last iteration of Flock added live search capabilities: any search term can be entered

and data to power the flock is drawn directly from the library catalogue (Figure 4.52). 

Figures 4.53-4.58 capture moments in the flocking behaviour for six different search

keywords: atomic, bacteria, elephants, football, gardening and sugar. Again, similarity 

was based upon proximity in the Dewey range. This time however, items without a

Dewey number were included and assigned the colour grey.2  

Figure 4.52 Live search interface for the Flock prototype.k

  

2. I had noticed when trying to get data from an XML file of library search results that many items did not have

a Dewey number included in the data. These items were almost always electronic items. Obviously, this was a

problem given I was using the call number as the primary key for my visualisation. We decided to include the 

items in the visualisation and assign them a common colour as a way of revealing items without call numbers.
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Figure 4.53

Atomic

962 results

Figure 4.55

Elephants

370 results

Figure 4.57

Gardening

428 results

Figure 4.54

Bacteria

555 results

Figure 4.56

Football

909 results

Figure 4.58

Sugar

363 results
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4.3 Findings

Flock built on the work achieved by Field, through the addition of movement anddd

data behaviour rules to the visualisation. It structures multiple relationships between

individual items and within the entire results set, beyond the single type of relationship 

established by the ranking tendency of the list. Through the use of the flock metaphor, 

this prototype helped characterise a library collection that is severed from classification

systems, becoming dynamic and emergent. This was significant in that it presented 

an opportunity to approach visual design of collection interfaces without automatic

recourse to the underlying data structures of collections dictated by classification 

systems. Additionally, the changing distances between different groups of items in the 

flock called attention to the arbitrary distance between different Dewey classes.

4.3.1 Visualising relations

Flock offers an alternative to the list view of catalogue search results through its use

of positioning, colour and movement. Flock creates relationships between individual

items through positioning and colour but without the use of the underlying plane

on which the flock is displayed. The movement of the birds serves to highlight 

different parts of the flock over time and the changing space between flock sub-

groups draws attention to the arbitrary distance between disciplines in the library 

classification systems. 

Field relies on the plane to create meaning, even if this is not visually explicit – the d

viewer can not see the grid – knowledge of where the points sit on the grid adds to

the understanding of the visualisation. Each individual item has a relationship to every 

other item, but also to the overall plane or canvas on which it sits. The plane is sliced

into sections and each dot is placed with regard to those sections. Flock, on the other 

hand, does not require the plane for meaning. Relationships are constructed through 

the positioning of birds in relation to other birds, not the way in which the underlying 

plane is divided and where the birds sit on it. Relationships between birds in Flock are 

communicated by proximity and colour. These two things act in tandem. Birds close 

to each other in the Dewey system are the same colour and they move towards each
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other. Over time they maintain this proximity but the direction of the birds and the

positioning of different parts of the flock can change. 

Like Field, the space between bird groups and individual birds creates the conditionsdd

for a more browsing-like experience than the list. The spaces in Flock however are 

changeable and this further encourages enquiry. Figures 4.61-4.66 are screen shots

of the Flock prototype, displaying the top 200 search results for the keyword ‘Football’ 

in the UTS Library catalogue. These images freeze the flock at certain points and

in doing so, call attention to different sections of the search results. Looking at the 

images as a whole, we can see the purple birds form the largest group. These are items

that sit at or around 796.33 in the Dewey system (Arts & recreation > Sports games 

& entertainment > Athletic & outdoor sports & games > Football). We can understand 

from this group that it forms the largest number of similar items, related to football. 

The next largest group is formed by green birds. These are items that sit at or around 

306.483 (Social Sciences > Culture & institutions > Specific aspects of culture > Recreation 

and performing arts > Sports) There are several smaller groups: blue, red and orange

birds. These differently sized groups tell us about similarity between those items and

the quantity of items: the birds that flock together and share a colour are similar. 

The space between those groups however, is changeable. It does not communicate

information about the relationship between different groups and their relation to the 

classification system on which similarity is based in this visualisation. Rather, it serves

to build different, if fleeting relationships over time by drawing attention to different 

areas of the visualisation and different birds. For example, in Figure 4.62 a single red 

bird has been captured flying towards the viewer, about to exit the screen on the left. 

It is followed by another, similarly coloured bird. Given these birds are isolated, there

is no doubt these two items would not be at the top of the list of results returned in 

the current UTS library catalogue interface. In this visualisation however they are very 

much front of mind due to size and location. The same figure highlights other groups

that are small and somewhat isolated: the orange and blue birds. In Figure 4.66 the 

groups are not as clearly defined: the green group has split and some of it has merged

for an instant with purple birds. 



Figure 4.59 200 results for keyword ‘football’ Figure 4.60 200 results for keyword ‘football’ Figure 4.61 200 results for keyword ‘football’

Figure 4.62 200 results for keyword ‘football’ Figure 4.63 200 results for keyword ‘football’ Figure 4.64 200 results for keyword ‘football’

Six screen shots of 200 search results for keyword ‘football’ from the UTS Library catalogue. 139
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Figure 4.65

If we consider a ‘slice’ of this

iteration of Flock, (see Figure

4.65) we can see that items

classified under different 

Dewey classifications are 

included. Such a slice offers us

one way to view search results

that are not ranked. Space is 

used, as in Field, to encourage dd

investigation. Colour indicates

a difference of discipline, 

as classified by the Dewey 

system. The movement of 

Flock has the potential to k

produce many different such

slices – or views – of the 

same set of search results, all

with different relationships 

between individual items. 
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The movement in Flock highlights the potential of approaching search results as a 

dyanamic set of information that can be arranged and rearranged to create different 

contexts for individual results. However, the movement also makes it difficult to explore

the search result set in a considered way. Further iterations could have potentially 

looked at ‘freezing’ each flock and allowing the viewer to explore the set of results by 

displaying item titles and links to further information. The flock as a visual metaphor 

works well as a visualisation to be observed, but not so much to bedd used. As a prototypedd

produced during the course of a practice-driven research undertaking, it drew attention 

to the way in which the visual presentation of search results can be separated from the 

library’s classification system. 

4.3.2 Arbitrary distance within the Dewey system

As the birds move, the space between birds and groups does not correspond to the

differences in the Dewey Decimal System. This dynamic use of space between flock 

sub-groups draws attention to the arbitrary distance between disciplines in the

library classification systems. For example, the code that runs this prototype does

not stipulate that books in the 100s should be a further distance away from books in

the 900s, than they are from books in the 300s. In Field, books at opposite ends of dd

the Dewey system were positioned further away from each other than those closer 

together. There is nothing inherent in the Dewey system, however, that requires

that the distance between Philosophy (000s) and History (900s) is more than that 

between Science (500) and History. They are merely different disciplines, according 

to the classification system of Dewey. The fact that Philosophy and History are 

numerically far apart tends to distance them and when using data shaped by Dewey 

to drive a visualisation, this distance can be replicated visually, thus potentially 

creating a distinction that is arbitrary. This occurs in Field. It also occurs in the UTS

Library Ribbon and indeed on the library shelves. For example, in the UTS Library 

building, the shelves are positioned on floors 3-5. On Level 3 items in the range 001

(Computer Science, knowledge & systems – Knowledge) to 369 (Social problems & social 

services – Associations) are housed. On Level 4 is 370 (Education) to 656 (Management 

& public relations – Not assigned or no longer used) and Level 5 accommodates itemsdd

from 657 (Chemical engineering – Cleaning, colour, coating & related technologies) 

to 999 (History of other areas – Extraterrestrial worlds). The only exception to this
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bottom-to-top arrangement is the section called ‘Large Books’ on Level 5 where

books over a certain size across the entire Dewey system are all held together. The

indication this arrangement gives is that the ‘history of extraterrestrial worlds’ is a 

long way from ‘knowledge’.

Considering this, Flock questions the utility of the distance between Dewey ranges, 

when visualising a library collection. Similar birds of Flock stick together, but the 

distance between the clusters within the flock don’t mirror the distance between 

Dewey ranges. This is important as it begins to highlight how the structures of Dewey –

particularly the decimal numbering system – can imply ‘closeness’ or ‘distance’ between 

disciplines when such a measurement is arbitrary. This could also be applied to other 

classification systems. For example, the Library of Congress system uses the order of 

the alphabet to organise its subjects. Under A is ‘General works’ and Z is Bibliography, 

Library Science, and general information resources’. So it begins with the general and 

ends with the items that are about the craft of librarianship and bibliographic practices 

more generally. That is, the books about libraries themselves. (Conversely, Dewey 

classifies such items at the beginning, under 010-039). The numbers and letters that 

characterize each system apply an order that brings some things together and distances

others. Flock creates the conditions for a more browsing-like experience by creating 

dynamic visual relationships between individual collection items and groups of items, 

that are not visually dictated by their position in the Dewey system. 

4.3.3 Conceptualising the collection after the flock metaphor

Flock enabled me to consider the collection in a manner that opens the possibilities for 

visualisation of collections, alternatives to the list. When viewed through the metaphor 

of ‘flock’, the collection is severed from the organising principle of the classification 

system. A library collection is often defined by how it is organised, by the classification 

system used. This system dictates how we engage with the collection. It provides a

structure for the collection and determines where items are to be found. As seen in

Chapter 2, the classification system is often intertwined with the visual presentation 

of the collection through an interface. The arrangement of books on virtual shelves 

is dictated by the classification system, Dewey classes are used to segment the UTS 
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Library Ribbon and George Legrady’s visualisations (discussed in Chapter 2) use the

Dewey system as a principle organising feature. It would seem difficult to consider a

library collection without recourse to the way it is organised. 

The flock metaphor allows us to consider the collection without a fixed classification

system. Through this metaphor, the collection becomes adaptive, dynamic and flexible. 

Similarity could be dictated by any piece of data, not necessarily the classification 

system. Flock’s visual organising principle is emergent, rather than hierarchical and s

static. This is important for the visual design of collection interfaces as it enables a 

prioritisation of the potential visual properties that can be created, without having 

them dictated by an already existing classification system and the relationships between

individual items that it constructs. The flock metaphor shifts the design approach: 

instead of exploring how to visualise a collection that is already shaped by relationships 

between items, dictated by the classification system, the collection becomes a floating 

set of individual pieces, ready to form different relationships at any time. This enables 

an approach to visualisation that puts the rhetorical potential of visual forms first, 

rather than an underlying data structure, such as the collection’s classification system. 

Flock further developed the potential of a spatial approach to library catalogue results

that provides an alternative to the list. It also provided an approach to a library 

collection that sees it as separate from its classification system. This library collection

exhibits the potential of different orders, and thus different relationships. It is dynamic 

and non-linear. Such a conception of the collection helped further refine a primarily 

visual approach to the design of list alternatives: I considered how different visual 

designs could provide the conditions for a browsing-like experience, rather than how 

the data could be visualized to create such an experience. This is a subtle but important 

shift: it places the emphasis on the potential of different visual approaches, rather than

the structure of the underlying data of the library catalogue. More specifically, this

separation between library collection classification data and visual presentation led to 

the work undertaken for the third prototype and the adoption of another generative

design metaphor: that of the neighbourhood. 
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Chapter 5: Neighbours

Like the previous two prototypes, Neighbours develops a set of visual alternatives tos

the list presentation of catalogue search results. It dynamically visualises multiple sets 

of library search data using two mathematical concepts: the Voronoi diagram and its

dual, the Delaunay triangulation. The resulting visualisations present a topographic 

view of library data, utilising space, line and colour to reveal relationships between

collection items. Like Flock, Neighbours uses a generative metaphor as its basis: thes

collection seen as a neighbourhood. This metaphor is derived from the work of Aby 

Warburg, specifically his theory of the ‘good neighbour’ (Gombrich & Saxl 1986). In

Warburg’s library, individual library items are ‘neighbours’ who conduct conversations. 

It is through these conversations that library patrons potentially make connections they 

may not have otherwise made. The metaphor is used to explore the visual possibilities

of such a view of the library collection. 

Figure 5.1

Visualisation of a set of 200 search results 

from a keyword search on ‘football’ in the 

UTS Library catalogue, using a Delaunay 

triangulation algorithm. 

Figure 5.2

Visualisation of a set of 200 search results 

from a keyword search on ‘football’ in the 

UTS Library catalogu, using a Voronoi 

diagram algorithm.
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5.1 Metaphor: the good neighbour

The generative metaphor used for this prototype was adopted from art historian Aby 

Warburg’s theory of “the good neighbour”. This theory views a library collection 

as a neighbourhood where books conduct ‘conversations’, through which patrons

can make connections in their research. It became significant for this work during 

research into libraries that use alternative or subjective classification systems to

organise their collection, most significantly the Warburg Library in London and the

Sitterwerk Library in St Gallen, Switzerland. Both approach the library collection as 

a site where productive connections between library items can be produced through

use, in contrast to connections that are pre-ordained by a static classification system.

This allows for an associative approach to research that is promoted and sustained 

through an engagement with library materials. The Warburg and the Sitterwerk 

create the conditions for this associative research through a flexible approach to 

classification: the order of library items is created and re-created through the

act of association itself. In the case of the Warburg collection, this was done by 

Warburg himself originally, and in the Sitterwerk through ongoing patron use. Both

collections create conditions that are akin to those I seek in the prototypes for this 

research: for the making of connections that are dynamic and not limited by the

library’s classification system. 

5.1.1 The Warburg and the Sitterwerk: a performative approach to classification

Both the Warburg and the Sitterwerk collections have their roots in the personal

collections of art scholars: those of Aby Warburg and Daniel Rohner respectively. 

Both men used their collections as part of their research, specifically through the act 

of organising and re-organising the collection as they developed their understanding 

of their field. Rather than applying a classification system to items once, both

Warburg and Rohner ‘performed’ a dynamic classification system: through the act of 

classifying and re-classifying they created the system.

Warburg famously arranged his collection in a manner that reflected his view 

of the relationships between specific kinds of knowledge and its subjects. He 
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rejected traditional disciplinary boundaries and organised his collection materials

to encourage the pursuit of ideas, rather than working within a specific discipline 

(Gombrich & Saxl 1986). As Warburg’s research developed and his knowledge grew 

and shifted, so his collection was continually re-arranged. His library was never 

‘finished’, it was an ongoing piece of work that documented his view of his field (art 

history) at any particular time. It was – and remains – a highly subjective collection 

of material, not only in its content, but its organisation. Re-organising his library 

was part of Warburg’s scholarly work:

Often one saw Warburg standing tired and distressed bent over 

his boxes with a packet of index cards, trying to find for each one 

the best place within the system; it looked like a waste of energy 

and one felt sorry. Better bibliographical lists were in existence 

than he could ever hope to assemble himself. It took some time 

to realise that his aim was not bibliographical. This was his

method of defining the limits and contents of his scholarly world 

(Gombrich & Saxl 1986, p. 327).

Figure 5.3 The Warburg Library in Hamburg in the 1920s. (Springer et al 2016, p.140-141)
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Warburg placed great importance on the associative power of positioning collection items

near each other. He had a term for such an approach: the theory of “the good neighbour” 

(Ginzburg 2012; Gombrich & Saxl 1986; Steinberg 2012). This theory imagines the

collection as a neighbourhood, where individual collection items stage ‘conversations’:

“The overriding idea was that the books together – each

containing its larger or smaller bit of information and being 

supplemented by its neighbours – should by their titles guide the

student to perceive the essential forces of the human mind and its

history.” (Saxl 1970, p. 328)

Whilst this theory might be particular to Warburg, the experience of a collection that 

it evokes is common. Browsing shelves, our eyes are often caught by a particular title, 

the colour of a book spine, the typography used or a familiar author’s name. These

connections are able to be made because the books are sitting near each other and we can 

wander amongst the shelves. These connections are non-linear, they do not come in an 

order, nor at specific times. The lists we are offered in library catalogue search interfaces

are linear and do not provide the same context and thus ability to make connections. Nor 

do lists allow for Warburg’s performative relationship with collection items. Warburg 

sought to take the potential of connection further by loosening the bond of standardized

classification systems. The arrangement and re-arrangement of his books was part of his

scholarly practice and it could not be hemmed in by the application of a classification

system derived from outside his own world view. Anna-Sophie Springer sees Warburg as

playing a curatorial role, working between the traditional role of librarian and patron:

“…if the librarian is seen as a rational agent responsible for providing 

access to book collections for research and reading, and the reader is

the one who comes and goes from outside, the curatorial agent of the 

library inhabits the interstice between librarians and reader, working 

on improbable exchanges that might excite, provoke, seduce, or 

otherwise perturb the paginated mind.” (Springer 2016, p. 7)

Warburg sought excitement, provocation and seduction in his collection, and through 

his performance of classification and re-classification he provided the conditions for 

others to experience the same. 
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Daniel Rohner played a similar role: the constant re-arrangement of his collection

formed part of his scholarly practice and this relationship with his collection has been

adopted by the Sitterwerk Art Library. Rohner collected art books “in the broadest 

sense, gathering volumes on design, architecture, photography and the applied arts” 

(Schütz 2015, p. 17). These books he arranged and re-arranged constantly. He was

unsystematic, but this allowed him to make connections between items, to follow 

threads, to “completely immerse himself in other worlds, other universes” (ibid, p. 18). 

The Sitterwerk captures what Felix Lehner describes as “Daniel’s information-retrieval 

process’: one that is “highly associative” with a “holistic take on the most far-flung fields

of knowledge.” (2015, p. 18) To do this, the books in the Sitterwerk are not shelved in 

an order dictated by an orthodox classification system such as Dewey. The order of the

books is dynamic. 

Figure 5.4

The Sitterwerk Library

(The Sitterwerk Art Library 2015, n.p.)y

Housed on shelves, each book contains a Radiofrequency Identification (RFID) tag. 

Library users are free to take down, read and replace the books wherever they wish. 

A scanner is run over the collection regularly to read the RFID tags and to create

a catalogue of the physical position of each book. This means no book can ever be

‘lost’. The Sitterwerk also houses an interactive table on which material can be set 
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down and the RFID tags read. The details of the material can be saved and collected 

into notebooks and printed. A snapshot of a researcher’s work can thus be saved and

used again or shared with others. By setting the books on the table, the library patron

can engage in their own sorting and thus classification: they are given space to make 

connections between material and ideas and to have a physical way in which to think 

this through. The order of the library is continually re-made, but not by Rohner. The

Sitterwerk provides the conditions for patrons to work with library materials in the 

same way that Rohner did – associative, fluid, unsystematic – and in the process, 

construct relationships between items, and leave evidence of these relationships (the 

order books are left in) for others to find. 

Springer argues that it is only through this kind of use that a library can reach its

full potential:

“Even though arrangements such as alphabetical and numerical

systems – and still more so, modern keyword cross-referencing –

already bring individual items into cognitive relation with each

other, it is ultimately only the subjective and diverse desire from 

within a collective usership that can complete the library in its

mission and meaning.”

We see traces of this collective usership in most research libraries: evidence of patron 

interaction with materials. It is often when collection items are left out of order. Beforet

books are replaced in their correct position on the shelf after being returned, they 

often spend some time in a half-way point, between the returns desk and the shelf, 

on the sorting shelves or trolleys. These shelves are usually in rough order, according 

to the proximity of the destination shelves: if the 300s and 400s sit near each other 

on the permanent shelves, items in these ranges will usually be held on the temporary 

shelf together. The trolleys work in a similar way and will often be found parked at the

end of an aisle. The prospect of finding a gem amongst the yet-to-be-shelved returns or 

books jettisoned on desks provides some patrons with a frisson of excitement. Stumbling 

across something valuable in these semi-structured, temporary repositories can make

you feel like a prospector striking gold. Similarly, we borrow, move items around, observe

where others have removed books and left gaps on the shelves or abandoned books on
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desks. We see traces left by other patrons: notes in the margins, stickers arranged to mark 

pages, a book obviously in the wrong section, perhaps hidden from other patrons. The 

Sitterwerk library has formalised this more informal aspect of the typical research library. 

It is a library built on the traces left by others, by the conversations staged between items. 

“The good neighbour” theory is characterised by both these collections. Both collections 

use a dynamic approach to order (although, Warburg’s collection was no longer re-

arranged when he ceased to work with it, it was initially founded with this principle). 

Both collections acknowledge the value of proximity and recognise that something

happens between the items themselves and through our engagement with them, that is

exciting, provocative and seductive. Both libraries provide the conditions under which 

this seduction can play out. Given the obvious contrast with the linear organising form

of the list, I adopted the “good neighbour” metaphor as a generative device for this

third prototype, in an effort to seek alternatives.

5.2 Visual analysis and design

The visual design of Neighbours is based on two mathematical concepts: the Voronoi s

diagram and the Delaunay triangulation. I arrived at these two visual approaches after 

a consideration of the grid as a visual organising form. The Voronoi enabled me to map 

out search results dynamically, dividing the plane into areas that were not anchored

by an underlying grid or coordinates. The Delaunay connected individual items in

search results using lines, resulting in different shapes being formed for different search

keywords. Both offered a dynamic way in which to visualize search results and provide

the neighbourly context demonstrated in the Warburg and the Sitterwerk collections. 

Figure 5.5 Sketches of visual organising forms identified in visual research: the grid, 

the irregular grid, the Voronoi diagram and the Delaunay triangulation.
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5.2.1 The grid

The grid was the basis for a visual consideration of the 

neighbourhood metaphor and the library collection. Given

the grid’s prominence in the histories of urban and visual

communication design it seemed an obvious starting point. 

Although the grid could potentially provide a “birds eye view” of a neighbourhood 

and thus display a large number of library search results simultaneously, it was the 

aforementioned role in the histories of urban and visual communication design that 

eventually led me to discard the grid as a visual model. The consideration of the grid, 

however, was important in leading me to the Voronoi and the Delaunay. 

Underlying the use of the grid in both urban and visual communication design is an 

assumption of rationality and objectivity (Cramsie 2010; Higgins 2009; Rose-Redwood 

2018; Stanislawski 1946; Williamson 1986). The grid, “pictures the sub-structure of the

world as rational, predictable, and deterministic.” (Williamson 1986, p. 27) In terms 

of urban design, it has been used to define the layout of cities and towns for centuries 

(Higgins 2009; Rose-Redwood 2018). As Stanislawski noted, the grid is a generic plan

that lends itself to multiple sites, can be expanded in an organised and structured manner 

and is eminently efficient (1946). The contours of the streets accord with the grid, not the 

natural contours of the land itself. Rationality overcomes the more organic, unpredictable

forms of the landscape, asserting control. The grid has also lent itself to control of a

population: “some form of centralised control, political, religious, or military, is certainly 

indicated for all known grid-plan towns.” (Stanislawski 1946, p. 108)

Similarly, in visual communication design the grid is considered a rational, objective and 

efficient organising form, particularly with regard to layout. In this context too it has

been used for centuries, as a guide for writing (lines to indicate where to write), printing 

(consistent and predicatable use of the grid meant production of printed material was

more efficient) and design (Cramsie 2010). It operates as a means of control, efficiency 

and assumed objectivity. As Patrick Cramsie has pointed out of the Swiss Modernists: 

“The rational underpinning of a layout was of prime importance 

to the post-war Swiss Modernists. For them, a design could only 
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be truly objective, truly free from the whims of an individual

designer, if it were laid out according to a set of rational or 

mathematical principles. The main tool used for applying these

principles was the grid: an invisible series of lines that divided the

surface into uniformly sized rectangles so as to hide the layout of 

a design.” (p.248)

Again, as in urban planning and design, the grid becomes a tool of rational control, 

a way in which objectivity is assumed to be established and maintained. It is these 

properties that led me to seek visual design stimuli beyond the grid when considering 

the good neighbor metaphor. 

The Warburg and Sitterwerk collections present us with two examples of a subjective

approach to classification. Classification in these collections is not pre-ordained 

by a particular system – such as Dewey or Library of Congress – but is forever in

flux, generated and re-generated through use. The grid is the antithesis of this. It is 

an organising form of very specific dimensions, that which it organises is fitted into

its form. In its ‘regular’ form, it consists of rigid right angles that carve out areas of 

consistent shape and size. The Dewey system acts in some ways like a grid and indeed, 

in Field I used such a grid to plot out search results using coordinates. The Dewey d

system is a like a 10 x 10 grid that was created to describe ‘all of knowledge’ and into 

which all library collection items are fitted. The Dewey system can expand, but only 

within the confines of its structure: the decimal system. Further, Melvil Dewey created

the Dewey Decimal System in pursuit of efficiency and the democratisation of libraries

and learning1 (Weinberger 2007). Like the town grid, the idea was that if there was a

single, rational system under which things – in this case library items, in the case of the

town grid, space – could be organised, the entire system would become more efficient. 

But also like the town grid and its organising of natural landscapes, the Dewey system

  

1. Before the invention of Dewey’s system, library users were forced to go through a librarian as an intermediary, 

in order to obtain a book from the library. Like the robot that now collects the book from the UTS underground

storage system, the librarian could locate the book required. By creating a single classification system, books 

could be arranged in such a way that anyone could find what they were looking for, simply by using the catalogue 

and proceeding to the correct shelf. This would mean libraries could throw open their doors to anyone.
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requires that other ways of organising, other classification systems, bend to its decimal-

shaped will. As David Weinberger explains: 

“Dewey had to hack and hew knowledge into a thousand topics – 

ten top level classes each with ten divisions…each with ten sections

– not because that’s how knowledge shaped itself or how books 

sorted themselves, but because Dewey loved decimals.” (p.54)

To use a grid to drive the visual design of this prototype would mean applying a form 

– a classification system, an order – to individual collection items with the assumption 

that that form will not change. A grid can not change its fundamental form, it can only 

shrink or expand in size. The Sitterwerk collection changes the ‘fundamental form’ of its

order every time someone uses it. During visual research for this prototype, it became

clear that the grid as a visual organising form was unsuitable for the ‘good neighbour’ 

metaphor. A grid reinforces the classification system by mimicking its singular 

controlling structure, as such it does not provide the conditions for neighbourly 

behavior, in this context. 

5.2.2 The irregular grid

In an attempt to move beyond the grid and to enable a more

flexible and contextual visualisation of library catalogue search

results, I collected and analysed a set of images showing irregular 

grids. These images demonstrate grids formed by lines at multiple 

angles, enabling intersection points that are not always right angles and thus, the

space carved out between the lines is of varying sizes and shapes. These images were 

critical in that they enabled me to consider the potential of differing the angle of 

lines within a grid and thus creating shapes that were not square or rectangular. In

the regular grid, the size and shape of the modules between lines can not be used to

indicate relationships between library catalogue items. The shapes are always the same. 

The irregular grid offers extra ways to show relationships between items through the 

positioning of lines. Through a consideration of how to achieve a visualisation based

on an irregular grid computationally, I found the Voronoi diagram and Delaunay 

triangulation. Both these offered the potential of irregular shapes created using data. 
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5.2.3 The Voronoi and the Delaunay55

 The Voronoi diagram is the division of a plane into regions so 

that each point within each region is closer to the initial (or 

seed) point than any other (Figure 5.6).

“Given a finite set of distinct, isolated points in a continuous space, 

we associate all locations in that space with the closest member of 

the point set. The result is a partitioning of the space into a set of 

regions.” (Okabe et al. 1992)

The dual diagram of a Voronoi is a Delaunay Triangulation, where each point is joined by 

a line to those closest to it, so that no point is within a triangle (Figure 5.7). Each point 

forms the point of a triangle. Whilst each shape formed by the Delaunay is a triangle, 

unlike the square and rectangular grid shapes, the triangles are of differing sizes. 

“A second diagram can be constructed from the Voronoi diagram in

m-dimensional space by joining those points whose regions share an

(m-1)-dimensional face. We refer to this dual diagram as a Delaunay 

tessellation. (Okabe et al. 1992, p. 1)

Figure 5.6

20 points and their Voronoi cells 

(Ertl 2015, n.p.)

Figure 5.7

The Delaunay triangulation of a random 

set of 100 points on a plane.

(Inductiveload 2007, n.p.)
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The most significant property of both the Voronoi and the Delaunay is that the location

of the points can be dynamic, unlike a regular grid that dictates the positioning of 

coordinates. This enabled me to consider library collection results as being able to

generate a visual form, rather than have them plotted out on a pre-existing framework, 

such as a grid (or a classification system). Whilst the Voronoi and the Delaunay are 

both mathematical diagrams – and like the grid, also carry assumptions of rationality 

– they offer visual forms that can be used to produce dynamic visualisations that 

are closer to the subjective approach to classification taken by Warburg and in the

Sitterwerk library. They both offer organic growth that can occur at any point, rather 

than in a pre-determined manner, such as in the grid. As visual forms, they are not 

dictated by rules that exist outside of the search results themselves – the results create

the form. A grid can indeed expand but there are only certain ways in which it can 

grow, if the integrity of the grid structure is to be maintained. If we consider the grid 

as a set of coordinates, there are strict conditions around where coordinates can be

placed. When considering the visualization of a set of library catalogue search results, 

a grid can communicate relationships in a limited number of ways. Conversely, the

Voronoi can expand infinitely, it will keep expanding whilst there is available space. It 

is this quality which has seen it used often in generative design as a space-filling form

(Whitelaw 2010).
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5.3 Prototyping

Neighbours prototypes a set of visualisations based on the Voronoi and the Delaunay. s

It uses a set of 200 search results from a keyword search on ‘football’ in the UTS

Library catalogue. It includes two data points: call number and title. The visualisations 

are generated in two code steps: the mapping out of the required points to ‘seed’ the 

Voronoi and the Delaunay through the application of a Hilbert Curve algorithm

and the creation and display of the visual Voronoi and Delaunay using Javascript and 

HTML Like Flock, this prototype was developed with the help of Michael Lynch, a 

programmer from UTS. 

5.3.1 Seeding the points for the Voronoi and Delaunay

To generate a Voronoi or a Delaunay, points are required to ‘seed’ the diagrams. For this

prototype, the points required to seed the Voronoi and Delaunay are based on the call

numbers of each item in the set of search results. Given I did not want to use a grid

and the data being used to seed the points had one dimension only, a Hilbert Curve 

was used to map the points. The Hilbert Curve is a space-filling curve that can be

used to map one-dimensional data onto a square plane whilst maintaining the spatial

relationships of the original data (Figure 5.35). Hilbert Curves are “continuous and

bijective mappings of the unit interval onto the unit square, i.e. a one-dimensional line

is ‘folded up’ (infinitely often) such that it passes through every point of the square” 

(Anders 2009). They have been used to visualise large datasets, including genomic data 

(Anders 2009; Deng et al. 2008; Wong et al. 2003) and stock market prices (Keim

1996). In terms of the data used for this prototype then, each number is located on the

Dewey range of 001 – 999. If a set of catalogue search results were to be spread along 

a line, with (Dewey number )001 at one end and 999 at the other, by using the Hilbert 

Curve we are able to fold up this line so it fits onto a square plane, whilst retaining 

the spatial relationships between individual search results. Once the data was mapped

through a Hilbert Curve the Voronoi and Delaunay algorithms were used to produce

various visual layers. 
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Figure 5.35 Six iterations of the Hilbert Curve (Braindrain0000 2018, n.p.) 

As well as applying the Voroni and Delaunay algorithms, a jitter function was applied

to each visualisation, within the Javascript. This solved the problem of duplicate call

numbers clustering on top of each other. This version was called ‘Static” (see Figure

5.36). My collaborator, Lynch, also implemented a version where arbitrary forces were

assigned to data points, resulting in a map whose points can be dragged, returning 

slowly to its original positions. This version was called “Dynamic” (see Figure 5.37). 

This version differs from the ‘Static’ one as arbitrary forces have been applied, causing 

the points to expand and then pull together. Hovering the mouse over each node 

reveals the title of the item it visualises.
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Figure 5.36 ‘Static’: both Voronoi (coloured polygons) and Delaunay diagrams (black lines)

are visible. Black clusters indicate high numbers of titles in close proximity.

Figure 5.37 ‘Dynamic’:Voronoi segments and nodes are visible, 

as well as the Delaunay triangulation. 
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5.3.2 Iteration: visual variations

The first phase of iterations varied the layers made visible in the maps and their visual 

presentation. The layers are:

• Nodes (individual items)

• Links

• Polygons

Figure 5.38 Image showing the nodes, links and polygons of an early iteration of Neighbours.

Each of these layers provides a level of meaning. Nodes indicate the position of individual 

items, links depict the lines of the Delaunay triangulation created between the nodes and 

polygons depict the area around each node that is closer to that node than any other. This

is the ‘area’ of each collection item included in the visualisation. These iterations aimed 

at assessing which layers provided the most visual meaning and how they operate. Small 

visual changes were made in the Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) that dictates styling – lines 

were widened, colours altered, layers made transparent – and the results were recorded. 

The set of iterations for this phase is illustrated and discussed on the following pages.

Link

Node

Polygon
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Iteration 1

Cell stroke width increased to 0.2 (was 0)

Figure 5.39 Static #1

Figure 5.40 Dynamic #1

This change emphasised the edge of each polygon. As a result, Dynamic #1 became 

extremely cluttered, with too many lines creating a blurring between the levels of 

meaning (between links and polygons). Similarly in Static #1, it was not clear which

were links and which were polygon edges.
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Iteration 2

Cell stroke colour changed to white (was black)

Following from the #1, this iteration demonstrates a contrasting polygon edge colour. 

While the polygons are now clearly separated from the links, there are still too many 

layers of meaning. The edges, if not the links also, appear superfluous. 

Figure 5.41 Static #2

Figure 5.42 Dynamic #2
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Iteration 3

Removed colour from polygons.

Figure 5.43 Static #3

Figure 5.44 Dynamic #3

While only the polygons were removed, the white nodes have disappeared into the

background and only the links remain in Dynamic #3. Static #3 visualises only the

Delaunay triangulation. As a shape, Dynamic is more effective than Static, but only 

for a very distant reading of the search results. The detail is somewhat incoherent. 
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Iteration 4

Added line width of 0.2 to cells and increased width of links to 1.

Figure 5.45 Static #4

Figure 5.46 Dynamic #4

This iteration returns the polygons without their original colour. It thus lacks meaningful

distinction between the links and edges: a heavier stroke weight is inadequate.
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Iteration 5

Removed links, removed Voronoi polygons, display nodes only. 

Figure 5.47 Dynamic #5

These changes rendered a blank image in Static #5 as the base code does not visualise 

nodes. Dynamic #5 displays a clear layout of results that have some spatial relationship. 

As a simple visualisation of search results this is successful. It lends itself to comparison:

it would be interesting to see this iteration on 20 or more different keyword searches.
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Iteration 6

Removed polygons, changed colour of links to #46644D.

Figure 5.48 Static #6

Figure 5.49 Dynamic #6

Static #6 is a visualisation of the Delaunay triangulation, it demonstrates the

connections between items, without visualising the items themselves (as nodes) or the

Voronoi polygons. Dynamic #6 includes both nodes and links. The links in this case 

add a visual complexity that is not displeasing but it may be unnecessary.
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Iteration 7

Removed nodes and links.

Figure 5.50 Static #7

Figure 5.51 Dynamic #7

Static #7 is the most successful of all iterations. Rendering both the Delaunay links and 

the Voronoi polygons seems to add complication unnecessarily. This iteration creates a

topography for the search results. It is as if a landscape viewed from above. The clusters 

of dark lines indicate clustered results.
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5.3.3 Iteration: multiple data sets

Visualisations Static #3 and Static #7 were deemed to be most promising in terms

of the presentation of data. Static #3 (Figure 5.52) prioritises the Delaunay diagram, 

whilst Static #7 (Figure 5.53) uses the Voronoi diagram as its basis. 

Figure 5.52

Static #3

Figure 5.53

Static #7

This phase involved running multiple datasets – different keyword searches – through

these instances of the visualisation. Keywords that would render a range of search result 

numbers were selected. The keywords were sufficiently broad to cover material from 

multiple Dewey ranges but not so broad as to be meaningless. Figures 5.54 – 5.59

demonstrate the Delaunay-based visualisation for six different search keywords. Figures

5.60 – 5.65 show the Voronoi-based visualisastions for the same keywords.
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Figure 5.54 Architecture 12273 items

Figure 5.55 Atomic 399 items
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Figure 5.56 Bacteria 217 items

Figure 5.57 Elephants 107 items
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Figure 5.58 Football 514 items

Figure 5.59 Quantum 1129 items
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Figure 5.60 Architecture 12273 items

Figure 5.61 Atomic 399 items
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Figure 5.62 Bacteria 217 items

Figure 5.63 Elephants 107 items
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Figure 5.64 Football 514 items

Figure 5.65 Quantum 1129 items
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5.3.4 Iteration: added functionality

A live and interactive version of the visualisation was developed in this phase. This

iteration performed live searches of the UTS Library’s catalogue and used the resulting 

data to determine visualisations. Zooming was made possible through the use of mouse

scroll button (or fingers on a touch device). Larger sets that rendered more dense 

topographies could be explored in detail and hovering over a region displayed the 

corresponding title (see Figure 5.66 below). 

Figure 5.66 Demonstration of zoom function in ‘atomic’ keyword results. 

We also implemented a basic interface that enabled visual variations to be 

experimented with through the use of sliders. Before this point I was experimenting by 

altering the CSS file associated with the prototype. Figures 5.67-5.70 demonstrate four 

iterations created using the sliders.
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Figures 5.67-5.70

Four iterations of the search

results for keyword ‘quantum’, 

manipulated using sliders. 
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5.4 Findings

In Neighbours I sought to provide an alternative display of search results to the list, ones

that would provide more context for individual results and encourage browsing. I also

sought to build upon the work done in Field andd Flock by using the good neighbour 

metaphor to reduce the reliance on a static library classification system to construct 

meaning visually. Neighbours was successful in that it provides much greater visuals

context than the list. By providing context for search results and the ability to zoom in

and see detail, it encourages browsing. It does not require static positions on the plane 

to be dictated by the library’s classification system. Rather, it uses the classification 

system in a dynamic manner to generate each visualisation. It does not rely on 

movement in the interface for this dynamism, creating a visualisation that is easier to

browse, to delve into results, than the continual movement of Flock allows. 

These findings refer to the two primary versions of the prototype: #3 Static (Delaunay-

based) and #7 Static (Voronoi-based) using multiple keywords. The ‘football’ version of 

these is shown below. 

Figure 5.71

#3 Static: ‘football’

Visualisation of a set of 200 search results

from a keyword search on ‘football’ in the

UTS Library catalogue, using a Delaunay 

triangulation algorithm.

Figure 5.72

#7 Static: ‘football’

Visualisation of a set of 200 search results

from a keyword search on ‘football’ in the

UTS Library catalogu, using a Voronoi

diagram algorithm.
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5.4.1 Providing context

Like the previous two prototypes, Neighbours provides far more visual context than s

the list. It uses spatial relationships, colour, size and density to communicate about 

the overall search result set and individual items. Each iteration of the prototype is

generated according to the number and position of the results in the Dewey Decimal 

system. As such, every search appears differently. In the Delaunay-based prototypes 

there is a distinct overall shape for each set of results (see Figure 5.54 – 5.59) Similarly, 

the Voronoi-based prototypes display a different topography-like image for each 

keyword (see Figure 5.60-5.65). Both versions allow for a comparison of different 

searches. Compare the visualisations in Figures 5.73 & 5.74 below. The image on the

left is the visualisation of ‘architecture’, the one on the right is ‘bacteria’. They show us

that the UTS Library holds a larger collection of architecture-related titles than those

that related to ‘bacteria’. Architecture is represented across the entire collection, with 

major clusters in several areas. Conversely, ‘bacteria’ has several smaller clusters and

some outliers but there are parts of the collection that are not represented in this set at 

all. 

Figure 5.73

Delaunay-based visualisation of a keyword 

search for ‘architecture’ in the UTS Library 

catalogue. 

Figure 5.74

Delaunay-based visualisation of a keyword

search for ‘bacteria’ in the UTS Library 

catalogue.
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Figure 5.75

Voronoi-based visualisation of a keyword search

for ‘architecture’ in the UTS Library catalogue. 

Figure 5.77

Visualisation of keyword search ‘quantum’.

Figure 5.76

Voronoi-based visualisation of a keyword search

for ‘bacteria’ in the UTS Library catalogue.

Individually, each image of search results provides an overview of the set and further 

detail through zooming. The overview displays clusters, outliers and discipline areas. 

Areas of smaller shapes clustered together – sometimes becoming dark and seeming 

impenetrable – are the heavily populated areas of the ‘neighbourhood’. The larger 

shapes demonstrate sparser populations and thus outliers. Colour indicates discipline 

by using the colours from the UTS Library Ribbon, as detailed in previous chapters.

Cluster of results around the 530 Dewey 

range, which is Science > Physics

An outlier in the 790s Dewey range, 

which is Arts & recreation > Sports,

games & entertainment. 

This particular title is Dark Energy: Hitchcock’s 

absolute camera and the physics of cinematic space

by Philip J. Skerry. 
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Whilst the list can provide detail about individual items – title, author, subject, call 

number, availability – it can not position these items with regard to the rest of the set, 

aside from in a rank. As has previously been discussed, the use of rank in a set of search

results is useful up to a point. If I wish to find something quickly and I have the correct 

search term(s) to use, a search of the catalogue will usually provide me with what I need 

in an efficient manner. This efficiency however, is prioritised over a more considered

engagement with the search result set. Neighbours provides some of the conditions tos

encourage further investigation of a set of search results. 

Figure 5.78 and Figure 7.79 provide a visual comparison between the list of search

results for the keyword ‘architecture’ in the UTS Library catalogue and the Delaunay-

based visualisation of the same search results. Figure 5.78 shows the first section of 

the list of search results for the keyword ‘architecture’ in the UTS Library catalogue. 

It includes 15 items out of a total of 12273 returned. Each result is given the same 

visual prominence save for its rank in the list. Rank position is the only way in

which relationships between items can be seen. Figure 5.79 is the Delaunay-based

visualisation of the same set of search results. As can be seen, the spread of results

across the collection can be clearly seen. Selected titles are listed with their subjects, 

demonstrating the distribution of results across multiple disciplines. Clusters and 

outliers are also evident, as is a visual indication of the number of results. 



Plant architecture and its manipulationP
Biology -- Physiology & related subjectsB

Inhabitable infrastructures: science fiction or urban future?
Social sciences -- Communities

Creating space in the fifth estate 
Social Sciences -- Social processesSocial Sciences -- S

Technology and the school library
Library and information sciences -- General libraries

Embedded system design with the C8051
Computer science, knowledge & systems -- 
Data processing and computer science

Socially symbolic acts: the historicizing fictions of Umberto Eco, 
Vincenzo Consolo and Antonio Tabucchi
Italian, Romanian, & related literatures -- Italian fiction

La ciudad de las columnas
History of North America -- Mexico, Central America, 
West Indies, Bermuda

Stronghold: a history of military architecture
Architecture -- Public structures

Transparent architecture
Architecture -- Architecture from 1400

Minimalist gardens
Area planning & landscape architecture -- 
Landscape architecture

Settlement: a history of Australian indigenous housingS
Social problems & social services -- Other social S
problems & servicesp

Figure 5.78 (left) shows the first section
of the list of search results for the keyword 
‘architecture’ in the UTS Library catalogue. 
It includes 15 items out of a total 12273
returned. Each result is given the same visual
prominence, save for its rank in the list. 
Rank position is also the only way in which
relationships between items can be seen. 

Figure 5.79 (right) is the Delaunay-based
visualisation of the same search results. As
can be seen, the spread of results across the
collection can be clearly seen. Selected titles
are listed with their subjects, this demonstrates
the distribution of results across multiple 
disciplines. Clusters and outliers are also 
evident, as is a visual indication of the number 
of results. 

LIST V DELAUNAY
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Neighbours also builds the conditions for a browsing experience of search results by s

providing an overview of each search – as described above – and the ability to zoom 

in to see titles of items and those surrounding2. This is particularly useful when

determining what lies within the ‘built up’ areas of the clusters. Like Field, clusters anddd

outliers are visible and serve to give information about the overall search result set, but 

also encourage further investigation. To illustrate how this functionality works, the

following two pages provide the overview of six different search results using both the

Voronoi and Delaunay-based visualisations. A slice of each visualisation is selected and 

one item within this section is identified.

  

2. Providing an overview, ability to zoom and then detail is a common approach to the visualisation of cultural

collections. Most notably, it forms the core of Ben Shneidermann’s “Visual Information-Seeking Mantra: 

overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand.” (Shneiderman 1996, p. 364) (This prototype does not 

attempt to fulful the ‘filter’ function of Shneiderman’s mantra). Mitchell Whitelaw adopted this approach in his

call for, and development of more generous interfaces for cultural collections (Whitelaw 2013, 2014, 2015). 
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The Delaunay-based visualisation: overview and zoom 
This page shows six iterations of the Delaunay-based Static #3, using six 
different keyword searches. It also demonstrates the zoom capabilities of 
Static #3 and identifies individual titles in each search result set. 183
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5.4.2 A dynamic collection without movement

The Voronoi and Delaunay forms allowed me to create dynamic visualisations that 

do not replicate the static nature of the classification system when structuring visual

relationships. By using the Dewey system but not relying on it to dictate absolute 

positioning to create the visualisation, this prototype does not require the plane itself 

to structure visual relationships. Field relies on a grid, with specific coordinates tod

organise the visualisation. Flock removes any reference to an underlying grid by using 

movement. Neighbours removes the grid as a visual organising form and performs 

the ‘organising’ through the algorithms used to create each visualisation. It does this

without requiring movement within the visualisation, thus making it easier to browse 

and interrogate its detail. 

The spatial relations between the areas of a Voronoi and their relative sizes are wholly 

reliant upon the position of the points used to seed it. Whilst the positioning of these

points can be arbitrary, in this case they are determined by data: the Dewey numbers of 

a set of search results from a library catalogue. This is Mitchell Whitelaw’s description

of the Voronoi, in the context of generative design:

“…while the formal (Voronoi) model is again based on a strict set 

of conditions (in this case proximity) it works with an arbitrary 

input – the given sites – rather than defining a regular structure. 

The Voronoi is thus a procedural geometric structure…its structure

emerges through the application of a specific process or algorithm

to a given set of inputs. In this way, the specific spatial relations

between neighbouring cells depends on, and emerge locally from, 

the given spatial relations of the specified sites. This trait also 

gives the Voronoi model a kind of malleability; sites can be added, 

removed or moved , and the spatial structure readily adapts.” 

(Whitelaw 2010, p. 160)

Using Whitelaw’s description, in the context of this prototype, the data (Dewey 

numbers and titles) is taken through a procedure (the Hilbert Curve mapping) that 

results in a set of points being positioned in a square. These points seed the Voronoi 
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and the Delaunay forms (a second procedure). The positioning of these points is readily 

subject to change, depending on the number of results and their distribution across 

the Dewey system. The visualisation then is driven by the spatial relationships between

individual library collection items, which in turn are dictated by positioning in the

Dewey Decimal System. The positioning of individual results on the plane, however, 

can change simply by removing one or two points. Unlike the classification system used

to dictate the points, the visualisation is not static. Contrast this with Field: if ten or dd

twenty results were removed from that visualisation, the position of individual results

would not be altered. 

The following two images show the Voronoi visualisations for two sets of data: the results 

for ‘football’ limited to 198 results (Figure 5.80) and the results for ‘football’ at 514 results

(Figure 5.81). There is a clear similarity between the two, but the figure on the right 

displays more detail. The positioning of individual cells has changed, as have their shapes, 

in order to accommodate the greater number of results. Whole new sections of results 

have also appeared: for example, the yellow cell is not present in the first image. 

Figure 5.80

Visualisation of 198 results for the keyword

‘football’ in the UTS Library catalogue. The

title ‘Football things to make and do’ is one

of only three in that particular colour. 

Figure 5.81

Visualisation of 514 results for the keyword

‘football’ in the UTS Library catalogue. The same

title is highlighted: its cell is noticeably smaller 

and there are now nine cells of that colour, 

causing the original cell to shrink and shift.
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Echoing the collections of Aby Warburg and the Sitterwerk Library, these visualisations

present a collection that is changeable, without relying on constant movement. The order 

in which we encounter the collection is dynamic. They present a ‘shape’ of search results 

that is highly changeable: it alters every time we interact with the search mechanism. It 

can do this because it uses a procedural geometric structure, whereas every search results

list functions – and appears – in the same way. The changeability of the Voronoi and the

Delaunay enables the display of context in search results.
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Chapter 6: Discussion

Through the three prototypes – Field, Flock and Neighbours – I have sought to enhances

the library catalogue search experience by speculating on alternatives to the list as a

visual organising form. All the prototypes suggest conditions that could encourage

browsing and further investigation of library catalogue search results. In this chapter I

will discuss themes that emerged from the prototyping work. Firstly, the way in which

the prototypes structure relationships within catalogue search results. Secondly, the

development of a design approach that sees the library collection as inherently dynamic 

and finally, the development of a processual approach to library catalogue visualisation

that prioritises visual forms as a rhetorical manoeuvre. 

6.1 Building relationships

As a single body of work, the prototypes develop the potential of showing relationships 

in catalogue search results. The prototypes reveal where results are clustered, where

there may be outliers and how many results are returned: relationships are established 

within each set of results. Through visual means, the prototypes provide broader views

of a set of library search results, than that provided by the list. As shown previously, 

the list is limited in what it can communicate. The lists used in library catalogues are 

pragmatic lists that separate items from broader contexts and relationships, like subject 

areas or the rest of the collection as a whole (Eco 2009). The use of lists here prioritises

efficiency. If I wish to find something fast, and only that thing, the list is incredibly 

useful. The list, however, is not generous (Whitelaw 2012). In the prototypes I sought 

an alternative approach that would prioritise exploration, that is, a more generous

approach to the communication of library catalogue information. The prototypes

achieved this through a consideration of spatial relationships. 

Attention to spatial relationships brought about the key difference between these 

prototypes and previous work. The list, virtual shelves and the projects discussed in

Chapter 2 that visualise library collections, present a view of the library collection

that is linear. The visual methods used are themselves linear and in turn, the collection
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is communicated as having very linear qualities. These qualities lend themselves to 

efficiency, but not generosity. The visual presentation of the virtual shelf is dictated by 

the shelf itself: books, either spine or face out, in a straight line. Books are presented in 

an order where one follows another. Not only that but, as previously pointed out, the

virtual shelves are a poor imitation of the real thing: we are not given the context of 

the surrounding shelves. What happens when I turn around to see what faces a book Is

am investigating? What sits in the shelves above and below it? Such an engagement is 

not possible with the virtual shelf. The only relationships established are those within

one particular, orderly shelf. Of the precedents I discussed in Chapter 2, specifically 

those that use graphical primitives to build visualisations, the majority provide static, 

linear views of catalogue search results. They reinforce the linear order of the library’s

classification system. The structure of the Dentograph visualisations is dictated by two

classification systems: Dewey and Library of Congress. In the case of the former, a

system built on decimals, the structuring form of the visualisation is almost necessarily 

a grid. Similarly, Haystacks is set on a grid that combines subject area, and date of 

publication. Like the classification system: the visualisation structures individual item 

into set places. The three prototypes developed in this research present a non-linear 

library collection, through the use of spatial relations.

Field established the role of spatial relations in this research. By distributing results, d

represented by small dots across a broad plane it provided an expansive view of the

results of a search for the keyword ‘football’ in the UTS Library catalogue. Football

is a game, but Field was able to reveal historical, geographical and social aspects to it d

in one set of results. It showed relationships between individual library items across

disciplinary boundaries. In some ways Field was similar to Haystacks in its visuald

approach, although I had not seen the latter when I developed the former. The idea 

of mapping out library items as coordinates on a grid was obviously not new and, 

in my mind, not sufficient to offer the generous approach I was seeking. Both Field

and Haystacks map a set of results onto an already existing form: the grid. Thus, 

the interpretation of these results is limited by how that form functions and our 

understanding of it. The grid is considered to be a rational, objective and efficient form

that can be used to standardise and control. As such, it limits the potential forms that a 

visualisation of catalogue search results can take and what can be communicated. 
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Flock doesn’t rely on an existing graphical form, and all that comes along with it. Flock

built on the work of Field: it too showed results across the spectrum of the library’sdd

classification system but it did not rely on a grid. It did not use a grid, or indeed the

plane, for meaning. Flock presented search results as literally a flock of birds, using an 

algorithm to apply behavioural rules to library data, rather than plotting out that data

onto a visual form. It still demonstrated relationships within a set of library search 

results. The colour of each bird and its proximity to others indicated similarity or 

difference. The spatial relationships in Flock changed continually, drawing attention

to the potential of altering the prominence of different individual birds or items. 

Birds flew in and out of the screen space, sometimes coming towards the viewer, at 

other times receding into the distance. When screenshots were taken, different birds

were prominent at different times. There was no rank, rather each bird was given 

equal weighting and it was the potential of the relationships between birds which

became the focus. This emphasised and extended the findings of Field: a relational dd

visualisation of library search results held potential for an experience more generous

than that provided by the list. Additionally, the potential of a dynamic approach to a 

collection visualisation was shown. Instead of mapping results onto a grid or another 

conventional data visualisation form, the form of this visualisation was dictated by 

the results themselves, once the behavioural rules were applied. 

6.2 The dynamic library collection

Whilst the movement used to show these changing relationships was engaging 

on an observational level, it was not practical. It hindered the ability of Flock to 

encourage further investigation. The birds could not be pinned down to show further 

information, to allow a viewer to delve deeper. Flock was valuable however in that 

it brought to light the potential of considering the library collection as dynamic

when approaching visual design. Library classification systems tend to dominate 

the identity of library collections. Cataloguing an item requires that a decision be

made: what is this item about, and where then should it be placed in the organising system? 

When designing an interface or visualisation for a collection it can be difficult to 

move past this system. It is how we make sense of the entire collection, after all. Flock
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raised the prospect of ignoring the classification system and viewing the collection as

unordered and additionally, waiting for classification. Thinking about the collection 

in this way enables the possibility of multiple and changing relationships. In terms 

of visual design it meant that I could assess graphical forms in terms of other 

parameters – like the generative metaphors used – rather than any existing data 

structures, such as the Dewey system. The collection is free to take any shape at all. 

Neighbours then sought to remedy the limitations of Flock by creating a dynamic 

visualisation without movement, whilst still emphasising the relational qualities 

that had thus far proved fertile. Neighbours uses procedural geometric forms that are 

created dynamically to demonstrate changing relationships without the distracting 

movement of Flock. Like the previous prototypes, Neighbours shows us search results

spatially. Both the Voronoi and the Delaunay iterations demonstrate clustering and 

outliers. Both indicate the size of the search result set and its distribution across the

library’s classification system. 

To create the Voronoi and Delaunay, the search result data is put through a process:

it is first mapped onto a Hilbert Curve which provides the seeds for the diagrams. 

Once the coordinates of these seeds are determined, the graphical forms are created. 

Whilst Neighbours relies on coordinates, as Field and other grid-based visualisations d

do, these coordinates are not dictated by an underlying structure or set of 

information. Whereas Field uses the Dewey system to build the grid, the coordinatesd

for the Voronoi and Delaunay seeds – where individual items are placed in each

visualisation – will change depending on the entire set of search results. As shown

in Chapter 5, if two sets of results for the same keyword are visualised using the 

Neighbours method – one using 198 results, the other 514 – the resulting forms will 

be different. That is because the coordinates of individual results, even the same book 

present in both sets of results, will be different. Unlike the Dewey system, the shelves

and indeed Field, there is no one single place for each item.dd Neighbours opens the way 

for a multiplicity of relationships and a dynamic presentation of search results.  

Given this discussion, there is a broader outcome: that the processual approach to

visualisation shown in Flock and Neighbours could lend itself to a more subjective ands
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richer experience with the library collection, resembling that of the Warburg and 

Sitterwerk collections. 

6.3 A processual approach to the visualisation of collection search results

For both Flock and Neighbours, I developed what I term a processual approach to 

visualisation. That is, rather than try to negotiate the dimensions of the data with

which I was working – primarily the Dewey Decimal System – and develop a suitable

graphical form to express that data, I was driven to achieve a particular graphical

form by manipulating the data. (In turn, these graphical forms were developed by 

working with metaphors and visual analysis). This manipulation was done through 

computational processes: a flocking algorithm and mapping of a Hilbert Curve, 

Voronoi diagram and a Delaunay triangulation. By approaching the visualisation

process in this way, I was able to prioritise the visual language of each visualisation and

to create a way in which to consider the potential of the subjective and performative 

classification approaches of the Warburg and Sitterwerk collections. 

6.3.1 Prioritising a visual language

Before the implementation of both Flock and Neighbours I established a visual approachs

for each. These approaches were developed through a consideration of the respective 

generative metaphors for each prototype. I considered the collection as a flock and a 

neighbourhood and as shown in chapters 4 and 5, this led to an engagement with visual

and theoretical materials through which I determined how the metaphorical collections 

could be visualised. I approached Michael Lynch, my collaborating programmer, with

no real idea as to whether it was possible to produce the visual form I desired with the 

data I held. The data itself and its suitability for the preferred graphical form was my 

last concern.1 As a visual communication designer, it was always my aim to explore the 

research question of this work through visual prototypes. This has led to the creation

  

1. I was extremely lucky to have worked with a programmer who could not only understand the task I had set 

myself, but was skilled enough to find and implement computational solutions. 
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of a set of prototypes that highlight the potential of the visual form to construct and

communicate specific information about library catalogue search results, that also

provides a richer experience than the list. 

The results sets used in Neighbours dictated the forms taken by each visualisation. As s

discussed, every instantiation of the visualisation – using different keywords or number 

of results – was different. The visual forms were unique. It is reasonable to acknowledge 

then that visual aspects of each visualisation – its composition, colour, shape, the angle

of lines – were communicating something about the search results that the list can

not. This is key to providing a richer experience of library collection search results. 

By creating visualisations in this way I open space for the visual to contribute to an

understanding of a library collection and acknowledge the particular ability of visual

forms to produce knowledge. 

6.3.2 Evidence of patron engagement with a collection

In Neighbours I was able to create a visualisation that was reminiscent of the approach s

to classification and usage seen in the Warburg and the Sitterwerk libraries. Individual 

items could be ‘moved’ in the visualisation, not being pinned to one particular place:

Neighbours is underpinned by the two procedural geometric structures that enable thes

fluid placement of results on a plane. The potential for collection movement is a critical 

part of the Warburg and Sitterwerk approaches. One outcome of this prototype was 

the potential for processual visualisations to provide evidence of patron collection

engagement and then, how this could be used by patrons. 

Every time someone uses the Sitterwerk library, the form of the collection changes. 

Books are taken from shelves, considered, perhaps grouped and returned to the shelves

in whatever order the patron sees fit (Lehner 2015). The order in which the books

are left provides the next patron with something to consider, should they wish for an

exploratory engagement with the collection. In the case of the Warburg, the aim of the 

good neighbour was to provide a generous experience of the collection, one where the

engagement of others with the collection – specifically Aby Warburg himself – and 

its rearrangement was intended to provide future patrons with more than access to
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materials. The order itself was to function as a tool and method of study, as much as

the library items themselves (Ginzburg 2012). As Michaud describes it: “(Warburg’s)

objective was to determine, in his own eyes, the direction of his research and to abolish

de facto the distinction between accumulation of knowledge and aesthetic production, 

between research and performance” (Michaud 2004). The order of the library came into 

being through use, but was also used as a guide, as a traditional ordering system would. 

The gap between “research and performance” was closed.

Neighbours points to a potential visual approach that resembles the engagement models

of the Sitterwerk and Warburg, in a digital environment. Processual visualisations, 

driven by graphical forms and created dynamically, may offer a way in which patron

engagement could be used by others to engage with the collection. Whereas several

projects discussed in Chapter 2 have visualised patron interaction with a collection, 

these projects focused on exposing collection items themselves, rather than the

relationships and patterns created through that interaction. Take for example the work 

of Elisa Lee and Adam Hinshaw in Unstacked (2017). This interface shows directly 

the items being viewed in the State Library of NSW (SLNSW) catalogue: individual

items appear one after the other and scroll down the screen as more appear. There is

no structuring visual form to the interface, it operates somewhat like a lightbox. The

lightbox however is a machine, not a structuring visual form. Nothing structures the

images visually to show relationships, or further paths for investigation (other than 

viewing individual item details). Whilst Unstacked offers an engaging way to experienced

the SLNSW collection, I suggest there is potential to make use of graphical forms

directly in the interface to provide more information about the collection engagement 

of others, using a similar approach as I have done in Neighbours. By being able to

produce visualisations of search results as they happen, there is the potential to reveal

not only what patrons search for, as many of the existing patron interactions do, but the

relationships within those search engagements. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

Library collections have changed significantly in the past 50 years. A collection in a 

research library has moved from a physical repository – of books stored in a building –

to one that is made up of digital materials, accessible from anywhere. Correspondingly, 

libraries’ approach to collection development has shifted. Where once libraries amassed 

as much material as possible, so as to fulfil the needs of any patron, the library now 

focuses on providing access to digital items distributed across many sites. Access to 

library collection items is through digital interfaces, primarily the online catalogue. 

As discussed, the graphical conventions of these interfaces are modeled on previous

incarnations of the catalogue and blended with conventions drawn from the Web 

search engine. These conventions are all borrowed, not developed specifically for access 

to a library collection through a graphical user interface. The limitations of the list have 

been of central concern of this thesis. The list values efficiency at the cost of generosity. 

It encourages a transactional relationship between collection and patron. It seeks to

deliver the best match to a query, as quickly as possible. Finding things in this way is 

not the only way in which patrons use a research collection. In the past, patrons have

found things by browsing the shelves, the sorting trolleys and reading bibliographies, 

and although none of these methods are particularly efficient, they point to other 

possibilities not presently captured in current catalogue interfaces. If we acknowledge 

that efficiency is not the only aim, and we consider exploration and context as

alternative environments for scholarly work, then new possibilities afforded by the

digital interface open up.

A digital interface offers alternative possibilities that are rarely harnessed by current 

approaches to library collections.  To explore these possibilities, I have developed three 

prototypes for research collection access. The prototypes fundamentally challenge the 

way we currently view collection interfaces as transactional and efficient. They eschew 

the list, instead employing alternative metaphors that focus on the exploratory potential

of relationships between items within a collection. The list operates by removing an

item from one context and creating another. In the case of the library catalogue, this

means removing an item from its place in the classification system, from the shelf order 
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and from the contexts created by the library building itself, and creating a list – a form 

whose graphical structures are rigid insofar as they shape information and are limited

in their capacity to draw out relationships between items. There is only the context of 

the list. Whilst the search results are separated from the rest of the collection in these 

prototypes, they are subsequently presented in a richer configuration of relationships

than those displayed in the list. These configurations, constructed as they are using 

graphical forms, provide the conditions for a contextual, expansive encounter with the

library collection.

Relationships

The prototypes foreground relationships between collection items across disciplinary 

boundaries by prioritising exploration over efficiency.  They extend the number 

and type of relationships that can be shown within a library catalogue interface, 

from those offered by the list. Whereas the list displays rank only, the prototypes

reveal proximity, distance, clusters and outliers. Each prototype demonstrates how 

a collection can be understood in relational terms. Field uses proximity and spaced

between items. This draws attention particularly to outliers – items that sit outside 

‘sport’ but still relate to ‘football’ (Figure 7.1). The list is unable to demonstrate such a

relationship. In a research library context, the existence of an outlier within a subject 

search is not necessarily irrelevant, it could lead to an unexpected connection. By 

enabling the identification of such items, Field encourages further investigation of a d

set of search results across disciplinary fields, extending not only what is offered by 

the list, but also what is offered through the context of the library shelves.  

Similarly, Flock employs the use of space to draw attention to outliers and clusters

(Figure 7.2). However, the use of movement made possible by the flocking algorithm

allows these relationships to appear dynamic. The distance between particular outliers

and clusters changes constantly, bringing to attention different aspects of the subject 

search at different moments. Whereas Field provides one view of a set of search results, d

albeit with richer relationships than that provided by lists, Flock provides multiple

views by changing the relationships between individual items. Additionally, instead of 

providing multiple views by changing the angle from which the results are viewed, Flock
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changes the visual relationships themselves to create new views. The list can only show 

one view of the results, reinforcing one set of relationships that is dictated by the list 

form itself: rank. This is significant in the context of a research library in that the ability 

to see beyond the single item and to make wider connections is important.  

Figure 7.1 Field delivers search results that clearly show clusters and outliers using proximity d

and distance.

Figure 7.2 Flock provides dynamic display of search results, with relationships between items 

changing constantly. 
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Figure 7.3

This rendering of ‘architecture’ search results 

uses proximiy, distance and line to build

different types of neighbourhoods: built up

and sparse.  

Figure 7.4

Densities: by ‘pulling apart’ a built up area

of the ‘architecture’ search results further 

investigation is enabled. This vertical view 

allows for a deep view into a narrower 

selection of the results.

In Neighbours the focus is on how collection items cluster, making density an attribute s

that supports exploration. The density of the ‘neighbourhoods’ encourages a pulling 

apart of a knot-like structure to explore tightly-knit relationships between similar items

(Figure 7.3 & 7.4). Clustering like this indicates a depth of material around a particular 

subject within the collection. Whilst the major clusters are useful, unexpected clusters

could lead to discoveries of relevant materials. In Figure 7.3, clusters of various sizes

can be seen across the entire classification system, not just in the bottom right hand 

corner where materials in the primary classification range for architecture gather (the 

700s). The list does not explicitly reveal this kind of density. On the contrary, each item 

is presented in the same manner, with the same visual distance between it and the items

that sit above and below it. A lot of work on the part of a patron is required in order to

deduce where results may be clustered: every classification number must be read. 

A generous approach

The prototypes build on the research of scholars and practitioners seeking more

generous approaches to library collection interfaces by providing a visual approach 

that contributes a relational understanding of library collections (Whitelaw 2012, 

2015). This approach to the representation of collections is characterised by the use
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of alternative metaphors which reposition the collection and create new possibilities 

for reading relationships between items. This approach relies heavily on a range of 

graphical devices (for example: space, line and positioning) that not only move away 

from the list as a form but create opportunities for different readings of collection 

search results by displaying all results simultaneously and constructing different 

relationships between collection items. By showing all results at once and visualising 

multiple relationships, the prototypes provide a broad view of a subject. If we consider 

the collection is traversed horizontally by the classification system, these prototypes

visualise relationships horizontally. In Field, for example, we can see social, historicaldd

and scientific aspects of football, not only those results clustered around the most 

obvious classification of ‘Sport’ in the 700 Dewey range. The list is limited to what 

will fit within the screen space; given the exacting nature of the layout of individual 

collection item details in the list, this can sometimes mean very few results are shown, 

before the need to scroll or click to another page becomes apparent. The horizontal 

view is complemented in Neighbours by the vertical view provided by the densities. s

These allow for a deep view into a selection of the results. 

Facilitating relationships in broad and deep views is a generous display of search results

that whilst not as efficient as a list, provides a richer, more contextual understanding of 

a library collection that enables a researcher to make new connections. 

Future directions

Research library catalogue interfaces shape the way we find and understand scholarly 

materials. They can dictate the connections we make in the course of our research. 

This thesis points to the potential of bringing a visual approach to the design of 

these interfaces, to complement the approach that currently favours the list. Such an

approach enables exploration and interpretation of a collection by prioritising dynamic

relationships, rather than seeking a representation, an exposing of the collection. This

work complements researchers working in information design, particularly with regard

to collection interfaces. It also contributes to fields as diverse as library and information

science and digital media and communications research. A dynamic approach to 

collection items is critical in the context of a library because it affords the conditions
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for different types of discovery, not only that provided through search and ranked lists. 

This research presents an approach that is not currently prominent in the field of digital

interface design. It recognises that the graphical forms used to structure information 

are persuasive, rather than pragmatic and as such can be used to create new ways for 

researchers to understand the library collection. 
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